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As you set out for Ithaka
hope your road is a long one,

full of adventure, full of discovery.
Laistrygonians, Cyclops,

angry Poseidon—don’t be afraid of them:
you’ll never find things like that on your way

as long as you keep your thoughts raised high,
as long as a rare excitement

stirs your spirit and your body.

[...]

Keep Ithaka always in your mind.
Arriving there is what you’re destined for.

But don’t hurry the journey at all.
Better if it lasts for years,

so you’re old by the time you reach the island,
wealthy with all you’ve gained on the way,

not expecting Ithaka to make you rich.

Ithaka gave you the marvellous journey.

[...]

And if you find her poor, Ithaka won’t have fooled you.
Wise as you will have become, so full of experience,

you’ll have understood by then what these Ithakas mean.

(Ithaka, Konstantinos Kavafis)
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Abstract

THE interdisciplinary research presented in this doctoral thesis con-
cerns the investigation and design of control, optimization and iden-

tification techniques to facilitate the upcoming energy transition to a more
distributed and sustainable electrical system. Microgrids, i.e. small-
scale grids incorporating renewable sources, storage systems, controllable
loads and dispatchable units, are considered the fundamental bricks of this
future electrical paradigm. This is due to their extreme flexibility, being
able to operate either connected to the main grid or in islanded mode. The
design of dedicated control architectures, allowing the efficient and safe
operation of microgrids in these two modes, is the main focus of this doc-
toral thesis. Precisely, the work is structured in two parts.
Firstly, the design of optimization-based control algorithms for coordinat-
ing aggregated microgrids to provide external supporting services, usu-
ally denoted as ancillary services, is addressed. In fact, the diffusion of
intermittent and non-deterministic renewable sources and the increasing
world power demand require the cooperation of the different grid ele-
ments to ensure the secure operation of the whole electrical system. The
second part of the doctoral thesis focuses on the design of novel hierar-
chical control schemes for the islanded operation. Given the absence of
the main grid support, this condition is significantly critical, requiring the
efficient management of the local units and the prompt regulation of the
internal frequency and voltages. All the designed approaches have been
tested through extensive numerical simulations considering real network
benchmarks, showing their effectiveness in fostering the integration of
microgrids, as well as their beneficial effects for the electrical system.
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CHAPTER1
Introduction

1.1 Motivations

Climate change is nowadays a well-recognized issue. Cutting off green-
house gasses emissions has become a worldwide priority to stop global
warming and its drastic effects on the planet. In 2015, more than 180
countries signed the Paris Agreement, with the goal of defining sustain-
able national plans to limit the global average temperature increase below
1.5 ◦C above pre-industrial levels [1]. Unfortunately, a single and well-
defined solution to solve the climate change problem is not available as
many technical, environmental, social and political aspects are involved.
Given the recent technological advances, one acknowledged strategy to
reduce emissions is to reshape the electrical and the energy sector, transi-
tioning from the standard centralized fossil-based generation paradigm to
a framework where Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) cover most of the
energy demand.
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This necessity has been confirmed by the European Union, declaring the
goal of fulfilling at least one third of the total power demand with RESs
by 2030 in the Directive (EU) 2018/2001 [2].
This transition is not painless and it requires a lot of adaptation to the
electrical system and the energy markets. The intermittent and unpre-
dictable nature of most RESs, e.g. Wind Turbine (WT) and PhotoVoltaic
(PV) systems, is a great limitation to their diffusion, because they cannot
ensure the continuous balance of the power demand, as it is for fossil-
based power plants. The power balance is of vital importance not only
to guarantee the secure supply, but also because the network frequency
and voltages may seriously deviate if power imbalances are not promptly
restored, leading to instability events [3].
Therefore, to foster RESs penetration, the electrical system is required
to become more flexible, continuously and actively adapting generation
and demand patterns [4]. This flexibility characteristic can be achieved
today thanks to the spread of dispatchable distributed sources, e.g. Bat-
tery Energy Storage Systems (BESSs) and Micro-Generators (mGENs),
and of new controllable loads (CLs), e.g. Electric Vehicles (EVs) and
Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems. All these
distributed generation and load units, denoted as Distributed Energy Re-
sources (DERs), are now required to externally offer some power flex-
ibility services to the electrical system, generally denoted as ancillary
services, necessary to ensure the reliable, sustainable and secure energy
supply [5]. Nevertheless, a decentralized and flexible electrical paradigm
poses much more coordination issues with respect to the original cen-
tralized framework, requiring an efficient real-time management of the
energy resources according to the grid needs.

In this context, the MicroGrid (MG) concept has been devised as a great
solution to enhance the diffusion of distributed generation. MGs consist
in autonomous small-scale grids equipped with mGENs, BESSs, RESs
and loads, properly coordinated by control units, usually denoted as Mi-
crogrid Central Controllers (MGCCs) 1.

1The MG concept is here assumed to comprehend also smart buildings and industrial facilities, regulated
by central controllers to optimize the management of available DERs, RESs and CLs.
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The introduction of MGs into the electrical system brings many advan-
tages under several economical, environmental and operational perspec-
tives [6]. Among them, the following ones are here highlighted.

• MGs, equipped with DERs installed in proximity of loads, allow to
considerably reduce the amounts of power flowing in transmission
networks and consequently to curtail line losses.

• Deploying RESs with co-located BESSs and CLs in MGs makes
the renewable diffusion more manageable. Rather than coordinating
thousands or millions of individual distributed resources, each MG
appears to the main utility as a single entity able to modify its power
profile [7].

• MGCCs can use weather forecasts for a more efficient management
of local RESs and other dispatchable units. Moreover, the future
trends of energy prices can be also taken into account to optimize
the power trade with the main grid, see [8], [9].

• MGs can interact each other to compensate for their energy needs
and to achieve a more efficient resource management [10].

• A MG can also operate in isolated, or islanded, mode, without the
support of the main grid. This may ensure the local power sup-
ply also in case of transmission line failures and in remote areas,
where building an electric infrastructure can be costly or impracti-
cable [11].

A high-level schematic of a generic MG is represented in Figure 1.1.

MGs have shown to be a great opportunity to enhance the flexibility of
the electrical system, acting both as energy consumers or providers when
connected to the main grid, or operating in islanded mode if necessary.
According to Navigant Research, the global capacity of MGs, consider-
ing both installed and planned projects, reached about 19 GW in 2018 and
it is expected to grow [12].
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Figure 1.1: High-level scheme of a microgrid. Source: Berkeley Lab, https://
building-microgrid.lbl.gov.

Nevertheless, MGs are still not considered a competitive and valuable al-
ternative to big power plants for the provision of ancillary services, due
to their reduced power capability. In fact, as it will be evident in the next
section, the actual regulations on the provision of most services are char-
acterized by minimum power requirements which can be hardly met by
single MGs, having also to satisfy their internal loads.

It has been also mentioned that MG can operate in isolated mode, not
requiring any support from the main utility. This possibility enhances the
flexibility and decentralization of the electrical system but it is character-
ized by many technical issues which may affect the MG reliability.

To better comprehend the main contributions of this Thesis, a brief
overview of the actual energy markets and of the ancillary services provi-
sion is firstly presented. Then, the main issues concerning islanded MG
operations are described.
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1.2 European electricity markets: an overview

The purpose of this section is to give a brief overview of the main mech-
anisms governing energy markets and ancillary services provision in Eu-
rope. For a more detailed comprehension, the reader is referred to [13–
18].

Energy markets have dramatically changed in the last decades, adapt-
ing their mechanisms to accommodate the wide diffusion of variable and
distributed energy resources. The transition from several national mo-
nopolies to a single liberalized European energy market, devised by the
European Union in 1996, and then recasted in 2003 and in 2009 [18–20],
opened the opportunity to small-scale producers and consumers to trade
energy in a unique and competitive energy market. This brought several
benefits to the whole electrical system, guaranteeing affordable energy
prices and fostering the penetration of RESs [13].

Two important phases of the European energy market model are the day-
ahead and the intra-day markets.
The day-ahead market closes at 12 pm of the day before the delivery. In
this phase, market participants submit their demand and supply energy
bids and take part to an auction process, where eventually generation and
demand are matched to define the energy prices for each hour of the next
day. Since this auction process is carried out on a day ahead basis, each
participant relies on the available power schedules and forecasts for the
next day, e.g. for loads consumption and RESs production.
Then, the intra-day market is periodically performed, generally until one
hour before delivery. The rationale is that the declared power programs
should be respected despite uncertainties. Therefore, market participants
are periodically allowed to re-trade energy during the day, adjusting the
declared programs with updated forecasts and schedules.

As mentioned in the previous section, the procurement of ancillary ser-
vices to the electrical system is today regarded necessary and fundamen-
tal to ensure its proper operation. There are different type of services that
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can be provided to the electrical system, e.g. voltage control, stability
control, black-start capability etc. [21]. Among them, the so-called bal-
ancing services, entitled to ensure the real-time balance between active
power generation and demand, are today gaining more and more impor-
tance given the wide of variable and nondeterministic energy resources.
These services are regulated through another market, performed in paral-
lel to the previously mentioned energy markets, i.e. the balancing market.
It should be underlined that the network frequency plays a central role in
this context. In fact, the frequency is a direct and instantaneous measure
of active power imbalance in Alternating Current (AC) networks, so that a
value above the nominal (50 Hz in Europe) indicates a surplus of energy,
while a value below is a symptom of shortage. Because of this, it can be
affirmed that the main objective of the balancing market mechanisms is
to always keep the network frequency at its nominal value, implying that
generation and demand are continuously matched.
The balancing market has still not reached the harmonization and stan-
dardization of the day-ahead and intra-day markets and there are still
some severe zonal differences among the European countries that should
be addressed [14]. However, in November 2017, the European Commis-
sion approved the European Guideline on Electricity Balancing (EBGL),
identifying the main characteristics and conditions to provide balancing
services [15].

Three main actors interact in the balancing market:

• Balance Responsible Parties (BRPs) have the responsibility of bal-
ancing a portfolio of grid units, e.g. generators, RESs and loads.
They are called to address the power deviations with respect to the
declared schedules and they are generally financially accountable for
them.

• Transmission System Operator (TSO) is an entity entrusted of trans-
porting electrical power on national or regional levels through the
transmission network and it is responsible of guaranteeing its proper
operation. The TSO activates the balancing power services as the
sum of BRPs imbalances is non-zero, i.e. as the network frequency
deviates from the nominal value.
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• Balancing Service Providers (BSPs) are market parties called to pro-
vide balancing services to the TSO acting on a portfolio of grid units.

BSPs can provide both capacity and energy balancing service products.
The first correspond to the pre-allocation of power reserves that can be
later used to regulate the network frequency, usually denoted as frequency
control reserves. The energy products correspond to the actual real-time
delivery of balancing services.
Depending on the required activation speed and service duration, the Eu-
ropean Network of Transmission System Operators (ENTSO-E) identifies
different types of frequency control reserves [16].

• Frequency Containment Reserves (FCR) are employed to quickly
and automatically address imbalances and contain frequency devi-
ations. They are subjected to an automatic decentralized activation
and they must be delivered within few seconds after the power con-
tingency.

• Automatic Frequency Restoration Reserves (aFRR) are used to bring
the frequency to its nominal value and to recover the delivered FCR.
Their activation response time must be between some seconds and
few minutes. aFRR are generally activated in automatic and central-
ized fashion, using a regulating signal sent by the TSO.

• Manual Frequency Restoration Reserves (mFRR) serve to restore
aFRR with an activation response time of maximum 15 minutes.
They are activated with manual request from the TSO.

• Replacement Reserves (RR) are generally used resolve consistent
contingencies and congestion in the transmission lines. RR are acti-
vated manually by the TSO and a larger response time is generally
requested (between 15 minutes and hours).

Traditionally, FCR have been named as Primary control reserves, aFRR
as Secondary control reserves, while manually activated services, i.e.
mFRR and RR, have been denoted as Tertiary control reserves [17], [22].
Given their different purposes and response times, these reserves are usu-
ally activated in sequence as far as it is necessary to restore network fre-
quency and power imbalances, as shown in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Sequential activation of frequency control reserves. Source: [16].

There are still consistent differences on the procurement of balancing ser-
vices among the national balancing markets. In few countries some ser-
vices are still mandatory, implying that just large dispatchable genera-
tion units can continuously provide them. On the other hand, the EBGL
expressively states the strong need in shifting to a full market-based ap-
proach, giving the opportunity to flexible DERs to offer balancing ser-
vices based on their availability [15].
Despite some zonal differences, the following common phases can be
identified in balancing markets:

• Balance planning: The BRPs send to the TSO the expected power
schedules, defined through the day-ahead and intra-day markets [23].

• Balancing service provision: The BSPs send balancing capacity and
energy bids to the TSO, declaring their availability for the different
services2. Depending on the specific national regulation, BSPs can

2In some countries capacity and energy bids are procured jointly, implying that the energy bid is already
specified with the capacity bid, while, for others, it also possible to provide split capacity and energy bids [17]
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send balancing bids both ex-ante, i.e. in the days before the delivery,
and during the day if periodic bid adjustments are allowed. The pro-
cured bids are ranked according to some merit order and the TSO
selects the needed amount of allocated balancing capacity, usually
defined through some statistical criteria [24]. The selected capacity
bids are generally denoted as precontracted bids, meaning that the
BSPs are financially responsible of guaranteeing the declared avail-
ability in case of necessity. During the day, some countries allow
BSPs also to submit non-precontracted bids for some services, also
denoted as free energy bids. These bids allow BSPs to offer their
near real-time energy availability to the TSO, without pre-allocating
it as power reserve. In this case, BSPs are rewarded just if the offered
balancing energy is activated and delivered [17].

• Real-time balancing: Based on the current BRPs imbalances, the
BSPs are called to deliver the promised balancing services. As al-
ready mentioned, some services are automatically activated, while
others through a direct request from the TSO.

A basic schematic on the main interactions between the actors of energy
and balancing markets is depicted in Figure 1.33, considering references
in [23, 25].

As evident from the Figure, the balancing service provision phase spans
from the days before the delivery to the online operation. Apart from spe-
cific national regulations, this phase of the balancing market is generally
carried out sequentially to the day-ahead or intra-day market sessions.
For instance, in Italy, pre-contracted reserve bids are offered on a day-
ahead basis, after the day-ahead market session is closed, through the
so-called Mercato del Dispacciamento. Then, during the day, the offered
balancing bids can be updated periodically, right after the intra-day mar-
ket sessions, through the so-called Mercato del Bilanciamento [26].

3Another core element of the balancing markets, which is not discussed here, is the Imbalance Settlement
phase, where the BRPs are charged or paid for their imbalances, see [23].
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Figure 1.3: Generic schematic of energy and balancing markets operations.

Although balancing markets have been mainly introduced to foster the
spread of DERs, there are still some regulatory barriers that limit their
contribution in the balancing service provision [17, 22]. The following
market design variables have a fundamental role in this context.

• Bidding frequency: This variable determines how often BSPs can
submit balancing capacity and energy bids, and so it is strictly re-
lated to the duration of declared availability. Long-term bids allow
to a simpler management of the balancing system, but it is a strict
barrier for non-deterministic and variable DERs, since they cannot
guarantee power reserves in large advance due to forecasts’ uncer-
tainty. The EGBL states that the BSPs should be allowed to provide
balancing services bids as close as possible to the actual delivery,
implying that the bidding frequency should be high [15].

• Bid symmetry: Balancing bids can be either symmetric or asymmet-
ric, depending if the offered upward and downward regulation re-
serves have the same size or not. Asymmetric bids are beneficial for
DERs diffusion since some resources can just provide unidirectional
regulation. For instance, PV and WT systems can just decrease their
power if necessary.
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Table 1.1: Current balancing market variables in Italy [26], Austria, Germany and
Netherlands [17].

Italy Austria Germany Netherlands

Frequency Containment Reserves (FCR)

Procurement Mandatory 5 Market Market Market
Bid symmetry Symmetric Symmetric Symmetric Symmetric

Minimum bid volume N.A. 10 MW 1 MW 1 MW
Capacity bid frequency N.A. Week Week Week
Energy bid frequency N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Automatic Frequency Restoration Reserves (aFRR)

Procurement Market Market Market Market
Bid symmetry Symmetric Asymmetric Asymmetric Asymmetric

Minimum bid volume 10 MW 5 MW 5 MW 4 MW
Capacity bid frequency Day Week Week Month
Energy bid frequency 4 hours Week Week 15 min

Manual Frequency Restoration Reserves (mFRR)

Procurement Market Market Market Market
Bid symmetry Asymmetric Asymmetric Asymmetric Asymmetric

Minimum bid volume 1 MW 5 MW 5 MW 4 MW
Capacity bid frequency Day Day Day N.A.
Energy bid frequency 4 hours Day Day 15 min

• Minimum bid volume: Balancing bids are commonly characterized
by minimum size requirements to have a significant impact on the
electrical system. According to the actual regulations, minimum
bidding volumes are still to high for small-scale DERs and just large
generation plants are able to actually provide most services.

Table 1.1 shows how the mentioned design variables differ among some
EU countries for the provision of FCR, aFRR and mFRR services 4. As
evident, minimum bid volumes are a great barrier for small-scale DERs
as an extra power reserve in the order of MW is needed for the balancing
service provision. The same limitation applies to MGs, as real implemen-

4Replacement Reserves are not explicitly considered since not all countries apply them, e.g. Netherlands,
and other countries do not distinguish between mFRR and RR, denoting both as tertiary reserves, e.g. Italy.

5The provision of FCR in Italy, denoted as primary reserve, is mandatory for dispatchable production units
with capacity larger than 10 MVA
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tations hardly meet such a large amount of extra reserve capability to be
used just for external balancing services [27].
An interesting solution to overcome this issue is to jointly coordinate
multiple smart grid elements, e.g. MGs and smart buildings, as part of
a unique BSP, potentially capable of providing the required amount of
balancing services. These energy communities have been recently intro-
duced and denoted as Aggregators.

1.3 Aggregators: a key solution to provide balancing ser-
vices

Aggregators are considered a great opportunity to exploit the flexibility
of many small-scale prosumers6 and to promote their access to the bal-
ancing market. This is also an advantage for system operators, since they
can directly send signals and interact with an aggregation supervising sys-
tem, here denoted as Aggregator Supervisor (AGS), instead of singularly
considering multiple grid units [21], as shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Example of a MGs Aggregator. Source: [28].

6The term prosumer is generically referred to systems that can both produce and consumer power based on
the management of their resources, e.g. MGs.
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The EGBL explicitly affirms that aggregations of DERs and loads should
be allowed to provide balancing services [15], and actually some national
markets are progressively regularizing their access. In Italy, the partic-
ipation of aggregators was approved by the national authority7 in 2018,
giving the permission to start pilot projects [29]. The Italian TSO8 then
published a detailed document with all the technical specifications that
aggregators of DERs and loads, generally named as UVAM9, should re-
spect for the balancing service provision [30].

Considering the actual regulations, aggregation of DERs are not suitable
to provide FCR and aFRR products, as reported in [17,22]. This is mainly
due to the bidding frequency, which for these services is generally in the
order of weeks or days, meaning that DERs must guarantee a long-term
reserve availability, see Table 1.1. This is not the case of mFRR, where
BSPs are allowed to send their capacity/energy bids more often, reducing
the effect of forecasts errors. Moreover, mFRR allows also asymmetric
bids, which enhances the participation of DERs.
In fact, DERs aggregators in Italy and Netherlands started to enter in the
balancing markets just for the provision of mFRR and, if applicable, of
RR services [30], [31]. It should be also considered that mFRR and RR
services require a larger activation time with respect to FCR and aFRR,
facilitating the coordination of multiple aggregated resources.

Giving the importance of aggregators, many research studies are aiming to
define efficient control and coordination algorithms. Management frame-
works for optimizing the operations of interconnected MGs are presented
in [32, 33].
The provision of frequency control reserves from aggregation of build-
ings has been widely addressed, mainly using the flexibility offered by
HVAC systems in regulating the internal temperature [34–36]. A frame-
work where multiple MGs equipped with DERs are aggregated and jointly
coordinated to reach minimum bid sizes to provide balancing services is
discussed in [37].

7ARERA, Autorità di Regolazione per l’Energia Reti e Ambiente
8TERNA
9Unità Virtuali Abilitate Miste
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The mentioned contributions rely on centralized control frameworks, where
the upper-layer coordinating unit, i.e. the AGS, is in charge of scheduling
the operations of its aggregate to provide balancing services. This implies
that the elements of the aggregator have to share with the AGS all their
internal information such as DERs characteristics, RESs production and
load consumption profiles. Since MGs and smart building are usually pri-
vate facilities, this could be no a desirable aspect, leading some elements
to not join aggregators in order to keep the full control and knowledge of
their own resources. On the other hand, centralized approaches are not
scalable and they may lead to computational issues as the aggregator size
grows.

Given the mentioned issues, one of the main contribution of this thesis
is the design of optimization-based control frameworks for the provision
balancing services from aggregators using distributed, hierarchical and
cluster-based10 approaches. This has the great advantage of ensuring the
scalability of the approach, preserving at the same time MGs internal in-
formation and the full control of local resources.

1.4 Microgrid islanded operating mode

Being a site of both energy production and consumption, MGs can also
operate in islanded mode. This condition involves different technical is-
sues that must be addressed to ensure reliable operation.
In fact, without the support of the main grid, the continuous balance be-
tween generation and absorption must be locally ensured, which can be
critical due to the presence of non-deterministic RESs and loads. More-
over, the islanded condition requires MGs to regulate the internal fre-
quency and voltages, since this task is no more carried out by the main
utility. This aspect can become critical in such low-inertia networks, since
these electrical variables are extremely sensitive to power imbalances and
can seriously diverge, leading to electrical faults.

10The meaning of the cluster-based approach will be clearer in next chapters
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These issues motivated many research studies on the design of control ar-
chitectures ensuring the reliable operation of islanded MGs. A consistent
part of the literature focuses on stability studies, designing efficient low-
level controllers to regulate voltage and frequency [38–41].
On the other hand, the presence of uncertain elements, e.g. RESs and
loads, and of dispatchable DERs, e.g. BESSs, calls for the design of
efficient Energy Management Systems (EMSs), necessary to ensure the
continuous power supply and the proper management of MG resources.
Few optimization-based EMS for islanded MGs have been proposed in
the literature, and a reduced attention to the interaction between the EMS
and the stabilizing low-layer controllers is usually given, see [42, 43].

Considering that the islanded operating mode requires the MGCC to both
ensure the optimal management of resources and the low-level regulation
of frequency and voltages, and moreover these tasks involve different time
scales and system modelling, hierarchical control architectures are pro-
posed in this thesis. These multi-layer control architectures are designed
both for MGs with standard AC networks and also for MGs with Direct-
Current (DC) networks. Indeed, DC MGs, due to their ability to interface
naturally with most RESs, BESSs and many electronic loads (e.g. electric
vehicles, LED systems) have gained a lot of attraction in recent years and
they are expected to become a future standard [44].

In both cases, a Model Predictive Control (MPC) approach is adopted for
the EMS layer, since this technique allows to include units capability con-
straints, economic objectives and forecasts of RESs and loads. Then, fast
decentralized controllers, properly interfaced with the high-level EMS,
are entitled of the low-level regulation of MG frequency and voltages.
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1.5 Main contributions and structure of the thesis

The doctoral thesis is structured in two parts.

Part I - Microgrids aggregators providing ancillary services

The first part focuses on the design of optimization-based control algo-
rithms for coordinating MGs Aggregators (MG-AGs), so that the they can
interact as unique entity in the described market mechanisms and provide
ancillary services to the main grid. As discussed, a MG-AG is supposed
to be coordinated by an Aggregator Supervisor (AGS), which acts as an
intermediate between the MGs and the System Operators (SOs) (see Fig-
ure 1.4). Common desired features for all the designed control strategies
are the confidentiality of MGs internal information and enhanced scal-
ability properties, so that the algorithm performances do not depend on
the aggregation size. Because of this, different distributed and hierarchi-
cal methods are proposed in this first part, allowing the AGS to efficiently
perform all the required operations for participating to the energy markets
and the ancillary service provision.

Precisely, the following MG-AG operations are here addressed11:

• During the offline operation (e.g. day-ahead market), the AGS opti-
mally schedules the overall power profile of the MG-AG, consider-
ing the energy prices and the internal MGs’ costs. Moreover, it also
defines the precontracted amounts of power reserves respecting the
required minimum bid volumes. These operations are addressed in
Chapter 2.

• During the online operation, the AGS acts as a proper BSP, effec-
tively providing balancing services to the SOs. Moreover, the AGS
periodically submit, according to a predefined bidding frequency,
additional non-precontracted reserve bids considering the updated
availability of power reserves in MGs. To accomplish these tasks,
different control architectures are proposed in Chapter 3.

11It is underlined that the market procedures external to the MG-AG, e.g. offers, auctions and interactions
with the SOs, are not modelled in this thesis but it is assumed that the AGS sends and receives the correspond-
ing signals and information for the provision of ancillary services.
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• During the online operation, the AGS also operates as a BRP, using
the remaining power reserves in MGs to compensate the power vari-
ability caused by loads and RESs internal to the MG-AG, so that to
maintain the pre-scheduled MG-AG power profile. This required the
design of suitable algorithms, which are described in Chapter 4.

• During the offline operation, the AGS can also directly participate
to the energy markets’ auctions for the effective definition of the en-
ergy prices. This implies that the AGS has to submit supply/demand
bids, i.e. evaluating the MG-AG optimal output power for each re-
alization of the energy prices. To efficiently accomplish this task, an
estimation procedure is proposed in Chapter 5, allowing to charac-
terize the input/output model of each MG using just historical data.

The main contents and contributions of each chapter of the first part are
described in the following.

Chapter 2 - Economic dispatch and procurement of active and re-
active power services

This chapter concerns the design of an offline coordination framework,
where the AGS and the interconnected MGs interact for defining the op-
timal power program of the MG-AG, provided that specific power re-
quirements on pre-contracted reserves are globally respected. Moreover,
supposing that all MGs are connected to the same distribution network,
also line congestion issues are avoided, properly regulating the MG-AG
active and reactive power operations.

The main novelty of Chapter 2 is the definition of a new three-phase opti-
mization scheme, with guaranteed scalability properties and confidential-
ity requirements. In the first phase, a distributed optimization algorithm,
based on a iterative negotiation between the AGS and the MGs, computes
the active power profile of the MG-AG. Then, the second phase addresses
the reactive power management so that the active power trends planned
in the first phase do not compromise voltage/current limitations in the
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distribution network. The third phase is used to schedule the active and
reactive power profiles of the generation units of each MG to make them
consistent with the requirements and results of the previous two phases.

The contents of this chapter have been presented in the following papers

• A. La Bella, M. Farina, C. Sandroni, R. Scattolini. Microgrids ag-
gregation management providing ancillary services. European Con-
trol Conference (ECC) - Limassol (Cyprus), 12-15 June 2018.

• A. La Bella, M. Farina, C. Sandroni, R. Scattolini. On the design of
a microgrids aggregation framework to provide ancillary services.
CIRED Workshop on “Microgrids and local communities”- Ljub-
jana (Slovenia), 2-8 June 2018.

• A. La Bella, M. Farina, C. Sandroni, R. Scattolini. (in press)
Design of aggregators for the day-ahead management of microgrids
providing active and reactive power services. IEEE Transactions on
Control Systems Technology. Extensive version available at
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.02195.

Chapter 3 - Management of real-time balancing service provision

This chapter addresses the online provision of balancing services to the
main grid, supposing the MG-AG acts as a proper BSP, and considering
the pre-programmed operations and reserves through the techniques de-
scribed in Chapter 2. The MG-AG is also coordinated to offer additional
reserves during the online operation, not declared as pre-contracted re-
serves in the offline scheduling phase. The formulated optimization prob-
lems are mixed-integer, as discrete variables are introduced for the online
management of controllable loads.
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The main novelties of Chapter 3 are the definition of two different
optimization-based strategies for the balancing services provision.

• The first approach is based on a hierarchical scheme, where MGs ini-
tially communicate to the AGS a measure of their degree of power
flexibility, introducing the concept of flexibility functions. This in-
formation is used by the AGS both to offer non-precontracted re-
serves, and also for dispatching the online balancing power requests
from the TSO. The use of flexibility functions reveals to be an effi-
cient alternative to centralized approaches, achieving nearly optimal
solutions also in presence of mixed-integer variables.

• The second approach consist in the design of a properly defined dis-
tributed optimization algorithm for mixed-integer linear problems.
Indeed, applying the standard distributed techniques to mixed-integer
problems can lead to unfeasibility and non-convergence issues. The
proposed algorithm shows enhanced scalability properties, which re-
duced optimality gap with respect to the centralized solution.

The first approach has been described in the following paper

• A. La Bella, F. Bonassi, C. Sandroni, L. Fagiano, R. Scattolini. A
hierarchical approach for balancing service provision by microgrids
aggregators. IFAC World Congress 2020 - Berlin (Germany), (under
review).

The second approach is reported in the following paper

• A. La Bella, A. Falsone, D. Ioli. M. Prandini, R. Scattolini. A mixed-
integer distributed approach to prosumers aggregation for providing
balancing services. IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid, (under re-
view).
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Chapter 4 - Control and clustering strategies for self-balancing in dis-
tribution networks

This chapter focuses on the control of a MG-AG to actively and locally
compensate the power variability introduced by loads and RES, acting
as a proper BRP. The approach is applied during the online operation,
with the aim of respecting the pre-declared power profile of the MG-AG,
defined through the methods described in Chapter 2. A prompt control
action and enhanced scalability are required, so as to ensure the efficient
self-balancing in the MG-AG despite its size. To do this, the distribution
network where MGs are connected is partitioned in areas, and coordinated
by a properly defined control architecture.

The main novelties of Chapter 4 are the following.

• The design of a new two-layer control architecture, suitable for net-
worked systems with shared resources. This is constituted by a
decentralized low-level MPC framework, entitled of self balancing
each area of the distribution network, and by a fully distributed su-
pervisory layer, entitled of optimally defining the power exchanges
among the areas. Moreover, the low-level MPC regulators are im-
plemented with a novel flexible horizon approach, allowing to take
into account updated forecasts.

• The definition of a novel technique to decompose large-scale net-
works into areas, such that each area is as self-sufficient as possible
considering the local sources and sinks. The approach is tested on
large-scale electrical distribution networks, but it can be generalized
to different types of networks.

The proposed two-layer control architecture has been analysed from the
theoretical perspective in the following paper

• A. La Bella, F. Bonassi, M. Farina, R. Scattolini. Two-layer model
predictive control of independent systems with shared control sources.
IFAC Symposium on Large Scale Complex Systems - Delft (Nether-
lands), 26-28 May 2019.
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The application of the proposed architecture for the self-balancing of
MG-AGs interconnected by hybrid AC-DC distribution grids has been
reported in the following paper

• F. Bonassi, A. La Bella, R. Lazzari, C. Sandroni, R. Scattolini. A su-
pervised MPC architecture for power balance restoration in hybrid
AC-DC grids. International Journal of Electrical Power and Energy
Systems, (under review).

A generalization of the two-layer architecture for controlling pure AC
grids has been described in

• A. La Bella, F. Bonassi, K. Pascal, R. Scattolini. A fully distributed
control scheme for power balancing in distribution networks. IFAC
World Congress 2020 - Berlin (Germany), (under review).

The partition algorithm technique has been not yet submitted for publica-
tion, but it is described in details in the following Master Thesis

• Klaus Pascal. Clustering and Multi-Level Control of Networked Sys-
tems and its Application to AC and Mixed AC-DC Grids. École Poly-
technique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland, 2019.

cosupervised by the author.

Chapter 5 - A data-driven approach to estimate microgrids internal
scheduling

This chapter concerns the design of an estimation method, so that the
AGS can quickly evaluate the MG-AGs optimal power scheduling for a
pre-determined trend of energy prices. This can be an efficient tool since
it allows AGS to submit the supply/demand energy bids of the MG-AGs,
without the necessity of performing an optimization problem or of know-
ing MGs internal information.

The main novelty of Chapter 5 relies on the use of the nonlinear Set Mem-
bership identification approach to derive MGs models using just historical
data of output power vs. energy prices, which are available to the AGS.
This identification technique provides both a nominal estimate and guar-
anteed uncertainty bounds. An important feature of the proposed method
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is that it requires rather mild assumptions on the uncertain components
of produced/consumed power, which are simply required to be bounded.
Moreover, a novel tuning method is proposed in this chapter, allowing to
obtain reduced uncertainty bounds.

The contents of this chapter have been presented in the following paper

• A. La Bella, L. Fagiano, R. Scattolini. Set-membership identification
of day-ahead microgrids scheduling. European Control Conference
- Naples (Italy), 24-28 June 2019.

Part II - Hierarchical control architectures for islanded MGs

The second part concerns the design of control architectures for MGs
in islanded operation. As mentioned, this condition is the more critical
as, without the support of the main grid, it must be ensured both the ef-
ficient frequency/voltage regulation and the proper management of the
internal resources. Since different time scales and control objectives are
involved, multi-layer hierarchical control architectures are designed, ap-
plied to MGs with either AC or DC networks.

The main contents and contributions of each chapter of the second part
are described in the following.

Chapter 6 - Two-layer control of AC islanded microgrids with en-
ergy storage systems

This chapter addresses the design of a two-layer architecture for islanded
AC Microgrids, equipped just with BESSs and RESs. The low-layer is
based on a decentralized control framework, where one BESS unit, de-
noted as slack generator, regulates the MG internal voltage and frequency,
while the other BESS units, named PQ generators, are controlled to track
pre-defined active and reactive power references. At the top level, a MPC
regulator is designed, coordinating the power references of PQ genera-
tors, ensuring that voltages lie in the required bounds, the minimization
of power losses and the efficient management of BESSs.
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The main novelty of Chapter 6 is the definition of the described two-layer
architecture. Moreover, a novel high-level modelling of the MG electrical
variables is proposed, allowing to optimize the MG economic objectives
while ensuring the proper system operation.

The contents of this chapter have been reported in the following papers

• A. La Bella, S. Raimondi Cominesi, C. Sandroni, R. Scattolini. (2017)
Hierarchical predictive control of microgrids in islanded operation.
IEEE Transactions on Automation Science and Engineering, 14(2),
536-546.

• A. La Bella, S. Negri, R. Scattolini, E. Tironi. A architecture for
islanded AC microgrids with storage devices. IEEE Conference on
Control Technology and Applications - Copenhagen (Denmark), 21-
24 August 2018.

Chapter 7 - Three-layer control of DC islanded microgrids with flex-
ible structure

This chapter concerns the design of a hierarchical control structure for
islanded DC Microgrids, allowing a more efficient resource management
where respect to Chapter 6, allowing DERs to disconnect and reconnect
based on economic objectives, without spoiling the MG stable operation
and the low-level voltage regulation.

The main novelties of the chapter are the following.

• The definition of a novel and flexible hierarchical control architec-
ture, comprising of three layers. The low-level is based on Plug-
and-Play decentralized primary control framework, equipped at each
DER to track pre-defined voltage references. Then, a secondary
layer is proposed, which translates power references into voltage
references for the primary controllers. This layer solves a non-linear
optimization problem based on the power flow equations. Finally
a tertiary layer is devised, based on a mixed-integer MPC problem,
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which defines the optimal power references and operation mode of
each DER.

• The second contribution relies on the theoretical analysis of the sec-
ondary layer, which is a nonlinear optimization problem entitled
of translating the decision variables of the tertiary layer into pri-
mary voltage references. It is proved that a simplified version of the
secondary optimization problem is guaranteed to be always feasi-
ble. Moreover, since the voltages can only be enforced at the DERs
nodes, a novel condition is provided, guaranteeing the uniqueness of
the solution for load voltages and power injection of DERs units.

The research results reported in this chapter have been described in the
following papers

• A. Martinelli, A. La Bella, R. Scattolini. Secondary control strate-
gies for DC islanded microgrids operations. European Control Con-
ference - Naples (Italy), 24-28 June 2019.

• A. La Bella, P. Nahata, G. Ferrari-Trecate. A Supervisory Control
Structure for Voltage-Controlled Islanded DC Microgrids. IEEE
Conference on Decision and Control - Nice (France), 11-13 Decem-
ber 2019.

• P. Nahata, A. La Bella, R. Scattolini, G. Ferrari-Trecate. Hierar-
chical Control in Islanded DC Micogrids with Flexible Structures.
IEEE Transactions on Control Systems Technology (under review).
Technical Report available at https://arxiv.org/pdf/1910.
05107.
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providing ancillary services
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CHAPTER2
Economic dispatch and procurement of

active and reactive power services

2.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to develop an optimization framework for
the design of a MGs Aggregator (MG-AG), scheduling and coordinating
the optimal operations of its units and, at the same time, jointly providing
an adequate amount of frequency control reserve.
The developed coordination scheme is assumed to be executed on a day-
ahead basis, right after the energy prices are defined through the day-
ahead energy market, so that the Aggregator Supervisor (AGS) can com-
municate the next-day power program of the MG-AG to the TSO. The
proposed approach can be also easily adapted to be executed right after
the intra-day market sessions, using updated forecasts and energy prices.
It is assumed that the AGS manages a MG-AG, where MGs are all in-
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terconnected to the same distribution network. This implies that MGs
operations should be also coordinated to avoid over-voltage and line cur-
rent congestion issues, properly regulating the active and reactive power
flows in the network.

2.1.1 Literature review

Based on centralized approaches, the design of aggregator frameworks
providing frequency control reserves has been described in [37] for MGs,
and in [34–36] for smart buildings. However, centralized solutions could
be inapplicable due to the large size of the overall system, leading to com-
putational and scalability issues. Moreover, confidentiality requirements
motivate possible restrictions on the information to be transmitted by the
MGs, such as their internal costs, generator characteristics and load de-
mand profiles. For these reasons, and considering that MGs are already
locally managed by their own MGs Central Controllers (MGCC), dis-
tributed approaches are an effective solution, where the MGs operations
are coordinated without requiring the transmission of internal sensitive
information. Distributed optimization approaches for multi-microgrids
have been proposed in [33,45,46], neglecting however the provision of an-
cillary services. A distributed management scheme of commercial build-
ings for the reserve provision service is presented in [47].
Notably, no one of the previous contributions deals with the design of
aggregator management frameworks also considering the electrical feasi-
bility in terms of voltage and current regulation.
Concerning this aspect, distributed optimization approaches become crit-
ical due to the nonlinearity and non-convexity of the underlying power
flow equations, which negatively impact on the convergence of most dis-
tributed optimization-based algorithms [48]. Possible solution algorithms
exist, but they usually have a complex structure, e.g. through the commu-
nication of gradients and Hessians of the local cost functions and con-
straints [49] or through convexification and approximation procedures
[50–52]. Because of this, these methods are not recognized as viable and
realistic solutions for the considered electrical application, and an easily
implementable approach must be devised.
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2.1.2 Proposed solution

Motivated by the previous analysis and state of the art, a novel method is
proposed for the design of an AGS planning in a distributed way the ac-
tive power production/absorption of MGs considering also the ancillary
services provision. Specifically, the MGs autonomously manage their
internal resources, while the AGS coordinates their operations to guar-
antee the best economic management of the MG-AG and the minimum
power requirements to provide upward and downward power reserve. Ad-
ditionally, MGs are also managed to operate as reactive power produc-
ers/consumers, regulating the voltages and the line currents of the distri-
bution grid. This second task is addressed in a separate phase through an
equivalent MG representation, allowing to solve the power flow problem
in a centralized way while preserving the MGs internal sensitive data. In
fact, a distributed approach is not necessary in this phase, since the re-
active power management does not affect the MGs production costs but
it just involves the regulation of inverters or excitation systems of DERs.
Therefore, this phase can be performed by an external entity without in-
terfering with the MGs internal economy and information. The schedul-
ing process is structured according to the following phases, see also the
flowchart in Figure 2.1.

Phase 1: Distributed active power and reserve dispatch. The day-
ahead active power profiles of the MG generation units, minimizing the
internal production costs and globally providing the minimum required
active power reserve, are computed with a distributed optimization algo-
rithm, i.e. the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [53].

Phase 2: Power flow feasibility and reactive power planning. Each
MG communicates its equivalent active and reactive power reserves to
the AGS. The MGs’ reactive power output is then scheduled to satisfy the
voltage/current limits and to minimize the overall power losses inside the
considered distribution network. If necessary, the AGS can also request
the MGs to vary the active power profiles scheduled in Phase 1 consider-
ing line limitations and network topology.
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Figure 2.1: Flowchart of the MG-AG scheduling process

Phase 3: Final scheduling of MG generation units. Each MG must
schedule the active and reactive power daily trends of its generation units
considering the requirements from Phase 1 and Phase 2.

As mentioned, the proposed algorithm is intended to be performed off-
line, relying on the day-ahead energy prices and forecasts. In this way, the
AGS manages the MG-AG achieving the best internal economic profit re-
specting both the ancillary services and the electrical requirements. Then,
the optimal MG-AG total power output and provided reserve can be com-
municated to the system operators, e.g. the TSO. This method is an ef-
fective solution since it allows the AGS to interact in the energy market
knowing how much its aggregation is going to produce/absorb based on
the energy prices, without the need of solving a huge centralized problem
or knowing all internal information of its aggregation.
The chapter is structured as follows: in Section 2.2, the MGs modelling
is presented and the proposed distributed optimization algorithm used in
Phase 1 is described. The reactive power management aimed at guaran-
teeing the feasibility of the proposed solution is presented in Section 2.3.
In Section 2.4, the final optimization performed in Phase 3 is described.
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Table 2.1: Optimization variables and system parameters

Symbol Description
p g, q g MG mGEN active/reactive power outputs [kW, kVar]
p b, q b MG BESS active/reactive power outputs [kW, kVar]
pl, ql MG load active/reactive power forecast [kW,kVar]
pr, qr MG RES active/reactive power forecast [kW,kVar]
pmg, qmg MG active/reactive output power [kW, kVar]
sb MG BESS state of charge (SOC) [%]
C b, Ē b MG BESS capacity and energy throughput [kWh]
ab, bb, cb MG BESS cost coefficients [e/kWh2]
ag, bg, cg MG mGEN cost coefficients [e/kWh2,e/kWh,e]
r g↑p , r g↓p MG mGEN up/down active power reserves [kW]
r b↑p , r b↓p MG BESS up/down active power reserves [kW]
rmg↑p , rmg↓p MG total up/down active power reserves [kW]
rmg↑q , rmg↓q MG total up/down reactive power reserves [kVar]
ρse, ρ

b
e Grid energy selling and buying price [e/kWh]

pL, qL Active/reactive power of an external load node [kW, kVar]
pAG, rAG↑

p , rAG↓
p MG-AG total active power output and reserves [kW]

The results achieved by applying the proposed framework to the IEEE
37-bus network, configured to include MGs, are extensively discussed in
Section 2.5. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 2.6.

2.2 Phase 1: active power and reserve dispatch

The considered distribution network is modelled as a bi-directional graph
G(N , E) with nodes N = {1, . . . , n} and edges E ⊆ N × N , where the
first node is conventionally named as slack node. This network includes
a set NM = {1, . . . ,M} of flexible elements (e.g. the MGs) and a set
NL = {1, . . . , nL} of non-dispatchable load elements (e.g., commercial
buildings). The variables used in the next sections are described in Table
2.1. As a convention, all the power values are positive if delivered and
negative if absorbed. The maximum and minimum limits of each variable
are denoted with a bar over or below the variable, respectively.
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2.2.1 Microgrid modelling and problem formulation

MGs are modelled as discrete-time systems with sampling time τ = 15
min, being grid energy prices and weather forecasts usually provided with
the same time rate. In view of the adopted time horizon of 24 hours,
N = 96 steps must be considered in the optimization problem. The
i-th microgrid, denoted as MGi with i ∈ NM, is equipped with ngi Micro-
Generators (mGENs), nbi Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESSs), nri
Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) and has a given load demand. During
this offline phase, it is assumed that loads cannot be shifted or interrupted,
but they are kept at the preferred position. The active power constraints
for generation units are

p g
ji
≤ p gji(t) ≤ p̄ gji , (2.1)

p b
ki
≤ p bki(t) ≤ p̄ bki , (2.2)

where t is the time index, while ji ∈ [1, . . . , ngi ] and ki ∈ [1, . . . , nbi ] rep-
resent the j-th mGEN and the k-th BESS installed in MGi, respectively.
The dynamics of the state of charge (SOC) of the BESSs is

sbki(t+ 1) = sbki(t) − 100
τ

C b
ki

pbki(t) , (2.3)

where, for simplicity, the charge-discharge efficiencies have been ne-
glected. The SOC must be constrained between minimum and maximum
bounds

s bki ≤ s bki(t) ≤ s̄ bki . (2.4)

The overall MG output active power is given by the internal power bal-
ance. Moreover, it is expected that the output active power of MGi must
respect some bounds, dictated for instance by an electrical contract with
the DNO. It follows that

pmgi (t) =

nb
i∑

ki=1

p bki(t) +

ng
i∑

ji=1

p gji(t) +

nr
i∑

pi=1

p rpi + pli(t) , (2.5)

pmg
i
≤ pmgi (t) ≤ p̄mgi . (2.6)
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The active power reserves provided by dispatchable mGENs correspond
to the remaining power margins with respect to the actual production as
follows

r g↑p,ji(t) = p̄gji − p gji(t), r g↓p,ji(t) = pgji(t) − pg
ji
. (2.7)

As for the active power reserves of BESSs, not only the capability limits
must be considered, but also the amount of available stored energy. At
each time instant, the total active power reserve can be computed as

rb ↑p,ki(t) = min

{
p̄bki ,

(
sbki(t) − sbki

)
100

Cb
ki

τ

}
− pbki(t) ,

rb ↓p,ki(t) = min

{
− p b

ki
,

(
s̄bki − sbki(t)

)
100

Cb
ki

τ

}
+ p bki(t) .

However, the dependence of BESS power reserves on the amount of stored
energy implies that, if at a certain time instant some power reserve is re-
quested, in the future time instants the available reserve may vary. To en-
sure that the reserve externally offered to the TSO is guaranteed for each
time instant, despite unexpected balancing service requests, a conserva-
tive strategy can be implemented. It consists in taking just the minimum
values of the available stored energy reserves achieved over the whole op-
timization horizon, dividing them by N , and considering these fractions
as active power reserves that can be externally offered at each time in-
stant. This corresponds to replace the previous defined expressions with
the following

rb↑p,ki(t) = min

{
p̄bki , min

∀k∈[1,N ]

1

N

{(
sbki(k)− sbki

)
100

Cb
ki

τ

}}
− pbki(t) ,

(2.8)

rb↓p,ki(t) = min

{
− pb

ki
, min
∀k∈[1,N ]

1

N

{(
s̄bki − s

b
ki

(k)
)

100

Cb
ki

τ

}}
+ pbki(t) .

(2.9)

The expressions (2.8)-(2.9) can be easily transformed in linear inequali-
ties as shown in Appendix A of this chapter.
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The MG overall reserves are obtained by summing all the contributions,
assuming that power production of RES can be used as down active power
reserve

rmg↑p,i (t) =

nb
i∑

ki=1

r b↑p,ki(t) +

ng
i∑

ji=1

r g↑p,ji(t) , (2.10)

rmg↓p,i (t) =

nb
i∑

ki=1

r b↓p,ki(t) +

ng
i∑

ji=1

r g↓p,ji(t) +

nb
i∑

pi=1

prpi(t) . (2.11)

The goal of the MG internal management is to minimize the produc-
tion costs and maximize the gain from the external trading. Therefore,
a quadratic cost function is considered for the generic MGi management
as follows

Jmgi =
N∑
t=1

ng
i∑

ji=1

(a gjiτ
2(p gji(t))

2 + b gji τ p
g
ji

(t) + c gji)︸ ︷︷ ︸
α

+
N∑
t=2

nb
i∑

ki=1

[
a bkiτ

2(pbki(t)− p
b
ki

(t− 1))2︸ ︷︷ ︸
β1

+ b bki

(
pbki(t) τ

Ēb
ki

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
β2

+ c bki(s
b
ki

(N)− s bki(1))2︸ ︷︷ ︸
β3

]

−
N∑
t=1

hpi ( pmgi (t), rmg↑p,i (t), rmg↓p,i (t) )︸ ︷︷ ︸
η

.

(2.12)

In (2.12), α includes the mGENs’ fuel cost, expressed as a second-order
polynomial function with respect to the generated power [54], while β1

weights the BESSs’ power variations to avoid frequent and excessive
charges and discharges. The term β2 is introduced to minimize the stored/absorbed
energy with respect to the available energy throughput of the BESS, con-
sidering its remaining life. β3 is included since it often required that the
state at the end of the day equals the one at the beginning.
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Finally, η is a term including the MG gain/cost for the overall produced/absorbed
power and the provided upward and downward reserves; this will be de-
fined later since it depends on the AGS management.

For the sake of clarity, MGi is now compactly represented by defining
the following vectors

xpi = [(pgji , r
g↑
p,ji
, rg↓p,ji)∀ji∈{1,ng

i }, (p
b
ki
, rb↑p,ki , r

b↓
p,ki

)∀ki∈{1,nb
i}]
′,

dpi = [ pli , p
r
∀pi∈{1,nr

i }
]′,

ypi = [ pmgi , rmg↑p , rmg↓p ]′,

where xpi includes the MGi internal active power variables, dpi is the vector
of non-dispatchable active power trends and ypi is the vector of the MGi

output variables. For compactness, the variables referred to the whole
time horizon are expressed with bold symbols, e.g.
xp
i = [xpi (1)′, . . . , xpi (N)′]′. Similarly, the MGi cost function can be

rewritten as

Jmgi = fpi (xp
i ) − hpi (y

p
i ) , (2.13a)

where fpi includes the production cost of MGi, i.e. the terms α and β in
(2.12). The MGi constraints and output expressions (2.1)-(2.11) can be
reformulated as

Ap
i xp

i ≤ bpi , (2.13b)

yp
i = Cp

i xp
i + Mp

i dp
i , (2.13c)

whereAp
i , bpi , Cp

i andMp
i are properly defined matrices.

For the description of the AGS scheduling process, the MGi compact op-
timization problem (2.13) will be considered. This is not only related to
the notational compactness, but also because MGs can be characterized
by different cost functions, constraints and composition of generations
units and this must not have an impact on the AGS management.
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2.2.2 AGS problem formulation and distributed algorithm

At a collective level, the AGS must consider the selling/buying energy
prices and the gain for the provided active power reserve. The centralized
AGS cost function is defined as follows

JAG =
∑
∀i∈NM

fpi (xp
i )− τρs

e
′max (pAG,0) + τρb

e
′max(−pAG,0) . (2.14a)

Note that the MG-AG at time t can either absorb (pAG(t) < 0) or release
(pAG(t) > 0) power. The functions max (±pAG,0) in (2.14a) compute the
element-wise maximum between the output power profile ±pAG and the
zero column vector, in order to differently price the power considering
either the selling or the buying energy prices.
The constraints (2.13b)-(2.13c) must be considered for all i ∈ NM, to-
gether with constraints for the minimum up and down power reserve that
can be externally provided

rAG↑
p ≥ rAG↑

p , rAG↓
p ≥ rAG↓

p . (2.14b)

Finally, the following expressions are used

rAG↑
p =

∑
∀i∈NM

rmg↑
p, i , rAG↓

p =
∑
∀i∈NM

rmg↓
p, i , (2.14c)

pAG =
∑
∀i∈NM

pmg

i , (2.14d)

defining the total up and down power reserve and the active power balance
for the whole MG-AG. From (2.14), it is clear that the AGS objective is
to minimize the MGs production costs and maximize the overall profit
due to the external trade with the main grid respecting the MGs internal
constraints and the minimum up and down MG-AG power reserve con-
straints.
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The overall optimization problem can be stated as follows

min
xp
∀i,y

p
∀i

zp

{
∑
∀i∈NM

fpi (xp
i ) + gpz(z

p) } (2.15a)

subject to
Ap
i xp

i ≤ bpi
yp
i = Cp

i xp
i + Mp

i dp
i

∀i ∈ NM (2.15b)

zp ∈ Zp (2.15c)

zp =
∑
∀i∈NM

yp
i , (2.15d)

where zp = [pAG ′, rAG↑
p
′, rAG↓

p
′] ′ and

gpz(z
p) =− τρs

e
′max (pAG,0) + τρb

e
′max(−pAG,0) .

The MG-AG reserve requirements (2.14b) have been condensed in (2.15c)
properly defining the set Zp ⊂ R3N,1, while the constraints (2.14c)-
(2.14d) have been compacted in (2.15d). Note that the optimization prob-
lem (2.15) includes the coupling constraint (2.15d) which collect the MGs
optimization variables, i.e. yp

i and the AGS ones, i.e. zp. Finally, we de-
note by JAG,∗ the optimal value of the cost function (2.15a), corresponding
to the optimal centralized solution of (2.15).
As previously discussed, the centralized approach is not advisable since
the AGS should know everything about the MGs internal structure so as
to be able to provide the set-points to their units. To overcome this draw-
back and to confer scalability to the solution of (2.15), it is here proposed
to rely on ADMM, a distributed optimization algorithm with enhanced
properties with respect to standard dual-decomposition [53]. To reach
convergence, ADMM requires the convexity of the cost function of the
centralized problem. To this regard, considering (2.15a), the terms fi(x

p
i )

have been defined to be convex, while, regarding gpz(z
p), its piece-wise

structure does not directly guarantee any convexity property. However,
the following result can be stated.

Proposition 2.1. If ρbe(t) ≥ ρse(t) ∀t, then the function gpz(z
p(t)) is convex

(but not strictly).
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The proof of Proposition 2.1 is reported in Appendix B of this chap-
ter. The requirement that, at each time instant, the buying price must be
greater than the selling one is realistic and quite common in the literature,
e.g. [55]. Indeed, if the MG-AG absorbs active power, the system opera-
tors afford some fixed costs to transport the needed power additionally to
the generation ones, due to transmission or power losses. This is not the
case when the nergy is produced in loco by the MGs resources and sold
to the main grid.
Therefore, the ADMM method can be now applied, defining the following
Augmented Lagrangian function

Lµ(xp
∀i,y

p
∀i, z

p,λ) =
∑
∀i∈NM

fpi (xp
i ) + gpz(z

p) + λ′(zp −
∑
∀i∈NM

yp
i ) +

+
µ

2
||zp −

∑
∀i∈NM

yp
i ||22 ,

(2.16)

where µ > 0 is a tuning parameter and λ is named dual variable or
shadow price. Being (2.16) not fully separable among the agents due to
the presence of the quadratic term, the sequential iterative procedure de-
scribed in Algorithm 1 must be followed according to ADMM procedure.
In principle, Step 1 of Algorithm 1 does not allow to preserve the confi-
dentiality since each i-th MGCC needs information about the optimal out-
puts of the other agents at the previous iteration, i.e.
(yp,k−1
∀j 6=i , zp,k−1), in order to minimize Lµ. However, defining the con-

straint residual as rp = zp −
∑
∀i∈NM yp

i , it holds that

Lµ(xp
i ,y

p
i ,λ

k−1,yp,k−1
∀j 6=i , z

p,k−1) = fpi (xp
i ) − λk−1′yp

i +

+
µ

2
||zp,k−1 −

∑
∀j 6=i∈NM

yp,k−1
j − yp

i ||22 =

= fpi (xp
i )− λk−1′yp

i −
µ

2
|| rp,k−1 + yp,k−1

i − yp
i ||22 =

= Lµ(xp
i ,y

p
i ,λ

k−1,yp,k−1
i , rp,k−1) .

(2.17)
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Algorithm 1 Distributed economic dispatch through ADMM

While convergence is not met

1) The MGCCs solve in parallel the following sub-problems using information about
the previous iteration:

for all i ∈ NM

(xp,k
i ,yp,k

i ) = argmin
s.t. (2.13b)-(2.13c)

Lµ(xp
i ,y

p
i ,λ

k−1,yp,k−1
∀j 6=i , z

p,k−1)

end for
2) The AGS gathers the optimal outputs of the MGs sub-problems, i.e. yp,k

i , and
solves the following sub-problem

zp,k = argmin
s.t. (2.15c)

Lµ(zp, yp,k
∀i , λ

k−1)

3) The dual variable λ is updated by the AGS based on the updated constraint residual

λk = λk−1 + µ · (zp,k −
∑
∀i∈NM

yp,k
i )

Next iteration update: k = k + 1
end while

Therefore, to perform Step 1 it is enough that the AGS provides each i-th
MGCC with information about the dual variable and the coupling con-
straint residual. The MGi cost function to minimize is therefore defined
by (2.17), and it includes the internal production costs fpi (xp

i ) and some
other terms related to the output variables yp

i . These terms were denoted
in (2.13a) with the generic function hpi (y

p
i ) and, at convergence, they ex-

press the cost/gain of the MGi for the provided active power output and
power reserves.
The optimality of Algorithm 1 is guaranteed by the following proposition,
which can be straightforwardly proven based on [56, Section 3.4].

Proposition 2.2. The sequence {xp
∀i,y

p
∀i, z

p}k generated by Algorithm 1
is bounded and its limit points are in the set of the optimal solutions of
the original problem (2.15).
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Therefore, the sequence of the optimal values of the overall cost function,
generated by Algorithm 1 and defined as

JAG,k =
∑
∀i∈NM

fpi (xp,k
i ) + gpz(z

p,k) ,

converges to the optimal objective of the primal problem, i.e.
JAG,k −→ JAG,∗ as k →∞. Although this is an asymptotic result, ADMM
often converges in few tens of iterations with satisfactory accuracy, and
the following termination criterion can be used

||rp,k||2 ≤ εr ∧ ||zp,k+1 − zp,k||2 ≤ εz ,

where εr > 0 and εz > 0 are predefined tolerances.
In a practical implementation, ADMM applied to the MG-AG manage-
ment consists of the following iterative procedure: firstly the MGCCs
perform in parallel their local optimization problems, based on the previ-
ous values of the constraint residual rp, and of the internal shadow price
λ. Then, the AGS gathers the optimal values of the MGs output variables
and solves its sub-problem, considering minimum reserve requirements
and the external grid prices. Notice that the MGs internal information
and optimization variables xp

i are not externally shared. Finally, the AGS
updates the internal price λ based on the coupling constraint residual
which is sent back to the MGs such that they can start again perform-
ing Step 1. The dual variable λ = [λrp↑ ′,λrp↓′,λp′]′ can be therefore
interpreted as the vector of the internal negotiation prices between the
AGS and the MGs, for the output active power (λp′) and for the power
reserves (λrp↑ ′,λrp↓′). Differently from the external trade with the main
utility where the selling and the buying prices are different, just one inter-
nal price exists for the MGs output active power. This is done on purpose
since additional transmission-related fixed costs are not relevant internally
to the MG-AG network, meaning that selling or buying power do not im-
ply differential costs for MGs.
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2.3 Phase 2: power flow feasibility and reactive power plan-
ning

Phase 2 is necessary to ensure that the active power flows computed by
Algorithm 1 are consistent with the constraints on nodal voltages and line
currents. In addition, it allows to regulate the reactive power flows in-
side the distribution network, minimizing the power losses and ensuring
the network electrical feasibility. This is possible since MGs can have a
significant role as reactive power producers/consumers, being clusters of
several inverter-interfaced generation sources. As mentioned in Section
??, since each MG is regarded as a single equivalent mGEN, this phase
can be carried out by the AGS through a centralized approach, without
compromising the computational feasibility and violating the MGs pri-
vacy constraints. For clarity, from now on the optimal values of the vari-
ables computed in Section 2.2 by Algorithm 1 will be denoted with the
superscript *, e.g. pmg,∗

i .

2.3.1 MGs representation as equivalent generators

At this stage, the MG output reactive power coincides with the inter-
nal load demand since the reactive power set-points have not been yet
scheduled, i.e. qmg,∗

i = ql
i. The MG reactive power capability can be

represented by aggregating the capabilities of each generation unit. For
consistency with Section 2.2, the overall MG reactive power capability is
expressed through up/down reserves. The following relations hold

rmg↑∗
q,i =

ng
i∑

ji=1

q̄g
ji

(pg,∗
ji

) +

nb
i∑

ki=1

q̄b
ki

+

nr
i∑

pi=1

q̄r
pi
, (2.18)

rmg↓∗
q,i = −

ng
i∑

ji=1

qg

ji
(pg,∗

ji
)−

nb
i∑

ki=1

qb

ki
−

nr
i∑

pi=1

qr

pi
, (2.19)

where the mGENs reactive power limits are expressed as functions of the
active power production, as usual for fuel-based mGENs. The MG reac-
tive power reserves defined in (2.18)-(2.19) have been also denoted with
the superscript ∗ since their values are computed based on the outcomes
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of Phase 1. Actually, prior to perform Phase 2, MGs must communicate
to the AGS not only their optimal active power trends, but also the active
and reactive reserve capabilities. The reactive power variation ∆qmg with
respect to qmg,∗ is then scheduled in Phase 2, and this must be bounded
by the up/down reserves

−rmg↓∗
q, i ≤ ∆qmg

i ≤ rmg↑∗
q, i . (2.20)

It would be desirable that the optimal active power trends achieved by Al-
gorithm 1 are not varied. To this regard, since the MG active power output
has been locally constrained, see (2.6), it is expected that just small active
power variations may be needed, e.g. in case many MGs are injecting an
excessive amount of active power in the same line leading to over-current
issues. Also in this case, the active power reserves scheduled in Phase 1
can be used to limit the active power variations of each MG. Therefore,
denoting by ∆pmg

i the active power variation with respect to pmg,∗
i , it

holds that

−rmg↓,∗
p, i ≤ ∆pmg

i ≤ rmg↑,∗
p, i . (2.21)

The variation of the MGs active power outputs should not compromise
the minimum MG-AG frequency reserve requirements (2.14b) defined in
Section 2.2. Therefore the following additional constraints must be con-
sidered: ∑

∀i∈NM

(rmg↑,∗
p, i −∆pmg

i ) ≥ rAG↑
p , (2.22)∑

∀i∈NM

(rmg↓,∗
p, i + ∆pmg

i ) ≥ rAG↓
p . (2.23)

To sum up, through these expressions the MGs are modelled as PQ gen-
eration nodes with predefined active and reactive power trends, i.e. pmg,∗

and qmg,∗, allowing for active and reactive power set-points variations,
∆pmg,∗ and ∆qmg,∗ which must respect predefined capability limits, de-
fined by (2.20)-(2.23).
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2.3.2 Network model

The network is modelled using the power flow equations, i.e. nonlinear
static functions defining the nodal powers based on the network voltages
and on the nodal admittance matrix. By means of these equations, also
some other variables can be calculated, such as the active power losses
and the magnitude of the flowing current in the lines of the network.
These equations are not explicitly expressed here as they be easily re-
covered from the literature, see [57]. The following generic notation is
used

Pj = fP
j (V1,...,n, δ1,...,n, Y ) , ∀j ∈ N , (2.24)

Qj = fQ
j (V1,...,n, δ1,...,n, Y ) , ∀j ∈ N , (2.25)

Ploss
i,j = f loss

i,j (Vi, δi,Vj, δj, Y ) , ∀(i, j) ∈ E , (2.26)

Ii,j = fI
i,j(Vi, δi,Vj, δj, Y ) , ∀(i, j) ∈ E , (2.27)

where fP
j , fQ

j , f loss
i,j and fI

i,j are vectors of static nonlinear functions
expressing the j-th nodal active power, the j-th nodal reactive power, the
(i, j) line active power loss and the (i, j) line current magnitude over the
whole optimization horizon, respectively. For each node of the distribu-
tion network, the output powers defined in (2.24)-(2.25) must be linked
with the MGs and loads output powers; it follows that ∀j ∈ N

Pj=
∑
∀i∈NM

σMi,j(p
mg,∗
i + ∆pmg

i ) +
∑
∀jl∈NL

σLjl,j pL
jl
, (2.28)

Qj=
∑
∀i∈NM

σMi,j(q
mg,∗
i + ∆qmg

i ) +
∑
∀jl∈NL

σLjl,j qL
jl
, (2.29)

where σM,L
α,β are boolean scalars defined to be equal to 1 only if the α-th

element is connected to the β-th node.
As common in practice, the slack voltage, i.e. V1, is assumed to be fixed
to the nominal grid value, and imposed by the whole external network.
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Finally, electrical constraints are introduced to force voltages and line
currents to remain inside the allowed ranges

Vj ≤ Vj ≤ V̄j , ∀ j ∈ N , (2.30)

Ii,j ≤ Īi,j , ∀ (i, j) ∈ E . (2.31)

2.3.3 Optimization problem of Phase 2

Having defined all the constraints, the optimization problem to be solved
in Phase 2 is stated.

min
∆p

mg
∀i

∆q
mg
∀i

{ ∑
∀(i,j)∈E

ζ li ||Ploss
i,j ||22 +

∑
∀i∈NM

ζpi ||∆pmg
i ||22 +

∑
∀i∈NM

ζqi ||∆qmg
i ||22

}
(2.32)

subject to (2.20) - (2.31) .

The first term in (2.32) penalizes the active power losses, while the last
two terms involve the minimization of the MG active power and reactive
power variations, respectively. The parameters are set as
ζpi � ζ li > ζqi > 0, so that active power variations are requested just
if the problem feasibility is compromised.

2.4 Phase 3: Final scheduling of the MGs units

Phase 3 is needed to schedule the final power references of the MGs gen-
eration units consistently with the active and reactive optimal profiles ob-
tained in Phases 1 and 2. Denote the optimal variables computed in Phase
2 with the superscript ∗∗. Note that, given the constraints (2.8)-(2.9) and
(2.22)-(2.23), the minimum requirements on the MG-AG power reserve
ensured in Phase 1 are not compromised despite the active power varia-
tions committed in Phase 2.
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Therefore, there is no need of solving Phase 3 using a distributed ap-
proach but it can be performed in a pure decentralized mode, where each
MGi independently solve the following optimization problem

min
xp
i ,y

p
i

xq
i ,y

q
i

{
fpi (xp

i ) + f qi (xq
i ) + γpi ||ε

p
i ||22 + γqi ||ε

q
i ||22

}
(2.33a)

subject to

Api xp
i ≤ bpi

yp
i = Ci x

p
i + Mi d

p
i

(2.33b)

Aqi xq
i ≤ bqi (x

p
i )

yq
i = Cq

i xq
i + M q

i dq
i

(2.33c)

pmg
i = pmg,∗

i + ∆pmg,∗∗
i + εpi

qmg
i = qmg,∗

i + ∆qmg,∗∗
i + εqi .

(2.33d)

Following the same reasoning of Section 2.2, the internal and output reac-
tive power variables are compactly defined as xq

i and yq
i , while the MGs

internal reactive power constraints are given by (2.33c). The constraints
(2.33d) are introduced to make the MGs follow the active and reactive
power outputs dictated by the optimization problems in Phases 1 and 2.
Two slack variables are used in (2.33d), i.e. εpi and εqi , to avoid infeasibil-
ity problems, and they are minimized in the cost function (2.33a) through
the weights γpi � 0 and γqi � 0. In (2.33d), the MG productions cost are
included through the function fpi , already defined in Section 2.2, while
a function f qi is also introduced to equally distribute the reactive power
burden among the MG units. For the sake of compactness, the explicit
expressions of f qi and of (2.33c) are not stated, and they actually depends
on the MG internal management strategy.
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Final considerations

It could be argued that separating the whole scheduling problem in three
different phases may be not necessary and it could lead to a sub-optimal
solution. Actually, the problem constraints and cost functions of Phase
1, 2 and 3 can be clustered in a unique non-convex optimization problem
which, in principle, could be solved through a distributed algorithm.
However, it has been chosen to adopt this three steps procedure for two
main reasons:

1. Applying distributed optimization algorithms to non-convex prob-
lems leads to sub-optimal solution, and not-generalized convergence
results [48,53]. As shown, a distributed algorithm for solving Phase
2 is not needed and it can be performed in centralized fashion, while
preserving MG internal economy and sensitive information through
the equivalent representation proposed in Paragraph 2.3.1.

2. Dividing the convex dynamic scheduling problem (Phase 1) from
the non-convex power flow part (Phase 2) allows to use an efficient
distributed method for the first, while the second, being a static op-
timization problem, can be efficiently solved by decomposing it in
N different optimization problems, one for each time instant of the
day.

3. The proposed structure allows to perform the optimization phases
in different time instants and at different time rates. For instance,
Phase 2 and 3 can be periodically performed in the online manage-
ment of the MGs, using updated information about the load and re-
newable power trends, ensuring the MGs support for the voltage and
current regulation, and for the minimization of power losses. The
same holds for Phase 1, which may be used to reschedule the MG-
AG active power production in case the energy prices or the reserve
requirements are varied over the day.
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2.5 Numerical results

The proposed method has been tested on the standard IEEE 37-bus sys-
tem, which characteristics are derived from [58]. As shown in Figure 2.2,
4 MGs and 25 loads are connected to the considered distribution network.
The characteristics of MGs dispatchable units, i.e. mGENs and BESSs,
are shown in Table 2.2; all BESSs are operated with SOCs bounded be-
tween 10% and 90%. Moreover, each MG is endowed with PV system
and a WT system, which power trends are depicted Figure 2.3(a) and Fig-
ure 2.3(b), respectively. Finally, the active power absorption profiles of
MGs loads are shown in Figure 2.3(c), while the ones of loads directly
connected to the distribution network in 2.3(d). Concerning the reactive
power profiles, all loads are simulated with a 0.8 constant power factor.
Consistently with the actual regulations for Aggregators in Italy [30], the
MG-AG must provide a minimum active power reserve bid of 1 MW.
Considering the voltage and current regulation service, it is assumed that
line currents are limited at 350 A and the nodal voltages at a maximum
variation of 10%. The overall scheduling approach has been implemented
in MATLAB, using the CPLEX solver for Phases 1 and 3 and the FMIN-
CON solver for Phase 2.
The optimization problem stated in Phase 1 has been solved also in a cen-
tralized fashion to check the validity of Proposition 1. In the considered
case, ADMM converges to the global optimum in about 70 iterations. The
total output power of the MG-AG, i.e. pAG, and of the total upward power
reserve, i.e. rAG↑

p , are shown in Figure 2.4(a) and (b), respectively, com-
puted both using the centralized and the distributed approach. It is evident
that the same optimal solution is obtained and that the minimum required
amount of power reserve is always globally provided. This means that the
AGS is able to optimally manage the MG-AG without any information
about the MGs composition and internal optimization problems. As de-
scribed in the previous sections, the AGS uses the dual variables, which
can be interpreted as negotiation internal prices, to coordinate the MGs
operations. The selling and buying energy price are shown in Figure 2.4
(a), together with the steady-state value of λp/τ . This converges to the
selling prices when the MG-AG exports power, to the buying price when
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the MG-AG absorb power, while it takes an intermediate optimal value if
the MG-AG overall output power is zero. Figure 2.4 (d) shows the conver-
gent value of λrp↑ , which takes values greater than zero at the beginning
and at the end of the day so that MGs are incentivised to provide the min-
imum required amount of active power reserve.
Once the active power profile of each MG has been scheduled, Phase 2
has been performed to check if electrical feasibility is compromised by
the optimal active power flows computed in Phase 1.
Considering Figure 2.2, it can be noted that line 22-23 could be one of the
most critical since three MGs inject power through it. In Figure 2.4(e),
the current magnitude profile in line 22-23 is shown both in case the cur-
rent constraints are considered and in case they are not. It is evident that
the MGs power flows scheduled in Phase 1 would violate the maximum
current bound between 8:00 and 12:00. On the contrary, if Phase 2 is
performed, the electrical feasibility can be achieved by asking the MGs a
small active power reduction. For the reported numerical results, MG2,
MG3 and MG4 are asked to reduce their active power production, while
MG1 is just requested to produce an extra amount of reactive power, see
Figure 2.5. The nodal voltages after execution of Phase 2 are reported in
Figure 2.4 (f), showing that they respect the operational limits. Finally,
Phase 3 is executed such that the MGs reschedule their units according
to the final active and reactive power set-points computed after Phases 1
and 2. As shown in Figure 2.5, all the MGs perfectly track the active and
reactive power profiles. Moreover, in Figure 2.6, the scheduled profiles
for the resources of MG2 are shown, both after the execution of Phase 1
and of Phase 3.

Analysis of convergence and scalability properties of the distributed
algorithm in Phase 1

The scalability of Algorithm 1 has been tested considering larger num-
ber of MGs, connected to the IEEE 37-bus system. Figure 2.7 shows the
differences between the optimal values of the cost function of the cen-
tralized solution and the one of the distributed algorithm also for 8-MGs,
12-MGs, 16-MGs and 32 MGs aggregation sizes, using the units charac-
teristics shown in Table 2.2 and varying accordingly the minimum power
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reserve. The distributed algorithm achieves the same optimal objective
of the centralized solution in about 70 iterations, even though a varying
number of MGs are considered. This result has been obtained by properly
tuning the step update of Algorithm 1 as follows µ = 0.5e−5/M , where
M represents the number of MGs in the aggregation, i.e. M = |NM|.
The test-cases have been simulated using a laptop with an
Intel Core i7-6500u processor. The average computational time for each
iteration of Phase 1 is t1,k = 1 s, the whole scheduling of Phase 2 requires
t2 = 300 s, while for Phase 3 the computational time is t3 = 1 s. These
results witness the potentiality of the distributed approach since the to-
tal computational time does not depend on the size of the aggregation. In
particular, Phase 1 involves 1344M optimization variables for each tested
aggregation size. On the other hand, although Phase 2 is centralized, its
complexity is marginally affected by the size of the aggregation thanks to
the proposed MG equivalent modelling. Indeed, it involves (21120+2M)
optimization variables for each tested case.
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Table 2.2: MGs generation units

Owner Unit (p, p̄) (q, q̄) (Cb, Ēb) Costs

MG1 mGEN 1 (75, 500) ±
√

(670 - pg2) − (0.05, 2, 30)e−3

MG1 mGEN 2 (50, 700) ±
√

(920 - pg2) − (0.02, 4, 25)e−3

MG1 BESS 1 ±80 ±80 (150, 20e3) (6e−5, 8.8e−2, 1e5)
MG1 BESS 2 ±125 ±125 (225, 20e3) (9e−5, 8e−2, 1e5)

MG2 mGEN 1 (25, 375) ±
√

(480 - pg2) − (0.04, 3, 35)e−3

MG2 mGEN 2 (75, 450) ±
√

(600 - pg2) − (0.03, 3, 25)e−3

MG2 BESS 1 ±150 ±150 (300, 20e3) (7e−5, 9.6e−2, 1e5)
MG2 BESS 2 ±125 ±125 (225, 20e3) (8e−5, 7.2e−2, 1e5)

MG3 mGEN 1 (50, 500) ±
√

(670 - pg2) − (0.05, 1, 27.5)e−3

MG3 mGEN 2 (75, 400) ±
√

(850 - pg2) − (0.03, 1, 25)e−3

MG3 BESS 1 ±80 ±80 (175, 20e3) (8e−5, 7.2e−2, 1e5)
MG3 BESS 2 ±125 ±125 (225, 20e3) (5e−5, 8e−2, 1e5)

MG4 mGEN 1 (25, 400) ±
√

(500 - pg2) − (0.04, 4, 30)e−3

MG4 mGEN 2 (100, 725) ±
√

(910 - pg2) − (0.03, 2, 25)e−3

MG4 BESS 1 ±75 ±75 (175, 20e3) (4e−5, 8e−2, 1e5)
MG4 BESS 2 ±125 ±125 (225, 20e3) (4e−5, 9.6e−2, 1e5)
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Figure 2.2: Distribution network where MGs are connected: IEEE 37 bus system
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Figure 2.3: (a) Power production of MGs PV systems; (b) Power production of MGs
WT systems; (c) Power absorption of MGs loads; (d) Power absorption of loads directly
connected to the distribution network.
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Figure 2.4: (a) MG-AG output power; (b) MG-AG upward active power reserve; (c)
Buying price (dashed blue), selling price (solid green), internal energy price λp/τ ; (d)
Internal price for upward power reserve λrp↑ ; (e) Current magnitude of line 22-23 in
case limits are considered (solid red) and not (dashed yellow); (f) Nodal voltages after
Phase 2.
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Figure 2.5: MGs output active power at each phase: (a) MG1, (b) MG2 , (c) MG3,
(d) MG4; (e) MGs output reactive power at Phase 3.
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Figure 2.6: Output of MG2 resources at Phase 1 and Phase 3: (a) Active power of
mGEN 1, (b) Active power of mGEN 2, (c) Active power of BESS 1, (d) Active power
of BESS 2, (e) SOC of BESS 1, (f) SOC of BESS 2.
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Figure 2.7: Optimal objective gap between centralized and distributed solution at Phase
1, i.e. (JAG,∗ − JAG,k), for varying MGs aggregation size.

2.6 Conclusion

An approach for the offline scheduling of microgrids grouped to form an
aggregation has been described. The goal is to allow microgrids to pro-
vide ancillary services to the main utility, e.g. in terms of power reserve
and voltage regulation. The method has been structured in three phases.
Scalability of the optimization problem and confidentiality requirements
are guaranteed by resorting to a suitable distributed optimization algo-
rithm.
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Appendix A

Expressing active power reserves of BESSs as linear inequalities

It is shown how to transform BESSs active power reserves expressions,
defined in (2.8)-(2.9), into a set of linear inequalities.
First of all, the variables rb↑e,ki and rb↓e,ki are introduced, expressing the min-
imum amount of available energy reserves with respect to the whole time
horizon. These are constrained as follows

rb↑e,ki ≤ Cb
ki

sbki(k)− sbki
100

, ∀k ∈ [1, . . . , N ] , (2.34)

rb↓e,ki ≤ Cb
ki

s̄bki − s
b
ki

(k)

100
, ∀k ∈ [1, . . . , N ] . (2.35)

Then, according to the proposed conservative strategy, the following con-
straints are introduced to bound the offered power reserves from BESSs

rb↑p,ki(t) ≤ p̄bki − p
b
ki

(t) , rb↑p,ki(t) ≤
rb↑e,ki
τ N
− pbki(t) , (2.36)

rb↓p,ki(t) ≤ pb
ki

+ pbki(t) , rb↓p,ki(t) ≤
rb↓e,ki
τ N

+ pbki(t) . (2.37)

At this stage, it is sufficient to add a sufficiently small and positive weight-
ing term for the variables rb↑p,ki(t) and rb↓p,ki(t) to the cost function of the
optimization problem, defined for the MG case in (2.12). In this way, the
optimal value of the variables rb↑p,ki(t) and rb↓p,ki(t) will coincide with the
more restrictive of constraints (2.36)-(2.37), achieving so the same value
of the minimum function used for the expressions (2.8)-(2.9).
Therefore, the expressions (2.34)-(2.37) can be included in the compact
version of MGs constraints (2.13b), replacing (2.8)-(2.9).
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Appendix B

Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. Proposition 1 holds ∀t, therefore the time index is neglected in
the following.
The function

gpz(z
p) =− ρse τmax (pAG, 0) + ρbe τmax(−pAG, 0) ,

is said to be convex over Zp if and only if

gpz(z
p
2) ≥ gpz(z

p
1) + (zp2 − z

p
1)′∇gpz(z1) ∀zp1 , z

p
2 ∈ Zp (2.38)

Moreover, if the inequality (2.38) is strict with zp1 6= zp2 , then gz(zp) is
said to be strictly convex over Zp.

Take two instances zp1 = [(pAG)1, (r
AG↑
p )1, (r

AG↓
p )1]′ and

zp2 = [(pAG)2, (r
AG↑
p )2, (r

AG↓
p )2]′. If (pAG)2 ≤ 0 ≤ (pAG)1, it can be veri-

fied that (2.38) becomes (ρbe − ρse) · (pAG)2 ≤ 0. Since (pAG)2 ≤ 0, this
implies that gz(zp) is convex if and only if ρbe ≥ ρse. The same result can
be easily obtained in case (pAG)1 ≤ 0 ≤ (pAG)2. On the other hand, if
(pAG)1 and (pAG)2 have the same sign, e.g. (pAG)1 ≥ (pAG)2 ≥ 0, (2.38)
collapses in a trivial equality. This implies that gz(zp) is convex but not
strictly.
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CHAPTER3
Management of real-time balancing

service provision

3.1 Introduction

It has been described in Chapter 2 how a Microgrids Aggregator (MG-
AG) can optimally schedule its resources and jointly allocate the required
amount of active power reserve. During the online operation, the MG-
AG, acting as a proper Balancing Service Provider (BSP), is called to
exploit this reserve to support the frequency regulation in the electrical
system. This chapter focuses on the design of coordination schemes for
aggregated Microgrids (MGs) to accomplish this task. Also in this case,
the designed algorithms ensure scalability properties and the confidential-
ity of MGs internal information.
Moreover, it is considered that MGs can offer other sources of flexi-
bility during the online management, other than relying just on Micro-
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Generators (mGENs) and Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESSs). This
consists in acting on controllable loads, which can be shifted, modulated
or interrupted. However, although this additional degree of freedom can
be a great advantage, it adds further complexity in the management of
the MG-AG since it involves the introduction of mixed-integer decision
variables and constraints.

3.1.1 Literature Review

The online provision of frequency regulating power from commercial
buildings, equipped with BESSs and HVACs, is addressed in [59, 60],
adopting centralized optimization approaches. As previously mentioned,
centralized methods are not advisable for coordinating aggregated re-
sources and MGs since they lead to poor scalability properties and to the
share of all MGs internal information. Distributed optimization schemes
for satisfying balancing service requests sent from the TSO are proposed
in [61, 62]. Nevertheless, the previous mentioned contributions address
cases where resources are modelled just using continuous variables, which
is not always a realistic assumption. Indeed, some units can be switched
on/off, while loads can be shifted, interrupted or curtailed. Unfortunately,
feasibility and convergence issues arise when distributed approaches are
applied to non-convex optimization frameworks, like those when mixed-
integer variables are involved. Heuristic methods addressing the mixed-
integer case have been proposed in [63] and in [64], where local units
react based on the energy prices and they are not managed to satisfy bal-
ancing services request from the TSO. Moreover, the mentioned heuristic
methods do not guarantee to converge and find a feasible solution.

3.1.2 Proposed solution

Consistently with the actual balancing market regulations, described in
Chapter 1, and considering the mentioned literature, the following solu-
tion is here proposed.
It is assumed that, through the methods described in Chapter 2, the MG-AG
has already scheduled its optimal operations defining the output power
profile for the whole day and guaranteeing that the minimum required
amount of power reserve is ensured at each time instant.
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Figure 3.1: Lead and rebound effects. Source: [65].

As described in Chapter 1, the AGS can decide to submit the power re-
serves to the TSO either as precontracted or non-precontracted bids. The
first are declared ex-ante and must be guaranteed also during the online
operations. The second are periodically offered during the day and the
TSO, based on the grid needs, can decide to ask for their provision or not.
In this Chapter, it is assumed that the AGS submits just the minimum
required amount of reserves as precontracted bids, while the remaining
extra-reserve, together with the additional flexibility given by controllable
loads, is offered during the day as non-precontracted balancing bids. It is
reminded, as discussed in Section 1.3, that MG-AGs are more indicated
for the provision of mFRR services. In this framework, during the real-
time operation, the TSO can request to vary the MG-AG power output
with respect to the pre-scheduled power baseline for a defined time period.
This service request is assumed to be sent directly to the AGS, which must
accordingly coordinate MGs operations at the minimum cost. The power
variation request must be satisfied avoiding the so-called lead or rebound
effects, i.e. when MGs are not able to maintain the pre-declared baseline
in the time instants outside the request period because of the satisfaction
of the power variation request, see Figure 3.1. Moreover, even though
multiple power requests are received from the TSO, the MG-AG must
always guarantee the availability of the pre-contracted power reserves.
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Given the presence of mixed-integer variables, the distributed optimiza-
tion method presented in Chapter 2 cannot be directly applied to ac-
complish these tasks. Therefore, two alternative and novel solution ap-
proaches are here designed and proposed.
The first consists in a hierarchical optimization framework where initially
MGs communicate to the AGS their degree of flexibility, described by
properly defined flexibility functions expressing the power variation each
MG can provide and the associated cost. The AGS uses this information
both to submit non-precontracted balancing bids to the TSO and to dis-
patch the effective power request at the minimum global cost. The advan-
tages of the approach are that the MGs internal information is preserved
and that this solution is extremely efficient from a computational point
of view, not requiring iterative procedures as for distributed approaches.
Moreover, its performances have been compared to the centralized opti-
mization framework, where the AGS has a complete knowledge of each
MG, showing satisfactory results in terms of optimality of the solution.
A second approach is also proposed, where the balancing service provi-
sion is addressed through a proper distributed optimization approach. In-
deed, a distributed algorithm has been recently introduced for
Mixed-Integer Linear Programs (MILPs) in [66], with finite-time con-
vergence and feasibility properties under suitable assumption. Yet, the
algorithm in [66] is too conservative in some cases, failing to find a feasi-
ble solution or determining a solution far from being optimal. Therefore,
a less conservative variant of the algorithm is here designed, applying it
for the AGS dispatch of TSO balancing power requests. Also in this case,
the results show satisfying scalability and optimality performances com-
pared to the centralized case.

Before describing the two approaches in details, the following common
considerations are presented. As for Chapter 2, MGs models are de-
fined as discrete-time systems with sampling time τ = 15 min, while
N = 24h/τ = 96 denotes the number of time steps during the whole day.
As a convention, all the power values are positive if delivered and neg-
ative if absorbed, while maximum and minimum limits of each variable
are denoted with a bar over or below the variable, respectively.
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Table 3.1: Optimization variables and system parameters

Symbol Description
p g MG mGEN active power output [kW]
p b MG BESS active power output [kW]
pcl MG controllable load active power output [kW]
δcl MG controllable load consumption level [integer]
pl MG load active power forecast [kW]
pr MG RES active power forecast [kW]
pmg MG active output power [kW]
sb MG BESS state of charge (SOC) [%]
C b, Ē b MG BESS capacity and energy throughput [kWh]
ab, bb, cb MG BESS cost coefficients [e/kWh2]
ag, bg, cg MG mGEN cost coefficients [e/kWh2,e/kWh,e]
ccl MG load cost coefficient [e/kWh]
r g↑p , r g↓p MG mGEN up/down active power reserves [kW]
r b↑p , r b↓p MG BESS up/down active power reserves [kW]
rmg↑p , rmg↓p MG total up/down active power reserves [kW]
λp MG-AG energy price [e/kWh]
ΓTSO
t̃

TSO power variation request received at time t̃ [kW]
Γmg
t̃

MG active power variation scheduled at time t̃ [kW]

The two approaches described in the following are supposed to be exe-
cuted during the daily management at the generic time instant
t̃ ∈ (1, . . . , N). The hat symbol is used to denote optimally pre-scheduled
variables, for instance through the methods described in Chapter 2, e.g.
p̂mgi . When variables are referred to the whole daily time horizon, these
are expressed in bold, e.g. pmg

i = [pmgi (1), . . . , pmg(N)], while, when
variables span from the time instant t̃ to the end of the horizonN , they are
expressed in bold and with the subscript t̃, e.g.
pmg

i, t̃
= [pmgi ( t̃ ), . . . , pmgi (N)]. The optimization variables used in this

Chapter are reported in Table 3.1. Moreover, the MG-AG is supposed to
be composed of M MGs, included in the set NM = {1, . . . ,M}.
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3.2 Hierarchical approach using flexibility functions

Consistently with the actual regulations on balancing market, the follow-
ing framework is considered.
The AGS communicates the power reserve availability of the MG-AG
with a bidding frequency of TR time steps. Then, the TSO, based on the
grid needs and compatibly with the offered reserves, can require a power
variation ΓTSO

t̃
with respect to the pre-scheduled MG-AG power baseline

for the request period {t̃, . . . , t̃ + TR − 1}. MGs are therefore entitled of
rescheduling their internal units to provide their contribution Γmg

i,t̃
to sat-

isfy the TSO request. For the sake of clarity, it is assumed that both the
TSO request ΓTSO

t̃
and the MGs power variations Γmg

i,t̃
are constant for the

whole the request period. This does not compromise the validity of the
proposed approach and the assumption can be easily removed in case the
TSO, or the MGs, are supposed to provide a power variation profile over
the request period.

It is reminded that these operations must be performed avoiding
rebound/lead effects and unavailability of the pre-contracted reserve out-
side the request period. As mentioned, it is supposed that just the mini-
mum required power reserves, denoted in Chapter 2 as rAG↑

p and rAG↓
p , are

submitted as pre-contracted reserves. To ensure that these are guaranteed
also without the need of an online coordination scheme, these reserves
are proportionally redistributed among MGs based on their pre-scheduled
total power reserves, denoted as r̂mg↑

p,i and r̂mg↓
p,i, with respect to MG-AG to-

tal pre-scheduled power reserves of the MG-AG, i.e. r̂AG↑
p and r̂AG↓

p . The
following variables are therefore introduced

rmg↑
p,i =

r̂mg↑
p,i

r̂AG↑
p

rAG↑
p , rmg↓

p,i =
r̂mg↓
p,i

r̂AG↓
p

rAG↓
p , ∀i ∈ NM, (3.1)

where rmg↑
p,i and rmg↓

p,i now indicate the fractions of pre-contracted reserves
that each MG must independently guarantee during the online operation.
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Figure 3.2: Power flexibility that each MG can offer during the online management.

The proposed approach for the real-time balancing service provision re-
lies on the following operations performed at the time instant t̃.

1. MG flexibility evaluation: Each MG independently computes the
maximum upward and downward power variations that it can con-
tinuously provide for the next TR time steps, denoted as Γ̄mg↑

i, t̃
and

Γ̄mg↓
i, t̃

, respectively, see Figure 3.2. These are computed such that,
even though these power variations are requested for the time period
{t̃, . . . , t̃+ TR − 1}, the following requirements are respected

• Each MG is able to singularly maintain its pre-scheduled power
baseline p̂mgi (t) for t ∈ {t̃ + TR, . . . , N}, avoiding to cause
imbalances after satisfying the power request (rebound effect).
• Each MG is able to guarantee the pre-contracted minimum re-

serves rmg↑p,i (t), rmg↓p,i (t), defined in (3.1), for
t ∈ {t̃+ TR, . . . , N}.

MG power flexibility is also associated to the corresponding cost so
that the AGS can optimally dispatch the TSO request. In order to
avoid sharing the characteristics and costs of each MG unit, here the
concept of flexibility functions is introduced.
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A flexibility function fΓ
i,t̃

is defined as the following static map

Jmg,∗
i,t̃

= fΓ
i,t̃

(Γmg,∗
i,t̃

) , (3.2)

where Jmg,∗
i,t̃

is the minimum operational cost that MGi would afford
to provide the power variation Γmg

i,t̃
at time t̃ for the following TR

steps. Characterizing the shape and the properties of f Γ
i,t̃

is not a
trivial task and it would require much information about MG inter-
nal optimization objectives and constraints. However, in Paragraph
3.2.3, a procedure to compute a convex approximation of fΓ

i,t̃
is pro-

posed. This will be then communicated to the AGS, together with
the power variations bounds Γ̄mg ↑

i,t̃
and Γ̄mg ↓

i,t̃
, allowing MGs to pre-

serve the internal information, and to simplify the AGS management
from a computational point of view.

2. AGS bidding and TSO balancing power request: The AGS gath-
ers the MGs approximated flexibility functions and the power varia-
tions bounds and it uses this information to submit non-precontracted
reserve bids in the balancing market. The TSO, according to the grid
needs, can send a power variation request to the MG-AG for the time
period {t̃, . . . , t̃+TR−1}. These market operations are not modelled
in this Chapter.

3. Dispatch of the TSO request: If the TSO requires a power variation
ΓTSO
t̃

to the MG-AG, the AGS must dispatch it minimizing the MGs
operational costs. To do this, it will exploit the flexibility functions
that the MGs have previously communicated.

4. MGs rescheduling: Finally, each MG independently reschedules its
internal operations to satisfy the power variation committed by the
AGS, maintaining the pre-declared power baseline and reserves for
the future time instants.

This Section is structured as follows. MG models in presence of con-
trollable loads are presented in Paragraph 3.2.1, while the centralized
MG-AG management for providing balancing services is formulated in
Paragraph 3.2.2. The procedure to approximate flexibility functions is
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described in Paragraph 3.2.3, while the final dispatch of TSO requests us-
ing flexibility functions is discussed in 3.2.4. Finally, simulation tests of
the proposed approach are presented in Paragraph 3.2.5.

3.2.1 Microgrid modelling in presence of flexible loads

First of all, the modelling of MG loads is addressed, which are here sup-
posed to be controllable, meaning that the power consumption can be
modulated and/or deferred in time. For notational simplicity and without
compromising the validity of the approach, it is assumed that each MG
is endowed with just one controllable load. Consistently with the real-
ity, controllable loads cannot be continuously modulated, but they can be
operated only at specific levels, which correspond to certain fractions of
the maximum power consumption p̄ cl per time slot. Therefore, the inte-
ger variable δcl(t) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ncl} is introduced, denoting the level of
consumption of the load at time step t. Moreover, controllable loads usu-
ally allow to be modulated just in a pre-defined time interval, denoted as
{τ cli , τ̄ cli }. Therefore, the following constraints are stated ∀i ∈ NM,

pcli (t) =
δcli (t)

ncli
p̄ cli t ∈ {τ cli , τ̄ cli } , (3.3a)

pcli (t) = p̂cli (t), t /∈ {τ cli , τ̄ cli } , (3.3b)

where p̂cli (t) represent the pre-scheduled power absorption of the load. Fi-
nally, it must be also ensured that the load, although modulated, receives
however the pre-scheduled energy demand. It follows that

N∑
t=t̃

τ pcli (t) =
N∑
t=t̃

τ p̂cli (t) . (3.3c)

Figure 3.3 depicts an example of controllable load modulation, respect-
ing all the presented constraints. Concerning the other MGs resources,
e.g. mGENs and BESSs, their models have been already described in
Paragraph 3.2.1, and these are here represented for completeness.
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Figure 3.3: Load controlled with 25% modulation steps, i.e. ncl = 4.

Considering dispatchable mGENs, ∀ji ∈ {1, . . . , ngi } it must hold that

p g
ji
≤ p gji(t) ≤ p̄ gji , (3.4)

r g↑p,ji(t) = p̄gji − p gji(t), (3.5)

r g↓p,ji(t) = pgji(t) − pg
ji
. (3.6)

For BESS systems, the following expressions must be stated ∀ki ∈ {1, . . . , nbi}

p b
ki
≤ p bki(t) ≤ p̄ bki , (3.7)

sbki(t+ 1) = sbki(t) − 100
τ

C b
ki

pbki(t) , (3.8)

s bki ≤ s bki(t) ≤ s̄ bki , (3.9)

rb↑p,ki(t) = min

{
p̄bki , min

∀k∈[1,N ]

1

N

{(
sbki(k)− sbki

)
100

Cb
ki

τ

}}
− pbki(t) ,

(3.10)

rb↓p,ki(t) = min

{
− pb

ki
, min
∀k∈[1,N ]

1

N

{(
s̄bki − s

b
ki

(k)
)

100

Cb
ki

τ

}}
+ pbki(t) .

(3.11)
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Finally, the MGs output variables are defined as follows

pmgi (t) =

nb
i∑

ki=1

p bki(t) +

ng
i∑

ji=1

p gji(t) +

nr
i∑

pi=1

p rpi + pli(t)− pcli (t) , (3.12)

pmg
i
≤ pmgi (t) ≤ p̄mgi , (3.13)

rmg↑p,i (t) =

nb
i∑

ki=1

r b↑p,ki(t) +

ng
i∑

ji=1

r g↑p,ji(t) , (3.14)

rmg↓p,i (t) =

nb
i∑

ki=1

r b↓p,ki(t) +

ng
i∑

ji=1

r g↓p,ji(t) +

nb
i∑

pi=1

prpi(t) . (3.15)

Therefore, the following cost function can be stated for the online MG
scheduling

Jmg
i,t̃

=
N∑
t=t̃

{ ng
i∑

ji=1

[
a gjiτ

2(p gji(t))
2 + b gji τ p

g
ji

(t) + c gji

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

α

+

nb
i∑

ki=1

[
abkiτ

2(pbki(t)− p
b
ki

(t− 1))2︸ ︷︷ ︸
β1

+ bbki

(
pbki(t) τ

Ēb
ki

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
β2

+ c bki(s
b
ki

(N)− s bki(1))2︸ ︷︷ ︸
β3

]
+ cli |pcli (t)− p̂cli (t)|︸ ︷︷ ︸

ω

− λp(t) pmgi (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
η

}
,

(3.16)

where α includes the mGENs’ fuel cost, while β1 weights the BESSs’
power variations to avoid frequent and excessive charges and discharges.
The term β2 is introduced to minimize the stored/absorbed energy with
respect to the available energy throughput of the BESS, considering its re-
maining life. β3 is included since it often required that the state at the end
of the day equals the one at the beginning. Finally, the term ω expresses
the discomfort cost for the load modulation, while η the gain/cost for the
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energy trade. It is worth noticing that the price λp(t) can be assumed to
be either set by the energy market or defined through the distributed opti-
mization algorithm presented in Chapter 2 as dual variable.

For the sake of notational compactness, MG variables are condensed in
the following vectors

x pi = [(pgji , r
g↑
p,ji
, rg↓p,ji)∀ji∈{1,ng

i }, (pbki , r
b↑
p,ki
, rb↓p,ki)∀ki∈{1,nb

i}, p
cl
i , δ

cl
i ]′,

dpi = [pli , p
r
∀pi∈{1,nr

i }
]′, ypi = [ pmgi , rmg↑p,i , r

mg↓
p,i ]′,

where x pi includes the internal optimization variables, dpi the nondispatch-
able power profiles, while ypi refers to the MGi output variables.
Therefore, MG constraints and variable expressions (3.3)-(3.15), imposed
for ∀t ∈ {t̃, . . . , N}, are formulated in compact form as follows

Ap

i, t̃
xp

i,t̃
≤ bp

i,t̃
, (3.17a)

yp

i,t̃
= Cp

i,t̃
xp

i,t̃
+ Mp

i,t̃
dp

i,t̃
, (3.17b)

where Ap

i, t̃
, bp

i, t̃
, Cp

i, t̃
and Mp

i, t̃
are properly defined matrices. On the

other hand, the cost function (3.16) is compacted as

Jmg
i,t̃

= fp
i,t̃

(xp

i,t̃
) − hp

i,t̃
(yp

i,t̃
) , (3.18)

where fp
i,t̃

(xp

i,t̃
) contains the operational costs for mGENs, BESSs and

loads, i.e. the terms α, β1, β2, β3, ω in (3.16), while hp
i,t̃

(yp

i,t̃
) expresses

the cost/gain related to the output variables, i.e. the term η.

3.2.2 Centralized balancing service provision

At this stage, the centralized dispatch of TSO power variation requests is
formulated. This, as mentioned, is not an efficient method from a compu-
tational point of view, given also the presence of mixed-integer variables,
and from the privacy perspective since the AGS must have a complete
knowledge of MGs internal pre-schedules, constraints and units charac-
teristics. Nevertheless, its formulation is presented to better comprehend
the balancing service provision objectives and constraints.
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Suppose that the TSO sends a power variation request ΓTSO
t̃

that must be
provided the next TR time steps.
The AGS can dispatch this request, scheduling the optimal power varia-
tions Γmg

i,t̃
, ∀i ∈ NM at the minimum cost, through the following opti-

mization problem

min
xp

∀i,t̃
,yp

∀i,t̃
,

Γmg

∀i,t̃
, ε

{
∑
∀i∈NM

Jmg
i,t̃

+ σ ε2 } (3.19a)

s.t. , ∀i ∈ NM ,

Ap

i, t̃
xp

i,t̃
≤ bp

i,t̃
, (3.19b)

yp

i,t̃
= Cp

i,t̃
xp

i,t̃
+ Mp

i,t̃
dp

i,t̃
, (3.19c)

pmgi (t) = p̂mgi (t) + Γmg
i,t̃
, ∀t ∈ {t̃, . . . , t̃+ TR − 1} , (3.19d)

pmgi (t) = p̂mgi (t) , ∀t ∈ {t̃+ TR, . . . , N} , (3.19e)

rmg↑p,i (t) ≥ rmg↑p,i (t) , ∀t ∈ {t̃+ TR, . . . , N} , (3.19f)

rmg↓p,i (t) ≥ rmg↓p,i (t) , ∀t ∈ {t̃+ TR, . . . , N} , (3.19g)∑
∀i∈NM

Γmg
i,t̃

+ ε = ΓTSO
t̃

. (3.19h)

Considering constraint (3.19h) and the cost function(3.19a), it is evident
that the objective of the AGS is to schedule MG power variations to sat-
isfy the TSO power variation request, minimizing the MGs internal costs.
The slack variable ε is introduced to avoid unfeasibility issues; therefore
the term σ in (3.19a) must be chosen to a very high value. MGs optimal
power variations must be provided for the whole request period, as stated
in (3.19d). Constraints (3.19e)-(3.19g) enforce that the MGs operations
are rescheduled such that each MG is able to maintain its pre-scheduled
baseline and the pre-contracted reserves in the future time instants.
Nevertheless, MGs must share with the AGS all their internal characteris-
tics, profiles and constraints to solve the optimization problem (3.19), see
(3.19b)-(3.19c). This could be an undesired feature of the approach and
moreover it leads the AGS to centrally solve a large-scale mixed-integer
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optimization problem. Therefore, the idea of using flexibility functions is
described in the following.

3.2.3 MGs flexibility functions

The objective of this section is to describe a procedure to provide a simple
approximation of the flexibility function (3.2), which expresses the cost
that a MG must sustain to provide a required power variation Γmg

t̃,i
.

Initially, each MG computes the maximum upward and downward power
variations that can be provided in the next TR steps, respecting the pre-
viously mentioned requirements. To do this, two separate optimization
problems are stated.
Problem (3.20) concerns the maximization of the upward power variation
that each MGi can provide

Γ̄mg↑
i,t̃

= min
xp

i,t̃
,yp

i,t̃
,Γmg

i,t̃

{ −Γmg
i,t̃
} (3.20a)

s.t.
Ap

i, t̃
xp

i,t̃
≤ bp

i,t̃
, (3.20b)

yp

i,t̃
= Cp

i,t̃
xp

i,t̃
+ Mp

i,t̃
dp

i,t̃
, (3.20c)

pmgi (t) = p̂mgi (t) + Γmg
i,t̃
, ∀t ∈ {t̃, . . . , t̃+ TR − 1} , (3.20d)

pmgi (t) = p̂mgi (t) , ∀t ∈ {t̃+ TR, . . . , N} , (3.20e)

rmg↑p,i (t) ≥ rmg↑p,i (t) , ∀t ∈ {t̃+ TR, . . . , N} , (3.20f)

rmg↓p,i (t) ≥ rmg↓p,i (t) , ∀t ∈ {t̃+ TR, . . . , N} , (3.20g)

while problem (3.21) aims to compute the maximum downward power
variation

Γ̄mg↓
i,t̃

= min
xp

i,t̃
,yp

i,t̃
,Γmg

i,t̃

{ Γmg
i,t̃
}

s.t.
(3.20b)-(3.20g)

(3.21)

As noticeable, the maximum power variations are computed such that
each MG singularly maintains the pre-declared power baseline and re-
serves in the future time instants.
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Then, the cost associated to the maximum power variations are evaluated.
To do this, each MG solves the following problems, where (3.22) com-
putes the minimum cost that each MGi affords to provide Γ̄mg↑

t̃,i

J̄ mg↑
i,t̃

= min
xp

i,t̃
,yp

i,t̃
,Γmg

i,t̃

{ Jmg
i,t̃
}

s.t.
(3.20b)-(3.20g)

Γmg
i,t̃

= Γ̄mg↑
i,t̃

,

(3.22)

while problem (3.23) computes the minimum cost to provide the power
variation Γ̄mg↓

i,t̃

J̄ mg↓
i,t̃

= min
xp

i,t̃
,yp

i,t̃
,Γmg

i,t̃

{ Jmg
i,t̃
}

s.t.
(3.20b)-(3.20g)

Γmg
i,t̃

= Γ̄mg↓
i,t̃

,

(3.23)

After having computed the maximum and minimum power variations, and
the associated costs, a last optimization problem is performed. This serves
to assess which is the optimal power variation for each MGi, i.e. the one
that achieves the minimum value of Jmg

i,t̃
. Indeed, it may happen that,

due to forecasts updates or because of previous power variation requests,
the pre-scheduled power baseline is no more the optimal operating point.
Therefore, it follows that

J mg,min
i,t̃

= min
xp

i,t̃
,yp

i,t̃
,Γmg

i,t̃

{ Jmg
i,t̃
}

s.t.
(3.20b)-(3.20g)

(3.24)

The optimal values of the cost function and of the power variation com-
puted by (3.24), are denoted as J mg,min

i,t̃
and Γmg,min

i,t̃
, respectively.

After solving the sequence of optimization problems (3.20)-(3.24), each
MG has available three important operating points: the maximum, the
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minimum and the optimal power variation that can be provided for the
next TR steps, with the associated values of Jmg

i,t̃
. This information is

enough to compute a convex approximation of the flexibility function
(3.2). Here, it is proposed to use a piece-wise quadratic approximation
defined as follows

Jmg
i,t̃

(Γmg
i,t̃

) = f Γ
i,t̃

(Γmg
i,t̃

) ≈ f̃ Γ
i,t̃

(Γmg
i,t̃

) =

=


J̄mg ↑
i,t̃
−Jmg, min

i,t̃

(Γ̄mg ↑
i,t̃
−Γmg min

i,t̃
)2

(Γmg
i,t̃
− Γmg,min

i,t̃
)2 + Jmg,min

i,t̃
, if Γmg

i,t̃
≥ Γmgmin

i,t̃

J̄mg,↓
i,t̃

−Jmg, min
i,t̃

(Γ̄mg↓
i,t̃
−Γmg, min

i,t̃
)2

(Γmg
i,t̃
− Γmg,min

i,t̃
)2 + Jmg,min

i,t̃
, if Γmg

i,t̃
< Γmg,min

i,t̃

The convex quadratic approximation is also motivated by the fact that
the optimal cost of parametric quadratic problems (such as the MG one
assuming fixed integer variables) is indeed a piece-wise quadratic func-
tion with respect to the parameters, as discussed in [67]. In Figure 3.4,
the piece-wise quadratic approximation is shown. Obviously, using more
information on MGs internal characteristics and using more operating
points, the approximation of function (3.2) can be significantly improved.

Figure 3.4: Approximated flexibility function.
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However, as it will shown in Paragraph 3.2.5, satisfactory performances
are obtained also using the described rough approximation.

3.2.4 Dispatching balancing power requests using flexibility func-
tions

The AGS is supposed to receive the flexibility functions from all the MGs,
together with the maximum and minimum power variations that each MG
can provide. Using this information, it can offer on the balancing mar-
ket the total upward and downward power flexibility of the MG-AG as
non-precontracted reserve bids, which can be accepted or not by the TSO
based on the actual grid needs. As mentioned, these market processes are
out of the scope of this work. It is instead assumed that, at the generic time
instant t̃, the TSO can send a balancing power variation ΓTSO

t̃
with respect

to the total pre-scheduled baseline to the AGS, that must be delivered by
the whole MG-AG. At this stage, instead of relying on centralized or dis-
tributed approaches, the AGS can use the approximated MGs flexibility
functions to dispatch the TSO power request, as follows

min
Γmg

∀i,t̃

{
∑
∀i∈NM

f̃ Γ
i,t̃

(Γmg
i,t̃

) } (3.25a)

s.t.

Γ̄mg↓
i,t̃
≤ Γmg

i,t̃
≤ Γ̄mg↑

i,t̃
, (3.25b)∑

∀i∈NM

Γmg
i,t̃

= ΓTSO
t̃

. (3.25c)

The optimization problem (3.25) aims to find the optimal power variations
for each MG, denoted as Γmg,∗

i,t̃
, such that the total request from the TSO

is satisfied, see (3.25c), compatibly with the availability that each MG has
previously communicated, see (3.25b). It is evident that, through the ap-
proximated MGs information, the AGS is able to efficiently dispatch the
balancing power solving (3.25), which is a static and convex optimization
problem with M optimization variables.
Once the optimal power variations Γmg,∗

i,t̃
are computed through (3.25),

each MGi must reschedule its internal operation to satisfy the request.
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This is performed through the following optimization problem

min
xp

i,t̃
,yp

i,t̃
,

Γmg

i,t̃
, εi

{ Jmg
i,t̃

+ σi ε
2
i } (3.26a)

s.t.
(3.20b)-(3.20g)
Γmg
i,t̃

= Γmg,∗
i,t̃

+ εi . (3.26b)

As evident, (3.26b) is defined as a soft constraint through the use of the
slack variable εi, which is significantly weighted in the cost function
choosing a high value for σi. This is because, since MGs optimization
problems are mixed-integer, it cannot be a-priori certified that each MGi

is able to perfectly provide each value of the power variation Γmg,∗
i,t̃

in

the pre-defined range [Γ̄mg↓
i,t̃

, Γ̄mg↑
i,t̃

]. Through the actual formulation of
(3.26b), even though Γmg,∗

i,t̃
is not feasible to some MGi, the closest power

variation to the set-point will be computed.

Remark 3.1. If, the solution (3.26) includes a εi 6= 0, different heuris-
tic approaches can be proposed to find a feasible solution. For instance,
the AGS can measure the violation εi and commit it to other MGs based
on the available total power reserves rmg↑p and rmg↓p which are given by
mGENs and BESSs. Generation units are in fact modelled as continuous
variables and therefore they can exactly track requested power references
compatibly with their capabilities.

3.2.5 Numerical results

The approach is tested on the same simulation benchmark presented in
Section 2.5 with M = 4 MGs. The units characteristics are re-presented
in Table 3.2, including also controllable loads (CL) which are supposed
to be operated with ncli = 5 consumption levels, ∀i ∈ NM.
The pre-scheduled profiles of each unit have been defined using the meth-
ods described in Chapter 2. It is here reminded that the MG-AG opera-
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Table 3.2: MGs dispatchable units

Owner Unit (p, p̄) (τ cl0 , τ
cl
f ) (Cb, Ēb) Costs

MG1 mGEN 1 (75, 500) − − (0.05, 2, 30)e−3

MG1 mGEN 2 (50, 700) − − (0.02, 4, 25)e−3

MG1 BESS 1 ±80 − (150, 20e3) (6e−5, 8.8e−2, 1e5)
MG1 BESS 2 ±125 − (225, 20e3) (9e−5, 8e−2, 1e5)
MG1 CL (0, 500) (1, 24) − 0.05

MG2 mGEN 1 (25, 375) − − (0.04, 3, 35)e−3

MG2 mGEN 2 (75, 450) − − (0.03, 3, 25)e−3

MG2 BESS 1 ±150 − (300, 20e3) (7e−5, 9.6e−2, 1e5)
MG2 BESS 2 ±125 − (225, 20e3) (8e−5, 7.2e−2, 1e5)
MG2 CL (0, 225) (76, 96) − 0.05

MG3 mGEN 1 (50, 500) − − (0.05, 1, 27.5)e−3

MG3 mGEN 2 (75, 400) − − (0.03, 1, 25)e−3

MG3 BESS 1 ±80 − (175, 20e3) (8e−5, 7.2e−2, 1e5)
MG3 BESS 2 ±125 − (225, 20e3) (5e−5, 8e−2, 1e5)
MG3 CL (0, 250) (12, 40) − 0.05

MG4 mGEN 1 (25, 400) − − (0.04, 4, 30)e−3

MG4 mGEN 2 (100, 725) − − (0.03, 2, 25)e−3

MG4 BESS 1 ±75 − (175, 20e3) (4e−5, 8e−2, 1e5)
MG4 BESS 2 ±125 − (225, 20e3) (4e−5, 9.6e−2, 1e5)
MG4 CL (0, 150) (65, 96) − 0.05
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tions have been scheduled guaranteeing 1 MW of upward and downward
reserves at each time instants. These must also be respected during the
online operations since they are submitted as pre-contracted reserves. In
the following numerical results, it is supposed that the TSO sends two
power balancing requests to the MG-AG throughout the day. The first is
issued at 04:00 and it consists in a power increase of ΓTSO

4h/τ = 3.8 MW
with respect to the baseline, that must be maintained for one hour, i.e.
TR = 1h

τ
= 4. The second is sent at 16:00 and it consists in a power

decrease of ΓTSO
16h/τ = −1.5 MW, required to be provided for one hour.

To assess the performances of the proposed approach, also the centralized
optimization problem (3.19) is solved. As shown in Figure 3.5(a), the
proposed hierarchical approach perfectly tracks the TSO required power
variations with respect to the pre-scheduled baseline, as it is for the cen-
tralized case. The single contributions of the MGs are reported in Fig-
ures 3.5(c)-(f), where it can be noted that the optimal power variations
computed by the hierarchical and the centralized approach slightly differ.
Moreover, it is evident that lead and rebound effects are avoided, as the
MG output power is varied with respect to pre-scheduled baseline only
during the TSO request periods. In Figure 3.5(b) the total upward reserve
of the MG-AG, computed using the hierarchical approach, is shown for
the whole day and it is apparent that the pre-contracted quantity of power
reserve is always available despite the TSO requests.

Figures 3.6 report the scheduling of some units of MG3 and MG4. Con-
sidering the first TSO power request, both MGs increase the production of
their mGENs and discharge the stored energy in BESSs systems. More-
over, MG3 reduces the consumption of its controllable load at 4:00, shift-
ing it ahead in time. Considering the second request, both MGs reduce the
power production of their mGENs, while BESSs are not operated since
they already reached their maximum charge limit. Moreover, MG4 an-
ticipates the activation of its controllable load, so as to further decrease
its output power profile. As notable, controllable loads are operated at
specific consumption levels according to their mixed-integer modelling.
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The flexibility functions communicated by MG3 and MG4 for both re-
quests are shown in Figure 3.7. The proposed procedure, although sim-
ple, satisfactory describes the real dependence between the MG offered
power flexibility and its cost. However, the quality of the approximation
significantly depends on which variables MGs manipulate to provide the
power variation. For instance, power flexibilities offered by MG3 for the
first power request and by MG4 for the second rely on the mixed-integer
modulation of controllable loads, see Figures 3.6(e) and (f), implying that
real MGs costs vary with a non-smooth behaviour, as reported in Figures
3.7 (a) and (d).
Considering the optimality gap between the solution computed by the
centralized and the hierarchical approach the following index is intro-
duced

∆J% =
J̃H − J∗

J∗
· 100.

where J∗ is the optimal value of the cost function (3.19a) computed using
the centralized approach, while J̃H is the value computed using the solu-
tion found by the proposed hierarchical approach.
Concerning the first TSO request, both approaches achieve the same opti-
mal solution, therefore ∆J% = 0%. Concerning the second TSO request,
the solutions slightly differ, e.g. see Figure 3.6(f), however the optimality
gap is ∆J% = 0.006%.
The benchmark has been simulated using a laptop equipped with an In-
tel Core i7-6500U process and 8 GB of RAM. The centralized approach
executed the first request in 2.99 sec and the second in 1.13 sec. The hier-
archical approach performed the effective dispatch of the first request in
0.5 sec and the second in 0.38 sec. The evaluation of the flexibility func-
tions, performed in advance with respect to the TSO request, has been
executed in 1.75 sec for the first request and in 1.3 sec for the second.
An advantage of the proposed hierarchical approach is that it performs all
the operations in parallel, apart from the AGS dispatch, see (3.25), which
is a simple static and convex problem. Moreover, the centralized approach
is not scalable, therefore if the MGs number increases also the computa-
tional time will raise, considering also that a mixed-integer optimization
problem must be solved.
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Figure 3.5: (a) MG-AG output power profile; (b) MG-AG upward power reserve;
(c) MG1 output power profile; (d) MG2 output power profile; (e) MG3 output power
profile; (f) MG4 output power profile.
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Figure 3.6: MG3: (a) mGEN 1 generated power, (c) BESS 1 state of charge, (e) CL
absorbed power. MG4: (b) mGEN 1 generated power, (d) BESS 1 state of charge, (f)
CL absorbed power.
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Figure 3.7: Real (dashed line) and approximated (solid line) flexibility functions for
MG3, (a) first power request and (b) second power request, and for MG4, (c) first power
request and (d) second power request.
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3.3 Distributed optimization approach using MILPs

In this Section, the distributed dispatch of the TSO power requests is ad-
dressed. As discussed in the Section 3.1, using standard distributed op-
timization techniques for mixed-integer optimization problems may lead
to feasibility and convergence issues. A novel distributed algorithm for
mixed-integer linear problems (MILPs) with guaranteed feasibility and
convergence properties is presented in [66], which however is too conser-
vative in some cases, determining solution too far from the optimal one.
Because of this, here a variant of this algorithm is proposed, and applied
to real-time dispatch of TSO power requests.
The advantage is that through this approach MGs can protect the knowl-
edge of all their characteristics, avoiding also to communicate approxi-
mated internal information as in the previous Section.
Nevertheless, the distributed approach works just for mixed-integer lin-
ear systems, while the MGs optimization problems presented so far have
quadratic terms. Therefore, a linear formulation of the MG-AG balancing
service provision problem is firstly presented.

3.3.1 Mixed-integer linear problem formulation

For the sake of simplicity, it is here assumed that each MG is equipped
with one dispatchable mGEN, one BESS and one controllable load. More-
over, the management of power reserves is not addressed here, and MGs
are just requested to maintain the pre-scheduled power baseline after the
power variation request period. These assumptions do not compromise
the validity of the proposed approach and they can be easily removed, in-
cluding the proper constraints.
With respect to the solution described in Section 3.2, an additional degree
of freedom is considered in this paragraph, as mGENs are supposed to be
switched on or off, if necessary. Let’s the binary variable δGi ∈ {0, 1} de-
note the status of the mGEN of MGi (1 being the on and 0 the off status),
then, it follows that

δgi (t) p
g

i
≤ pgi (t) ≤ p̄gi δ

g
i (t) . (3.27)
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The BESS and controllable loads are modelled as in the previous Section,
therefore the same corresponding constraints are here represented

p b
i
≤ p bi (t) ≤ p̄ bi , (3.28a)

sbi(t+ 1) = sbi(t) − 100
τ

C b
i

pbi(t) , (3.28b)

s bi ≤ s bi(t) ≤ s̄ bi , (3.28c)

pcli (t) =
δcli (t)

ncli
p̄ li t ∈ {τ cli , τ̄ cli } , (3.29a)

pcli (t) = p̂cli (t), t /∈ {τ cli , τ̄ cli } , (3.29b)
N∑
t=t̃

τ pcli (t) =
N∑
t=t̃

τ p̂cli (t) . (3.29c)

The total output power of MGi can be expressed as

pmgi (t) = pgi (t) + pbi(t)− pcli (t) . (3.30)

The MG cost function is also reformulated, transforming the quadratic
terms in linear to be compatible with the proposed distributed MILP al-
gorithm. This is defined as follows

Jmg
i,t̃

=
N∑
t=t̃

{
cgi p

g
i (t) + cbi |pbi(t)− pbi(t− 1)| +

+ ccli |pcli (t)− p̂cli (t)| − λp(t) pmgi (t)

}
,

(3.31)

where cgi > 0 is the production cost of the mGEN, cbi > 0 is a cost
associated to the ageing of the BESS, ccli > 0 is a cost that penalizes
changes in a programmable load consumption profile with respect to its
original schedule and λp is the energy price.
The cost function (3.31) is not linear since it contains absolute values,
however, it can be rewritten in a linear form by adopting an epigraphic
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reformulation. To this end, the auxiliary variables hbi and hcli and the
following additional local constraints are introduced

pbi(t)− pbi(t− 1) ≤ hbi(t) ,

pbi(t− 1)− pbi(t) ≤ hbi(t) ,

pcli (t)− p̂cli (t) ≤ hcli (t) ,

p̂cli (t)− pcli (t) ≤ hcli (t) .

(3.32)

Therefore, the linear formulation of the cost function (3.31) follows

Jmg
i,t̃

=
N∑
t=t̃

{
cgi p

g
i (t) + cbi h

b
i(t) + ccli h

cl
i (t) − µp(t) pmgi (t)

}
.

(3.33)

It is considered that the TSO at the generic time t̃ can send to the AGS a
power variation profile ΓTSO

t̃
(t) for t ∈ {t̃, . . . , t̃ + TR − 1} with respect

to the pre-scheduled baseline.
The AGS has to reschedule each MG operations by suitably choosing
the values of pgi (t), δgi (t), pbi(t), pcli (t) and δcli (t), t ∈ {t̃, . . . , N} and
i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, such that each MGi optimally varies its power baseline
by a quantity Γmg

i,t̃
(t). Moreover, rebound effects must be avoided, mean-

ing that each MG must maintain its original power profile after satisfying
the TSO request. The following constraints are therefore introduced con-
cerning the single MGi

pmgi (t) = p̂mgi (t) + Γmg
i,t̃

(t) , t ∈ {t̃, . . . , t̃+ TR − 1} , (3.34)

pmgi (t) = p̂mgi (t) , t ∈ {t̃+ TR, . . . , N} . (3.35)

The satisfaction of the TSO request is instead expressed as follows

(1− ε) ΓTSO
t̃ (t) ≤

∑
i∈NM

Γmg
i,t̃

(t) ≤ (1 + ε) ΓTSO
t̃ (t) ,

t ∈ {t̃, . . . , t̃+ TR − 1} ,
(3.36)

where ε > 0 is introduced as a tolerance parameter, selected at a sufficient
small value.
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For notational compactness, MGs optimization variables are condensed
in the following vector x pi (t) = [pgi (t), δ

g
i (t), p

b
i(t), p

cl
i (t), δcli (t)] ′.

At this stage, the overall centralized AGS dispatch problem, formulated
as MILP, follows

min
xp

i,t̃
, Γmg

i,t̃

∀i∈NM

{
∑
∀i∈NM

Jmg
i,t̃
}

s.t.

(3.27)-(3.30) , (3.32) , ∀i ∈ NM , ∀t ∈ {t̃, . . . , N} ,
(3.34)-(3.35) , ∀i ∈ NM ,

(3.36) .

(3.37)

which involves both continuous (pgi , pbi , p
cl
i and Γmg

i,t̃
) and discrete

(δgi and δcli ) decision variables for each MG. Note that the cost function
of (3.37) is additive over the MGs, so that if constraint (3.36) is removed,
then problem (3.37) becomes separable and, hence, easier to solve. There-
fore, constraint (3.36) is referred as the coupling constraint since it cou-
ples the MGs decisions, whereas the other constraints are referred to as
local constraints.
For the sake of clarity, the optimization problem (3.37) is expressed in a
more standard form, collecting the decision variables of each MGi in the
variable xi. Therefore, (3.37) can be compactly rewritten as

min
x1,...,xM

M∑
i=1

ci
′ xi

subject to:
M∑
i=1

Aixi ≤ b

xi ∈ Xi, i ∈ NM ,

(3.38)

where Xi is the mixed-integer polyhedral set defined by constraints
(3.27)-(3.30) and (3.32) together with relations (3.34)-(3.35), while∑M

i=1Aixi ≤ b represents the coupling constraint (3.36).
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3.3.2 Distributed dispatch of balancing power requests

The optimization problem in (3.38) fits the framework proposed in [66],
which provides a scalable distributed strategy for its approximate reso-
lution. The iterative algorithm proposed in [66] exploits the dual de-
composition method to obtain a scalable and privacy preserving solution,
see [68]. In particular, agents, i.e. MGs, have to solve in parallel a lower
dimensional MILP involving their local decision variables, cost, and con-
straints, while a central entity, i.e. the AGS, is in charge of enforcing
the coupling constraint by updating the dual variable based on the ten-
tative solutions of the agents. A constraint tightening technique is here
integrated within dual decomposition in order to ensure that a feasible so-
lution to (3.38) is found after a finite number of iterations.
Duality theory, see e.g. [68], plays a central role in the distributed res-
olution of multi-agent optimization problems in the form of (3.38) as
it allows to decompose the problem across the agents by softening the
coupling constraint and incorporating it as an additive term in the cost
function. More precisely, let µ ≥ 0 be a vector of Lagrange multipliers
(named as dual variable) and

L(x∀i, µ) =
M∑
i=1

ci
′ xi + µ ′

(
M∑
i=1

Aixi − b

)
(3.39)

the Lagrangian function obtained augmenting the cost function of (3.38)
with a term that penalizes the amount of violation of the coupling con-
straint weighted by µ. The dual problem of (3.38) is then given by

max
µ≥0
−µ ′ b+

M∑
i=1

min
xi∈Xi

(ci
′ + µ ′Ai)xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
ϕi(µ)

. (3.40)

It is worth noticing that despite (3.38) is a non-convex program, given the
presence of discrete variables, problem (3.40) is convex as each ϕi(µ) is
a concave function since it is the minimum of affine functions of µ, see
also [68, Proposition 5.1.2].
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A distributed approach to solve (3.40) is the well-known dual subgradient
algorithm, see [68, Section 6.3]. Using the index k to denote the iteration
number, the algorithm iterates between the following two steps:

xk+1
i ∈ argmin

xi∈Xi

(ci
′ + µkAi)xi, (3.41a)

µk+1 =

[
µk + αk

(
M∑
i=1

Aix
k+1
i − b

)]
+

, (3.41b)

where αk is a step-size parameter satisfying
∑∞

k=0 α
k = ∞ and∑∞

k=0 (αk)
2
< ∞, and [ · ]+ denotes the projection of its argument onto

the non-negative orthant. Update (3.41a) can be performed in parallel by
the agents, while step (3.41b) has to be performed by a central entity, in
our setting the MGs and the AGS, respectively.
It is worth noticing that each MGi needs to communicate to the AGS only
its contribution Ai xk+1

i to the coupling constraint (i.e., its optimal power
variation Γmg

i,t̃
, see (3.36)) and is not required to disclose any private infor-

mation regarding operating costs (coded in ci) nor device characteristics
and limitations (coded in Xi).
Typical choices for αk are given by

αk =
α1

(k + 1)α2
, (3.42)

with α1 > 0 and α2 ∈ (0.5, 1].
Unfortunately, applying (3.41) does not provide a way to recover the op-
timal solution x∗i of (3.38), ∀i ∈ NM. While [69] provides a recovery
procedure in the convex case, in the non-convex case it may return a so-
lution which is not feasible for (3.38).
The approach in [66] overcomes this issue by replacing the b vector in
(3.41b) with the term b− ρk, where ρk > 0 is a properly defined tighten-
ing vector with the same dimension of b. The role of ρk is to progressively
reduce some components of b to enforce the algorithm to obtain a feasi-
ble solution for all the components of the coupling constraint. The term
ρk is progressively updated based on the tentative solutions xki explored
by (3.41) across iterations.
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The approach in [66] is guaranteed to return a feasible solution after a
finite number of iterations provided that ρ does not grow too much as
the algorithm progresses, see [66] for a detailed discussion. This issue is
particularly critical for our problem (3.37) since constraint (3.36) poses
a limit on the amount of growth of the tightening ρ, as better explained
hereafter.
The tightened version of the coupling constraint, for a generic ρ vector, is
given by

(1− ε) ΓTSO
t̃ (t) + ρlbt (t) ≤

∑
i∈NM

Γmg
i,t̃

(t) ≤ (1 + ε) ΓTSO
t̃ (t)− ρubt (t)

(3.43)

where ρubt (t) and ρlbt (t) are the components of ρ associated with the right
and left constraints in (3.36) respectively, for a given
t ∈ {t̃, . . . , t̃+TR−1}. From (3.43) it is clear that an excessive tightening
would quickly lead to infeasibility since

ρubt (t) + ρlbt (t) ≤ 2 εΓTSO
t̃ (t), (3.44)

t ∈ {t̃, . . . , t̃+ TR − 1}, must hold.
Because of this, here Algorithm 2 reported in the following is devised,
which is inspired by [66], but it updates the tightening vector ρ more cau-
tiously, based on a nested loop strategy. The inner loop, indexed by ki,
runs (3.41) until convergence keeping ρ fixed (see Steps 6-13 noticing
that Steps 10 and 11 are equivalent to (3.41b) with b− ρko in place of b),
while the outer loop, indexed by ko, is responsible for updating the tight-
ening vector ρ. The same privacy-related considerations for (3.41) apply
to Algorithm 2. The rationale behind this is to ignore the tentative primal
solutions xki explored during the transient phase of µk and update ρ based
on those tentative primal solutions that are computed when µk reaches a
steady state for the given ρ, so as to reduce the tightening. Within the
inner loop, the AGS keeps monitoring the coupling constraints by com-
puting (see Step 10)

vki =
M∑
i=1

Ajx
ki
j − b, (3.45)
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Algorithm 2 Distributed MILP for AGS dispatch
1: µ0 = 0

2: ρ0 = 0

3: ko = 0

4: repeat
5: ki = 0

6: repeat
7: for j = 1, . . . ,M do
8: xki+1

j ∈ argmin
xj∈Xj

(cj
′ + µki ′Aj)xj

9: end for
10: vki+1 =

∑M
j=1Ajx

ki+1
j − b

11: µki+1 =
[
µki + αki(vki + ρko)

]
+

12: ki ← ki + 1

13: until µki converges or xkij is feasible for j = 1, . . . ,M

14: k̄i = argmin
k>ki−w

|| [vk]+ ||∞

15: ρko+1 = ρko + [vk̄i ]+

16: µ(0) = µki

17: ko ← ko + 1

18: until xkij is feasible for j = 1, . . . ,M

whose r-th component is positive if the r-th joint constraint is violated
and is negative or zero otherwise. If, for some ki, all components of vki
are non-positive, then the algorithm terminates and returns the optimal
solution x̃1, . . . , x̃M , which is feasible. Otherwise the inner loop keeps
running until µki converges. When the inner loop has converged, the AGS
looks at the latest w values of vk, and computes, for each
k = ki−w+1, . . . , ki , the amount of maximum violation || [vk]+ ||∞ (i.e.,
the highest among the positive components of vk), and then selects the in-
ner iteration index corresponding to the lowest || [vk]+ ||∞ in Step 14. This
translates into selecting the tentative primal solution among the latest w
with the least maximum violation of the coupling constraints.
Finally, the update of the tightening coefficient ρ is performed by taking
the integral of the violation [vk̄i ]+ associated with the least violating ten-
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tative primal solution (see Step 15). The rationale behind this consists in
trying to increase the tightening vector ρ by a small amount at each outer
iteration to avoid being overly conservative. In the unfortunate event that
ρko is such that (3.44) is not satisfied for some t ∈ {t̃, . . . , t̃+TR−1}, then
a feasible solution could not be found. One can then stop the algorithm
and restart it with a larger value for the tolerance ε in (3.36) thus softening
the TSO request and possibly providing an approximate yet guaranteed
solution to its original request.

3.3.3 Numerical results

In order to test the potentiality of the proposed distributed strategy, a MG-
AG with M = 50 MGs is considered.
In principle, the baseline power profiles of each MGi should be obtained
using optimization-based strategies explicitly accounting for the provided
balancing service, e.g. with the methods described in Chapter 2. Here,
to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach irrespectively to the
profile generation mechanism, the baseline power profiles (together with
devices physical limits and operating costs) are generated at random ac-
cording to the procedure described in Appendix A of this Section.
It is assumed that the AGS receives two power requests from the TSO. The
first, issued at 07:00, requires to increase by ΓTSO

7h/τ = 800 kW the amount
of power produced by the MG-AG, whereas the second request, issued at
15:00, the TSO asks to reduce the power baseline by ΓTSO

15h/τ = −700 kW.
In both cases the relative tolerance level for the satisfaction of the TSO
request is ε = 0.05 and the requested power variation must be maintained
for two hours, i.e. TR = 8. The Algorithm 2 is therefore run twice, using
in both cases αk given by (3.42), with α1 = 0.15/M and α2 = 0.51, and
w = 8.

In all the following figures the following color code is adopted: red lines
represent the original power profiles (before receiving any TSO request),
blue lines represent the power profiles computed so as to meet the first
TSO request, and green lines represent the power profiles computed based
on the second TSO request. Solid lines are used for actual profiles and
dotted lines for scheduled ones that are not implemented.
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Figure 3.8 shows how the power profile of the MG-AG properly varies
throughout the day as the two TSO requests are received and processed
by the AGS. The yellow band around the solid lines between 7:00 and
9:00 and 15:00 and 17:00 represent the allowed deviation from the TSO
request based on the relative tolerance ε = 0.05, see (3.36). As it can be
seen from Figure 3.8, for both events, the algorithm is able to resched-
ule in a distributed fashion the usage of the MGs units so as to meet the
TSO request while avoiding the rebound effect. This is achieved without
any need of sharing MGs internal information and in presence of mixed-
integer variables.

Close-up views of the power profile of the MG-AG in the time frames
7:00-9:00 and 15:00-17:00 related to the two requests are shown in Fig-
ures 3.9(a) and 3.9(b), respectively. Besides the yellow band representing
the request satisfaction tolerance bound coded by constraint (3.36), we
also report the tightened tolerance upper and lower bounds (black dashed
lines) representing constraint (3.43) for the last value of ρ before the algo-
rithm returned a feasible solution. It is interesting to note that the solution
found by the algorithm is feasible for the original constraint (3.36) but
not necessarily for its tightened counterpart (3.43), as clearly discussed in
detail in [66].

In Figure 3.10 we also report the power profiles of one of the MGs: its
output power profile in Figure 3.10(a), the profile of the mGEN in Fig-
ure 3.10(b), the charging/discharging profile of the BESS in Figure 3.10(c),
and the modulation of the load in Figure 3.10(d). From Figures 3.10(b)-
(d) it is evident how the MGs changes the schedule of its internal units
to accommodate part of the TSO request while avoiding any rebound ef-
fect (the green solid line in Figure 3.10(a) matches the reference profile
represented by the red dotted line). Specifically, to satisfy the power re-
quest between 7:00 and 9:00, the mGEN and the BESS output power are
increased, while the controllable load is switched off. During the second
TSO request, the mGEN is switched off, the BESS is operated in charging
mode, while the load is kept at its pre-scheduled operating point.
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Figure 3.8: MG-AG output power profile. Original baseline (red), profile based on the
first request (blue), profile based on the second request (green): pre-scheduled (dotted
lines) and effective (solid lines) profiles, and tolerance bounds (yellow band).

(a) (b)

Figure 3.9: Close-up of the power profile of the consumer pool (blue solid line) in
the time frames 7:00-9:00 (a) and 15:00-17:00 (b), together with the tolerance bounds
(yellow band) and tightened tolerance bounds (black dashed lines).
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Figure 3.10: Power profiles of MG10: total (a), mGEN (b), BESS (c), controllable load
(d). Original reference profile (red), profile based on the first TSO request (blue), profile
based on the second TSO request (green): scheduled (dotted lines) and actual (solid
lines) profiles, capability limits (dashed lines).

In order to quantify the quality of the feasible solution x̃1, . . . , x̃M re-
turned by Algorithm 2, let’s denote the value J̃ of the total MG-AG cost
function defined in (3.37) obtained for the solution x̃1, . . . , x̃M and the op-
timal value of the total cost function J∗ of (3.37), supposed to be solved
through a centralized approach.
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These two optimal values of the total cost function can be compared com-
puting the following relative optimality gap

∆J% =
J̃ − J∗

J∗
· 100.

In case of a large number of MGs in the MG-AG, however, it can hap-
pen that problem (3.37) cannot be centrally solved with standard com-
putational resources, mainly due to the combinatorial complexity of the
problem. In the considered case study, for example, a laptop equipped
with an Intel Core i7-6500U processor and 8 GB of RAM has been used,
encountering out-of-memory issues when trying to compute J∗ solving
(3.37) . In fact, the overall problem (3.37) involves M boolean vari-
ables δgi (t) and M integer variables δcli (t), taking ncli + 1 discrete values,
for t ∈ {t̃, . . . , N}, thus amounting to a total of 2(N−t̃)M ·

∏M
i=1(ncli +

1)(N−t̃) possible combinations to be explored in a centralized solution.
On the other hand, the proposed distributed approach allows to decom-
pose the overall problem and solve (in parallel!) M sub-problems with
only 2(N−t̃) · (ncli + 1)(N−t̃) possible combinations each. This translates to
103400 possible combinations for the centralized problem, and only 1068

for each MG, for the first request; and 101800 and 1036 for the second re-
quest.
Nevertheless, even though J∗ cannot be directly computed, an estimate
can be evaluated by resorting on the dual problem, expressed in (3.40).
In fact, by weak duality, it is known that the optimal value J∗D of the
dual problem (3.40) constitutes a lower bound for J∗ (see [68, Proposi-
tion 5.1.3]). Therefore, since the solution x̃1, . . . , x̃M computed by Algo-
rithm 2 is feasible for the centralized problem (3.37), it follows that

J∗D ≤ J∗ ≤ J̃ ,

and the relative optimality gap can therefore be estimated as follows

∆J% =
J̃ − J∗D
J∗D

· 100.

where the value of J∗D can be easily computed iterating (3.41) until con-
vergence.
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TSO Estimated Outer Inner Execution
request ∆J% iterations iterations time [sec]

1-st 0.17% 4 125 38.7
2-nd 0.79% 3 98 3.8

Table 3.3: Assessment of the performance of Algorithm 2 when applied to satisfy the
two TSO requests with M = 50.

In Table 3.3, the estimated relative optimality gap ∆J% for the two TSO
requests is reported, along with the number of outer iterations performed,
which also corresponds to the number of times the value of ρ has been
updated, the total number of inner iterations, which corresponds to the
number of times each agent has performed Step 8, and the time elapsed
before Algorithm 2 returned a feasible solution divided by the number
M of MGs. The latter being a good indicator of how long the algorithm
will take in practice as the time elapsed performing Steps 10-15 is negli-
gible with respect to the time needed by each MG to perform (in parallel)
Step 8.

Remarkably, for the two cases reported in Table 3.3, the relative opti-
mality gap is lower than 1%, showing the effectiveness of the approach in
returning a feasible solution with close-to-optimality performance. Note
also how the first request exhibits a much higher execution time with re-
spect to the second one. This is due to the longer time horizon the pro-
sumer have to consider for the rescheduling phase after the first TSO re-
quest, with respect to the second one.
It is worth noticing that, in both cases, the number of outer iterations is
greater than one (i.e. the final ρ is different from zero). This witnesses
that the standard dual subgradient method, executed in the first outer iter-
ation of Algorithm 1 (i.e. Steps 6-13 with ρ0 = 0), is not able to find a
feasible solution.
For comparison purposes, we also used the original algorithm in [66],
but it resulted in constraint (3.36) becoming infeasible after the first few
iterations.
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M Estimated Outer Inner Execution
∆J% iterations iterations time [sec]

30 0.49% 3 120 8.7
40 0.82% 2 125 5.0
50 0.55% 1 65 2.5
60 0.36% 11 219 9.4
70 0.39% 2 191 5.9
80 0.33% 3 164 8.4

Table 3.4: Assessment of the performance of Algorithm 2 as a function of the number
M of MGs in the MG-AG.

Finally, the proposed distributed strategy has been tested for a growing
number M of MGs in the MG-AG, to assess its scalability properties. A
TSO request of ΓTSO

t̃
= 18M kW between 15:00 and 17:00 has been as-

sumed for each test case, with all the other parameters set as previously
discussed. Note that in this case problem (3.37) involves 252M variables:
180M continuous, 36M boolean, and 36M integer assuming 5 possible
values. The total number of possible combinations is thus 1036M , which
will eventually lead to an intractable problem as M grows, if addressed
centrally.
The performance of Algorithm 2 is evaluated based on the same indica-
tors of Table 3.3 for different values of M and the results are reported
in Table 3.4. As it appears from the table, for each M , the proposed
approach is able to find a feasible solution with close-to-optimal perfor-
mance (∆J% < 1%) in a handful of iterations and in less than 10 seconds.

Appendix A:
Generation of the simulation set-up for distributed MILP strategy

Consider the generic MGi. As for the controllable load, p̄cli is extracted
at random according to the uniform distribution over the interval [10, 100]
kW and the reference profile p̂cli is set equal to a piecewise constant func-
tion with intervals of 2-hour duration each and amount of power per inter-
val computed according to (3.3a) with δcli extracted uniformly at random
in {1, . . . , ncli } with ncli = 4.
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The load flexibility limits are set to the entire optimization horizon, i.e.,
τ cli = t̃ and τ̄ cli = N . As for the mGEN, we set p̄gi = p̄cli , pg

i
= 0.2 p̄gi , and

the reference profile as a piecewise linear function with hinging points
every 4 hours with values given by the average power consumption of
the load scaled by a factor chosen uniformly at random from the set
{0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5}. As for the BESS capacity limits, the BESS is set
to be able to provide 25% of the energy needed by the controllable load.
The BESS reference power profile p̂bi is defined so as to match p̂gi − p̂cli
compatibly with its constraints.
Finally, the terms ccli , cgi , and cbi appearing in the cost function (3.37) are
extracted at random according to a uniform distribution over the interval
[0, 35] e/kW for ccli , and over the interval [0, 1] e/kW for both cgi and cbi .

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the actual provision of balancing services from MGs ag-
gregators have been addressed. Precisely, algorithms for the satisfaction
of TSO manual power requests (mFRR service) have been designed, with
the objective of preserving MGs internal information and the scalability
of the approach. Moreover, the MGs scheduling problem is modelled
as a mixed-integer problem, allowing the step-wise modulation of loads
and the switching of dispatchable mGENs. Two different approaches
have been proposed. The first relies on a approximated description of
the power flexibility that each MG can offer, properly associated with its
cost. Having this information, the AGS can communicate to the TSO
the overall availability of the MG-AG and it can efficiently dispatch the
balancing power request at the minimum cost. The second approach con-
cerns the design of a distributed algorithm for mixed-integer linear prob-
lems, allowing MGs to completely preserve their internal information.
The method allows the AGS to properly dispatch the TSO requests, with-
out the need of any information of MGs flexibility and characteristics.
Both approaches have been tested in simulation, showing their ability to
find feasible solutions with null, or significantly small, optimality gaps
with respect to the optimal solution found by a centralized AGS manage-
ment.
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CHAPTER4
Control and clustering strategies for

self-balancing in distribution networks

4.1 Introduction

The intermittent and non-deterministic nature of Renewable Energy
Sources (RESs) and of new electric loads, such as charging stations of
electric vehicles, causes continuous active power imbalances between
generation and demand, which, if not promptly restored may lead to se-
rious frequency deviations [3]. Chapters 2 and 3 focused on how aggre-
gated Microgrids (MGs) can serve as Balancing Service Providers (BSP),
optimally scheduling their operations to initially preserve, and then pro-
vide, active power reserves to the TSO for the overall network frequency
regulation. As discussed in Chapter 1, another fundamental figure of the
balancing market is the Balance Responsible Party (BRP), entitled to ad-
dress power imbalances of a portfolio of grid units (e.g. DERs and loads).
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This actor is needed since the declared power programs in the day-ahead
and intra-day markets rely on forecasted power profiles for loads and
RESs, which can significantly differ from reality becoming one of the
main causes of network power variability [24].
This chapter focuses on the design of a coordination framework for
Microgrids Aggregators (MG-AGs) to serve as a proper BRP. Precisely,
MGs will be coordinated to share part of the reserves to compensate im-
balances caused by external non-dispatchable elements.
The method is supposed to be applied to MGs interconnected to the same
distribution network, with the aim of respecting the overall programmed
power exchange with the main grid. The control strategy must be de-
signed to act promptly, to avoid the propagation of power variability to
the main utility, and with also enhanced scalability properties, so that its
performances do not depend on the size of the considered distribution
network.

4.1.1 Literature Review

The design of a low-level controller for a single MG to compensate the
fluctuations of an external load is presented in [70]. In [71], a MG is con-
trolled to balance the power variability in a distribution feeder in presence
of multiple consumers. Centralized MPC methods have been adopted
for the compensation of power deviations in [8, 72], but, in light of the
low-scalability of the approaches, these solutions are applicable only to
small scale systems. A well-known method to overcome scalability is-
sues in large-scale networks consists in decomposing the grid in multiple
areas and properly regulating their operations and power exchanges. Dis-
tributed optimization frameworks for the coordination of different grid
areas have been proposed in the literature as in [73], for the power flow
optimization, and in [74], using a distributed MPC scheme for the efficient
management of Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESSs) and generations
units. However, distributed approaches are characterized by iterative and
communicationally-intensive procedures, especially when many variables
must be optimized, and therefore they are not considered as the best so-
lution to quickly compensate power unbalances. Because of this, an al-
ternative and novel control architecture will be proposed in this chapter,
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particularly suited for the coordination of networks partitioned in areas.
Concerning network partitioning algorithms, many methods are discussed
in the literature, based either on topological properties, as proposed in
[75–77], or with the aim of partitioning the network in self-sufficient ar-
eas, as discussed in [78–80]. Partitioning techniques are not applied only
in the electrical sector but also in other fields, e.g. for drinking water net-
works as discussed in [81] and in [82]. In this chapter, an efficient decom-
position method will be also proposed, generalizable for many types of
networked applications and adaptable to different partitioning purposes,
as it will be discussed in the following.

4.1.2 Proposed solution

Considering the objective of coordinating different interconnected MGs
to balance unexpected power variations of non-dispatchable elements,
here a novel supervised Model Predictive Control (MPC) architecture is
proposed. To ensure a prompt control action, not depending on the size
of the considered network and on the number of interconnected MGs, the
designed control scheme is supposed to be applied to a distribution net-
work properly decomposed in several non-overlapping areas, denoted as
grid clusters. The proposed control strategy is structured in two control
layers.
At the low level, each cluster is controlled by a decentralized MPC regula-
tor, named C-MPC, designed to compensate the local power variability by
requesting balancing services to the MGs connected to the cluster. The ra-
tionale is that, from an external perspective, the active power exchanged
by each cluster with the rest of the distribution network should exactly
match a reference power profile, supposed to be previously programmed.
Moreover, C-MPC regulators are designed using a novel technique with
flexible prediction horizon, allowing to take into account updated infor-
mation of forecasts and MGs schedules. This decentralized approach al-
lows each C-MPC to act autonomously and with a prompt control action,
just considering the elements inside its cluster. To enhance the applica-
bility of the approach, the C-MPC regulators are designed such that they
do not need to measure the instantaneous output power of each local unit,
but just the exchanged power among clusters.
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Furthermore, a supervisory layer is introduced, named C-SUP. This is de-
signed to ensure that each cluster is always able to operate
autonomously, having enough power reserve in MGs to balance the lo-
cal power variability. The C-SUP layer is not continuously executed and
it is activated just in case a cluster k needs an external power support from
the other clusters. In this case, the corresponding C-MPCk sends an emer-
gency signal to the C-SUP layer, which will dispatch the optimal power
exchanges between the clusters, based on the offered availability, so that
the overall power imbalances are compensated.
To enhance the scalability of the control architecture, the C-SUP layer is
not designed as centralized, but a fully distributed optimization approach
is adopted. The implemented method relies on a properly defined com-
munication network graph, where each agent directly interacts with its
neighbours, without needing a total communication among agents or a
coordination entity1. The method is based on the distributed Dual Con-
sensus ADMM (DC-ADMM) algorithm, presented in [83, Sec. IV]. Each
agent of the C-SUP layer is implemented at the top of each C-MPC regu-
lator, and it is denoted as C-SUPk for the generic cluster k. A schematic
of the proposed control architecture is depicted in Figure 4.1.

The proposed event-triggered hierarchical control architecture has several
advantages with respect to traditional approaches, allowing to achieve
both a prompt control action and scalability properties. Moreover, the
C-SUP layer is formulated to solve a simple optimization problem with
reduced clusters models, which allows, when activated, to find the opti-
mal power exchanges between clusters in a very few number of iterations.
On the other hand, the C-MPC regulators are autonomously executed at
each sampling time, so as to quickly counteract the power variability in
each grid cluster.
The approach is described in Section 4.2. Precisely, Paragraph 4.2.1 con-
cerns the modelling of MGs and grid clusters, while the formulation of
the C-MPC and C-SUP optimization problems are described in Paragraph
4.2.2 and Paragraph 4.2.3, respectively. Finally, the approach is tested on

1Differently, the distributed optimization approaches presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 require a super-
vising unit to update the dual variables (the AGS), which must communicate with all the agents (the MGs).
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the proposed control architecture applied to a network decom-
posed in three clusters.

a distribution network composed of the interconnection between the IEEE
37-bus and the IEEE 13-bus systems, whose numerical results are shown
in Paragraph 4.2.4.

The proposed control solution is applied to a distribution network already
decomposed into grid clusters according to some predefined criteria. Con-
sistently, a novel partitioning algorithm for large-scale networks is de-
vised and described in Section 4.3. The proposed decomposition method
allows to obtain clusters as self-sufficient as possible so that, if the previ-
ously described control architecture is applied, the C-SUP layer is rarely
activated and the C-MPC regulators can ensure the continuous balance of
power variability.
The partitioning algorithm is described from a conceptual point of view,
so that it can be applied to different types of networks where different
sources, e.g. dispatchable generators, and sinks, e.g. loads, are present.
Moreover, clusters can be created with different purposes, e.g. such that
local sources are able to satisfy the nominal sinks demand or to balance
the maximum demand variability.
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The method is structured in three main steps. Firstly, sources and sinks
are associated, defining the optimal flow transactions among them. Then,
these transactions are projected in the original network graph with the aim
of defining the weight of each edge. The higher the weight of an edge,
the more important is the edge itself. Finally, a standard graph partition-
ing procedure is applied, using a well-known software toolbox named
METIS, so as to minimize the sum of weights of the removed edges. The
procedure is tested on large-scale electrical networks and the numerical
results witness the potentiality of the approach.
The proposed decomposition algorithm is described in Section 4.3. Pre-
cisely, Paragraph 4.3.1 describes the optimal transactions computations,
while Paragraph 4.3.2 shows how these can be projected on the short-
est paths connecting sources and sinks, giving the proper weights on the
edges. The METIS toolbox is then described in Paragraph 4.3.3, while
the overall procedure is tested on real large-scale electrical networks and
the results are shown in Paragraph 4.3.4.

4.2 A novel supervised MPC architecture for balance restora-
tion in distribution grids

The main variables and parameters used in the following are reported in
Table 4.1. Fixed quantities, such as pre-scheduled or forecasted power
outputs, are marked with an upper hat, e.g. p̂mgi . The variations of vari-
ables with respect to the pre-scheduled or forecasted values are denoted
by ∆, e.g. ∆pmgi = pmgi − p̂

mg
i . Moreover, all the power values are posi-

tive if delivered and negative if absorbed, while maximum and minimum
limits of each variable are denoted by a bar over or below the variable,
respectively.
The designed control scheme is supposed to be applied to a distribution
network, and N denotes the set of nodes. The nodes where MGs are
connected are grouped in the set NM ⊆ N , while those of external non-
dispatchable elements, external to the MGs, are collected in NL ⊆ N .
The network is partitioned into nc non-overlapping clusters of connected
sub-networks, i.e. N = NC1 ∪ ... ∪ NCnc . In this Section, it is supposed
that the network partition is performed offline according to some criteria.
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Table 4.1: Main optimization variables and parameters

Symbol Description

pg MG mGEN power output [kW]
pb MG BESS power output [kW]
sb MG BESS state of charge [%]
Cb MG BESS capacity [kWh]
pmg MG power output [kW]
rg↑p , r

g↓
p MG mGEN upward/downward active power reserves [kW]

rb↑p , r
b↓
p MG BESS upward/downward active power reserves [kW]

rb↑e , r
b↓
e MG BESS upward/downward energy reserves [kWh]

P g Total MG mGEN power output [kW]
P b Total MG BESS power output [kW]
Eb Total MG BESS stored energy [kWh]

Rg↑P , R
g↓
P Total MG mGEN upward/downward active power reserves [kW]

Rb↑P , R
b↓
P Total MG BESS upward/downward active power reserves [kW]

Rb↑E , R
b↓
E Total MG mGEN upward/downward energy reserves [kWh]

Rmg↑P , Rmg↓P Total MG upward/downward active power reserves [kW]
pc Cluster net power output [kW]
pL Output power of non-dispatchable element [kW]
Dc Total aggregated disturbance in cluster [kW]

Rc↑P , R
c↓
P Total cluster upward/downward active power reserves [kW]

P p Power flow at the interconnection points of clusters [kW]
∆P req Requested power variation by C-MPC regulator [kW]
∆P sup Committed power variation by C-SUP regulator [kW]

To identify the nodes of the generic cluster k where local MGs and non-
dispatchable elements are connected, the setsNMk = NM∩NCk andNLk =
NL ∩ NCk are respectively introduced. Being a partition of the overall
distribution network, each cluster k is generally connected to the rest of
the grid through multiple interconnection points, which are collected in
the set Ipk = {1, ..., npk }.
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Finally, the proposed control structure is supposed to run with sampling
time τs = 90 s, to both ensure a prompt balance action and to have suffi-
cient computational time to solve the optimization problems. Denoting by
t the generic time index and assuming the proposed algorithm to operate
for the whole day, one has t = {1, ..., T}, where T = 24 h/τs = 960.

4.2.1 Modelling and problem statement

First of all, MGs are modelled using a reduced description, allowing them
to be employed by the C-MPC without requiring, for the sake of privacy,
the disclosure of internal units’ information and power profile scheduling.
Then, the overall model of each cluster is presented.

Microgrid model description

MGs are supposed to have already scheduled their internal units and the
output power program, considering the production costs and the energy
prices, for example with the methods described in Chapter 2. The generic
MGi, with i ∈ NM , is supposed to be equipped with ngi mGENs, nbi
BESSs and other non-dispatchable elements. It is assumed that control-
lable loads, if present, are not manipulated to compensate external power
variability, given also the adopted reduced sampling time.
Considering mGENs and BESSs, their models have been widely dis-
cussed in the previous Chapters, see (2.13b)-(2.13c). The pre-scheduled
upward and downward active power reserves are defined as the remaining
power margins with respect to the capability limits, as follows

r̂ g↑p,ji(t) = p̄gji − p̂ gji(t) , r̂ g↓p,ji(t) = p̂gji(t) − pg
ji
, (4.1)

r̂ b↑p,ki(t) = p̄bki − p̂bki(t) , r̂ b↓p,ki(t) = p̂bki(t) − pb
ki
, (4.2)

where ji ∈ [1, . . . , ngi ] and ki ∈ [1, . . . , nbi ] represent the j-th mGEN and
the k-th BESS installed in MGi, respectively. Concerning BESS, not only
the power margins, but also the stored energy must be considered. The
energy reserves that can be externally offered by each ki-th BESS at each
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time instant are defined as

r̂ b↑e,ki(t) = ( s̄ bki − ŝ bki(t) )C b
ki
, (4.3)

r̂ b↓e,ki(t) = ( ŝ bji(t) − s bki )Cb
ki
. (4.4)

To preserve MG internal information, it is supposed that just the aggre-
gated reserves provided by mGENs and BESSs are communicated to the
C-MPC. Therefore, the following variables are introduced

R̂ g↑
P,i(t) =

ng
i∑

ji=1

r̂ g↑p,ji(t) , R̂ g↓
P,i(t) =

ng
i∑

ji=1

r̂ g↓p,ji(t) ,

R̂ b↑
P,i(t) =

nb
i∑

ji=1

r̂ b↑p,ji(t) , R̂ b↓
P,i(t) =

nb
i∑

ji=1

r̂ b↓p,ji(t) ,

R̂ b↑
E,i(t) =

nb
i∑

ji=1

r̂ b↑e,ji(t) , R̂ b↓
E,i(t) =

nb
i∑

ji=1

r̂ b↓e,ji(t) ,

representing the pre-scheduled total upward and downward power and en-
ergy reserves of MGi.
The C-MPC, to compensate the power variability inside the cluster, is de-
signed to require the generic MGi to vary the output power of mGENs
and BESSs with respect to the pre-scheduled profiles; these power vari-
ations are denoted as ∆P g

i and ∆P b
i for mGENs and BESSs, respectively.

The variation of the stored energy in BESSs, denoted by ∆Eb
i and caused

by ∆P b
i , is also modelled as follows

∆Eb
i(t+ 1) = ∆Eb

i(t) − τs ∆P b
i (t) . (4.5)

Based on the power variations committed by the C-MPC, the effective
MGs reserves will be reduced, or increased, with respect to the pre-scheduled
values. Therefore, it follows that

R g↑
P,i(t) = R̂ g↑

P,i(t)−∆P g
i (t) , R g↓

P,i(t) = R̂ g↓
P,i(t) + ∆P g

i (t) , (4.6)

R b↑
P,i(t) = R̂ b↑

P,i(t)−∆P b
i (t) , R b↓

P,i(t) = R̂ b↓
P,i(t) + ∆P b

i (t) , (4.7)

R b↑
E,i(t) = R̂ b↑

E,i(t)−∆Eb
i (t) , R b↓

E,i(t) = R̂ b↓
E,i(t) + ∆Eb

i (t) . (4.8)
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Moreover, active power variations requested by the C-MPC regulators
must not exceed the pre-scheduled power reserves at each time instant.
Therefore, it must hold that

− R̂ g↓
P,i(t) ≤ ∆P g

i (t) ≤ R̂ g↑
P,i(t) , (4.9)

− R̂ b↓
P,i(t) ≤ ∆P b

i (t) ≤ R̂ b↑
P,i(t) , (4.10)

− R̂ b↓
E,i(t) ≤ ∆Eb

i (t) ≤ R̂ b↑
E,i(t) , (4.11)

The total MG active power reserves are also defined, since they will be
needed to easily assess the overall power capability in the corresponding
cluster,

Rmg↑
P,i (t) = R g↑

P,i(t) + min

(
R b↑
P,i(t),

R b↓
E,i(t+ 1)

τs

)
, (4.12)

Rmg↓
P,i (t) = R g↓

P,i(t) + min

(
R b↓
P,i(t),

R b↑
E,i(t+ 1)

τs

)
, (4.13)

where for BESSs the minimum between the effective power margin and
the deliverable/absorbable power based on the stored energy must be con-
sidered; the energy reserves are considered at the next time instant given
the state update (4.5).

Finally, the total output power of the generic MGi is defined as the sum
of the pre-scheduled profile, plus the committed power variations by the
C-MPC regulator, as follows

pmgi (t) = p̂mgi (t) + ∆P g
i (t) + ∆P b

i (t) . (4.14)

It is worth noticing that, through the proposed modelling, MGs are not re-
quested to communicate all their internal characteristics to the respective
C-MPC, but just the scheduled output power and the available power and
energy reserves such that constraints (4.5)-(4.14) can be stated.
Then, as the C-MPC defines the optimal power variation ∆P g ∗

i (t) and
∆P b ∗

i (t), the MGi, through its MGCC, must coordinate its internal mGENs
and BESSs to satisfy the power requests, minimizing the operative costs.
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The corresponding MG tracking optimization problem to satisfy the
C-MPC requests is not described here, as its formulation is straightfor-
ward.

Remark 4.1. The available power and energy reserves have been sup-
posed to be entirely offered to the C-MPC to balance the variability of
the cluster. However, MGs can be also modelled to communicate just a
fraction of the available reserves, keeping an internal pre-defined amount
for providing external power services to the TSO, using the techniques
described in Chapter 3.

Cluster model description

The grid cluster is a connected portion of the distribution network, where
both MGs and external non-dispatchable elements are connected. There-
fore, the net active power of cluster k can be defined as follows

pck(t) =
∑
i∈NMk

pmgi (t) +
∑
j∈NLk

pLi (t) , (4.15)

where internal power losses are neglected for the sake of simplicity. Con-
sistently with the MG output power expression (4.14), the external load
power absorption can be also modelled as the sum of two terms

pLj (t) = p̂Lj (t) + ∆pLj (t) , ∀j ∈ NL , (4.16)

where the first term expresses the forecasted power profile, while the sec-
ond the unexpected power variation that must be balanced. The total un-
known power variability acting on cluster k is aggregated in the following
variable

Dc
k(t) =

∑
j∈NLk

∆pLj (t) . (4.17)

Therefore, the pre-scheduled/forecasted power program of cluster k is
defined as

p̂ ck(t) =
∑
i∈NMk

p̂mgi (t) +
∑
j∈NLk

p̂Li (t) , (4.18)
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while, combining (4.14)-(4.18), the net power output of cluster k can be
reformulated as

p ck(t) = p̂ ck(t) +
∑
i∈NMk

(
∆P g

i (t) + ∆P b
i (t)

)
+ Dc

k(t) . (4.19)

Remark 4.2. The power variability of MGs internal loads and RESs is not
modelled for the sake of simplicity, but it can be easily included consider-
ing additional non-dispatchable elements connected to the same nodes of
MGs.

The total power reserves in cluster k at the generic time instant t are ex-
pressed, defined as the sum of the available reserves in MGs

R c↑
P,k(t) =

∑
∀i∈NMk

Rmg↑
P,i (t) , R c↓

P,k(t) =
∑
∀i∈NMk

Rmg↓
P,i (t) . (4.20)

As mentioned, to enhance the applicability of the approach, it is assumed
that the output power of all non-dispatchable elements is not measured at
each time-step τs to estimate the aggregated disturbance Dc

k(t). On the
other hand, the power flows through the points connecting cluster k to the
rest of the network, i.e. P p

k,i with i ∈ Ipk , are supposed to be measurable.
The power flows P p

k,i are defined to be positive (negative) when exported
from (absorbed by) cluster k. The net power of cluster k can be therefore
defined as

p ck(t) =
∑
i∈Ipk

P p
k,i(t) . (4.21)

The C-MPC, before computing the optimal control action at the generic
time instant t, can estimate the aggregated disturbance acting on clus-
ter k, denoted by D̃c

k(t), as the difference between the measured cluster
net power (4.21), the pre-scheduled/forecasted one (4.18) and the active
power variations committed at the previous control iteration, as follows

D̃c
k(t) ≈

∑
i∈Ipk

P p
k,i(t) − p̂ ck(t) −

∑
i∈NMk

(
∆P g

i (t− 1) + ∆P b
i (t− 1)

)
.

(4.22)
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4.2.2 Clusters’ control using MPC with flexible prediction horizon

The proposed control architecture is structured in two layers, named as
C-MPC and C-SUP, which are executed as follows.

• The C-MPC regulators compute the optimal MGs power variations
with a sampling time τs, so as to balance the local power variability.
Specifically, they are designed to track a pre-defined reference for
the net cluster power output, denoted as pc,0k (t) for the generic clus-
ter k. In case the power variability acting on cluster k is too large to
be compensated by local MGs, not allowing to track the pre-defined
reference, the corresponding C-MPC regulator issues a power sup-
port request ∆P req

k (t) to the C-SUP layer.

• The C-SUP layer is activated as ∆P req∗
k (t) 6= 0 for a generic cluster k,

and it is executed right after the C-MPC layer, within the sampling
time τs. Its main goal is to define the power variations of clusters’ net
power outputs, with objective of compensating the power deficit in
cluster k. The optimal power variations are denoted by ∆P sup,∗

k (t),
and they are supposed to be executed by the C-MPC regulators at
the next sampling time, i.e. at t+ 1.

The C-MPC problem is now more formally stated. Conversely to standard
predictive approaches, a flexible prediction horizon is adopted, denoted
by N(t) to express its dependence on the current time instant. The reason
behind this choice will be explained later. Moreover, the time index h is
introduced, spanning the whole prediction horizon from the current time
instant t, i.e. h ∈ TN(t) = {t, . . . , t+N(t)− 1}.

As the main objective of the C-MPC regulator is to track the cluster net
power reference pc,0k (h), the following constraint should be stated for each
generic cluster k

pck(h) = pc,0k (h), ∀h ∈ TN(t).

However, the power variability acting on the cluster may be too large
to be compensated by local MGs, causing the unfeasibility of the above
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defined constraint. Because of this, the slack variable ∆P req
k is included

as follows

pck(h) = pc,0k (h) − ∆P req
k (h), ∀h ∈ TN(t), (4.23)

where ∆P req
k (h) can become different from zero just in case it is not pos-

sible to track pc,0k (h) using local MGs. Precisely, if the C-MPC of cluster
k selects ∆P req

k (h) ≥ 0, it means that local power imbalances cause a
power shortage in cluster k, implying that pck(h) ≤ pc,0k (h). On the other
hand, if ∆P req

k (h) < 0, it means that cluster k records an excess of power
that cannot be internally absorbed.

The optimal value of the slack variable ∆P req∗
k (t) denotes the power

support request of cluster k, which is transmitted by the corresponding
C-MPC regulator to the C-SUP layer.

If ∆P req∗
k (t) 6= 0 for a generic cluster k, the C-SUP layer is activated.

This optimally dispatches power variations to the net power output of the
clusters, denoted as ∆P sup, so that the power requests of the C-MPC reg-
ulators are satisfied. To impose that the clusters track the power variations
committed by the C-SUP layer, the expression (4.23) is substituted with
the following

pck(h) = pc,0k (h) − ∆P req
k (h) + ∆P sup,∗

k (t− 1) , (4.24)

where the variables ∆P sup,∗
k (t − 1) are considered as parameters at the

C-MPC level. A time shift is introduced since they are supposed to be
computed by the C-SUP layer at the previous time instant with respect
to the C-MPC execution. If the C-SUP selects ∆P sup,∗

k (t − 1) ≥ 0, it
implies that cluster k must increase its net power output with respect to
the reference at time t, while, if ∆P sup,∗

k (t− 1) < 0, it has to decrease it.

The C-MPC problem formulation must include the reduced models of
MGs, i.e. the expressions (4.5), (4.14). Moreover, a zero terminal con-
straint is also introduced to enforce the restoration of the scheduled stored
energy in the MG BESS at the end of the optimization horizon.
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∆Eb
i (t+N(t)) = 0 , ∀i ∈ NMk (4.25)

The expressions of the cluster net power output and reserves, i.e. (4.19)
and (4.20), are also included in the C-MPC problem formulation. Since
the net power trajectory depends on the future realization of the distur-
bance, which is supposed to be unknown in advance, it is customarily
assumed that the disturbance remains constant for the whole prediction
horizon and, specifically, it is equal to the value estimated by (4.22) at
time t. It follows that

Dc
k(h) = D̃c

k(t), ∀h ∈ TN(t) (4.26)

The cost function of the C-MPC is therefore stated as follows

J ck(t) =

N(t)∑
h=t

{
rreq(∆P

req
k (h))2 +

∑
∀i∈NMk

[
rbi (∆P

b
i (h))2 + rgi (∆P

g
i (h))2+

+ rδgi (∆P g
i (h)−∆P g

i (h− 1))2
] }

(4.27)

where rgi , rbi , r
δg
i and rreq are positive non-null weights.

The proposed cost function aims to minimize the cost related to the power
variations committed to MGs, such that the pre-defined constraints are re-
spected. To this regard, it is worth noticing that the mGENs and BESSs
costs can be communicated directly by the MGs in accordance to some in-
ternal economic policy. Moreover, the variation of mGENs active power
adjustments between consecutive time instants is also penalized, to avoid
an unnecessary variability of mGENs’ set-points, encouraging the ex-
ploitation of BESSs to compensate the fast component of power fluctua-
tions. Finally, since the C-MPC must request external power support just
in case constraint (4.24) cannot be respected using local MGs, the use of
∆P req

k must be strongly discouraged. This means that its cost must is set
to be much higher with respect to other terms, i.e. rreq � rgi , r

b
i , r

δg
i .
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In summary, at each time instant t, the C-MPC of cluster k must solve
the following optimization problem

min
∆P g
∀i∈NMk

∆P b
∀i∈NMk

∆P req
k

J ck(t)

subject to
(4.5)-(4.14) , ∀i ∈ NMk , ∀h ∈ TN(t) ,

(4.19), (4.20), (4.24) , ∀h ∈ TN(t) ,

(4.25), (4.26) .

(4.28)

The optimal variables computed by the C-MPC are denoted by the super-
script *. According to standard predictive approaches, the C-MPC imple-
ments the first step of the optimal input sequence, i.e.
∆P g∗

∀i (t),∆P b∗
∀i (t), ∀i ∈ NMk.

At each time instant, the C-MPC of cluster k communicates to the super-
visory layer the optimal value of power request ∆P req∗

k (t) and the effec-
tive available power reserves, i.e. Rc↑∗

P,k(t) and Rc↓∗
P,k(t).

Choice of the prediction horizon for the C-MPC

Differently from standard MPC approaches, a time-varying prediction
horizon is here proposed in view of the following considerations:

• As common in practice, MGs scheduled profiles and load/RES fore-
casts are provided with a resolution of τf = 15 min. The same holds
for the MGs’ power and energy reserves.

• It is supposed that the forecasts, schedules and reserves are updated
with a sampling time equal to τf .

• Updated forecasts are considered to be reliable just for the next hour,
Tf = 1 h. Therefore, the prediction horizon will never exceed one
hour, i.e. N(t) ≤ Tf/τs.
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Because of this, a flexible evolution of the prediction horizon is adopted.
A sketch of its evolution is shown in Figure 4.2, and it works according
to the following procedure. At the beginning, N(t) is set to the maximum
length for which reliable predictions are available, i.e.
N(t) = Tf/τs = 40. Then, a shrinking horizon approach is adopted,
whereN(t) is reduced by one step at each C-MPC iteration. After τf = 15
minutes, updated information are available for the entire next hour, there-
fore the prediction horizon is extended again to Tf , i.e N(t) = 40.

Precisely, at each C-MPC iteration, the prediction horizon can be com-
puted according to the following formula:

N(t) =

( ⌊
τs t

τf

⌋
τf
τs

+
Tf
τs

)
− t

The adoption of this flexible prediction horizon allows to exploit always
the most reliable and updated schedules/forecasts. Moreover, differently
from pure shrinking MPC methods, the proposed approach prevent the
terminal constraint (4.25) from being excessively strict, as the horizon is
always longer than 45 minutes.

0 60

N(t)=35

15 30 45 75 t [min]

0 60

N(t)=40

15 30 45 75 t [min]

UpdatesUpdates

0 60

N(t)=31

15 30 45 75 t [min]
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N(t)=40

15 30 45 75 t [min]
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Figure 4.2: Flexible prediction horizon
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4.2.3 Clusters’ Supervisor design using DC-ADMM

The C-SUP is designed to regulate power exchanges among clusters. It is
supposed to be executed right after the C-MPC layer just if one, or more,
clusters are not able to counteract the local power variability using MGs
reserves.
As discussed in Paragraph 4.1.2, the C-SUP layer is implemented through
a fully distributed approach, meaning that a central coordination entity
is not required and each C-SUP agent, implemented at the top of each
cluster, directly interacts with the others. Moreover, the implemented dis-
tributed algorithm does not require a total communication. Therefore, it
is supposed that the C-SUP agent exchanges messages just with its neigh-
bouring clusters, eventually finding the optimal power exchanges among
all clusters.
Before describing in detail the adopted distributed algorithm, the central-
ized formulation of the C-SUP layer is firstly presented.

C-SUP problem formulation

As shown in the previous section, the C-MPC of cluster k computes the
optimal power request ∆P req,∗

k (t), taking values different than zero just in
case of necessity. At this stage, the C-SUP layer must select the commit-
ted power variations to other clusters, selecting the variables ∆P sup

j (t),
∀j ∈ {1, . . . , nc} \ k.
First of all, the following constraint must be respected, where it is re-
minded that at the C-SUP level, ∆P req,∗

k (t) are fixed parameters.
nc∑
k=1

∆P sup
k (t) =

nc∑
k=1

∆P req,∗
k (t) . (4.29)

Expression (4.29) ensures that the balance between the C-MPC requests
and the committed power variations by the C-SUP layer is respected. It is
worth noticing that if two C-MPC regulators send two opposite requests,
the overall request is null. This is a desired feature since it means that
the overall distribution network is self-balanced, even though the single
clusters are not.
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As previously described, a request ∆P req,∗
k (t) < 0 indicates that there

is an excess power in the cluster that cannot be compensated by local
MGs, while ∆P sup

k (t) ≥ 0 means that cluster k is requested to increase
its net power output. Therefore, if the C-MPC of cluster k sends a request
∆P req,∗

k (t) < 0, the C-SUP layer cannot ask the cluster to absorb extra-
power from other clusters and it must be enforced that ∆P sup

k (t) ≥ 0. On
the other hand, if ∆P req,∗

k (t) > 0, meaning that cluster k is facing a power
shortage, it cannot be requested to export extra-power to the others, i.e.
∆P sup

k (t) ≤ 0. The following constraint is therefore stated

sign(∆P req,∗
k (t)) ∆P sup

k (t) ≤ 0 , (4.30)

where it is reminded that ∆P req,∗
k (t) is a fixed parameter at this level, im-

plying that (4.30) is a linear constraint.

Remark 4.3. It is worth noticing that the exact power exchanges among
clusters are not specified. Indeed, being all clusters part of the same
distribution network, if a cluster k increases its net power output and an-
other cluster j decreases its output by the same quantity, it will result in
a power transfer from resources of cluster k to the ones of cluster j.

The committed power variations by the C-SUP layer obviously have an
impact on the effective power reserves of clusters. To have an estimation
of this effect, the following variables are introduced

Rsup↑
k (t) = Rc↑∗

k (t) − ∆P sup
k (t) , (4.31)

Rsup↓
k (t) = Rc↓∗

k (t) + ∆P sup
k (t) . (4.32)

The shortage of clusters’ reserves is prevented forcing them to be larger
than a fixed threshold ϕ̄ of the pre-scheduled values. However, to avoid
feasibility issues, the threshold can be decreased by means of a slack vari-
able ∆ϕk(t), which will be strongly penalized in the C-SUP cost function.

Rsup↑
k (t) ≥ ( ϕ̄−∆ϕk(t) ) R̂c↑

k (t) ,

Rsup↓
k (t) ≥ ( ϕ̄−∆ϕk(t) ) R̂c↓

k (t) .
(4.33)
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Obviously, the slack variable ∆ϕk must be bounded between 0, corre-
sponding to no relaxation, and ϕ̄, i.e. a complete constraint relaxation, as
follows

0 ≤ ∆ϕk(t) ≤ ϕ̄ , (4.34)

Constraints (4.31)-(4.34) are defined so that, when the C-SUP layer is
activated, it commits the power variations to clusters such that each one
has a sufficient amount of reserve, imposed to be greater than a threshold.
This avoids chattering phenomena, i.e. cases where the C-MPC regula-
tors make consecutive requests of small amounts of power.

Thee C-SUP is designed to minimize the following cost function for each
cluster k

Jsupk (t) = γp ck (∆P sup
k (t))2 + γr (∆P sup

k (t)−∆P sup
k (t− 1))2 +

+ γϕ (∆ϕk)
2 , (4.35)

where the following terms are penalized:

• the power variation committed to cluster k, i.e. ∆P sup
k , to avoid

perturbing clusters unless it is necessary to satisfy constraints,

• the variation of ∆P sup
k with respect to the previous time instant, to

enhance the steadiness of these variables

• the slack variables ∆ϕk, such that the power reserves’ thresholds are
attempted to be respected,

The terms γp, γϕ and γr are introduced to differently penalize the de-
scribed contribution. As mentioned, it is set γϕ � γp, γr to avoid an
unmotivated relaxation of minimum reserve constraints. The coefficients
ck are also introduced since the clusters may involve different costs for
the provided power. Here, it has been chosen to use time-varying costs,
defined as

ck(t) =
1

Rc↑*
k (t) +Rc↓*

k (t)
,

such that the larger the power reserves that cluster k owns, the lower the
cost associated to the committed power variation ∆P sup

k (t).
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Therefore, the C-SUP must solve the following optimization problem

min
∆P sup

k (t),∆ϕk(t)

nc∑
k=1

Jsupk (t)

subject to
(4.30) - (4.34), ∀ k = {1, . . . , nc}

(4.29) ,

(4.36)

which is a static optimization problem, that must be solved just in case
one of the C-MPC regulators issues a power request. As the optimal val-
ues ∆P sup∗

k (t) are computed for each cluster, these are sent to the C-MPC
regulators to be executed at the next time instant, through the constraint
(4.24). Problem (4.36) is constituted by an additive cost function, see
(4.35), by local constraints defined for each cluster, i.e. (4.30) -(4.34),
and by a power balance constraint which couples clusters’ optimization
variables, i.e. (4.29).

Introducing the variable xk = [ ∆P sup
k (t), ∆ϕk(t) ]′, the optimization

problem (4.36) can be expressed in the following standard form

min
x1, ..., xnc

nc∑
k=1

fk(xk )

subject to:
xk ∈ Xk , k ∈ {1, . . . , nc} ,
nc∑
k=1

Ekxk = q ,

(4.37)

where fk(xk) expresses the cluster cost function defined in (4.35), Xk is a
polyhedral set defined by constraints (4.30)-(4.34), while∑nc

k=1 Ekxk = q represents the coupling constraint (4.29).
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Fully distributed solution of the C-SUP problem

The optimization problem (4.37) is named primal problem and it can be
solved using a fully distributed approach, meaning that each agent directly
interacts with the others, without the need of any central supervising en-
tity.
The implemented algorithm is based on the Dual Consensus ADMM
(DC-ADMM) method described in [83]. The purpose of this paragraph
is to present a general overview of this method, since its actual deriva-
tion requires detailed mathematical development. The reader is referred
to [83–85] for more details on Dual Consensus ADMM approaches.
Let’s model a multi-agent communication network as an undirected graph
G = {V , E}, where V = {1, . . . , nc} is the set of nodes (i.e. the agents)
and E is the set of edges. Precisely, an edge (i, j) ∈ E if, and only if,
agent i and agent j are neighbours, meaning that they can exchange mes-
sages between each other. Thus, it is possible to define the index subset of
neighbours for each agent i as Ni = {j ∈ V |(i, j) ∈ E}, and the number
of neighbours for agent i as ni = |Ni|.

The approach requires two assumptions: 1) the undirected graph
G = {V , E} must be connected and, 2) the primal problem must be
convex. If the mentioned assumptions hold, the DC-ADMM algorithm
asymptotically converges to the optimal solution of (4.37) [83, Teorem 2].

Considering the application framework of this chapter, agents are the
C-SUP regulators implemented at the top of the C-MPC layer. Therefore,
a C-SUP agent is defined for each cluster k ∈ {1, . . . , nc}, as reported in
Figure 4.1. The optimization problem (4.36) is convex, while the commu-
nication graph is defined to be connected. In fact, it is assumed that each
cluster can interact with all its direct neighbours and, moreover, there are
not isolated clusters, as they are all part of the same distribution network.

The definition of the DC-ADMM algorithm is based on duality theory,
which plays a central role in the distribution of multi-agent optimization
problems, see [68].
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The Lagrangian function of (4.37) is defined as follows

L(x1, . . . , xnc , λ) =
nc∑
k=1

fk(xk ) + λ

(
nc∑
k=1

Ekxk − q

)
=

=
nc∑
k=1

{
fk(xk ) + λEk xk − λ

q

nc

}
,

(4.38)

which is obtained by adding to the cost function of (4.37) a penalizing
term for the violation of coupling constraint, weighted by the dual vari-
able λ. At this stage, the dual problem of (4.37) is defined as

max
λ

nc∑
k=1

min
xk∈Xk

{
fk(xk ) + λEk xk − λ

q

nc

}
, (4.39)

which can be easily solved using standard distributed optimization meth-
ods, as the dual sub-gradient algorithm, see [68, Section 6.3]. These meth-
ods rely on a central entity that iteratively updates the dual variable based
on the local solutions of the agents until convergence is reached and the
coupling constraint is respected. Conversely, the DC-ADMM entitles the
agents themselves to update local copies of the dual variable, without the
need of a central entity. The problem (4.39) is equivalent to solve

min
λ

nc∑
k=1

[
λ
q

nc
− min

xk∈Xk

{
fk(xk ) + λEk xk

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

φk(λ)

]
, (4.40)

which becomes

min
λ

nc∑
k=1

(
λ
q

nc
+ φk(λ)

)
. (4.41)

Since the undirected communication graph among agents is connected,
the problem (4.41) can be equivalently written as
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min
λ1, ..., λnc

nc∑
k=1

(
λk

q

nc
+ φk(λk)

)
(4.42a)

subject to
λk = λj, ∀k ∈ V , ∀j ∈ Nk . (4.42b)

Defining (4.42), each agent k can optimize the cost function (4.42a) with
respect to the local copy of the dual variable λ, denoted as λk. These local
copies of the dual variable, at convergence, must be equal among neigh-
bouring agents through the coupling constraints (4.42b).
The DC-ADMM algorithm is obtained by applying a standard algorithm,
i.e. the Consensus ADMM (C-ADMM) [86], to the dual problem formu-
lated as in (4.42). Indeed, agents, exchanging information among neigh-
bours, must reach a the consensus on the local copies of the dual variable,
so that they all converge to the optimal solution (4.39). The details of the
C-ADMM and the corresponding mathematical steps to derive the DC-
ADMM are omitted here, and they are reported in [83, Section IV-A].
The final form of the DC-ADMM algorithm to solve (4.37) is depicted in
Algorithm 3. Although more details are needed to fully understand each
step of the algorithm, a general explanation is here given.
All agents act in parallel, iteratively solving Steps 7-8-9. Precisely, Step 7
finds the optimal value of the local optimization variable xik, where i is the
iteration number. At each step, agent k uses as external information just
local dual variables of the neighbouring agents at the previous iteration,
i.e. λi−1

j with j ∈ Nk. The local dual variable λik is updated in Step 8. An
additional auxiliary variable is also considered, i.e. pik, which is updated
in Step 9 based on the differences of the dual variable of agent k and the
ones of its neighbours, so as to induce the dual variables of neighbouring
agents to be equal.
As it will be shown in the numerical results, the DC-ADMM algorithm
allows to find an optimal solution of (4.36) in a very reduced number of
iterations. This is also due to the fact that most of the model and problem
complexity is addressed at the C-MPC layer, while the C-SUP is formu-
lated as a simple static problem, aiming to quickly define the optimal
power exchanges among clusters.
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Algorithm 3 Dual Consensus ADMM for solving C-SUP problem (4.36)
1: Select c > 0 as a tuning parameter
2: λ0

k = 0 ∀ k ∈ V
3: p0

k = 0 ∀ k ∈ V
4: i = 1

5: repeat
6: for ∀ k ∈ V , in parallel, do

7:

x ik = argmin
xk∈Xk

{
fk(xk ) +

c

4nk

∥∥∥∥∥ 1

c

(
Ek xk −

q

nc

)
− 1

c
pi−1
k +

+
∑
j∈Nk

(
λi−1
k − λi−1

j

) ∥∥∥∥∥
2

2

}
8:

λik =
1

2nk

∑
j∈Nk

(
λi−1
k − λi−1

j

)
− 1

c
pi−1
k +

1

c

(
Ekx

i
k −

1

nc
q

)
9:

pik = pi−1
k + c

∑
j∈Nk

(
λik − λij

)

10: i← i+ 1

11: end for
12: until a predefined stopping criterion is satisfied.
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Figure 4.3: Distribution network benchmark partitioned in 4 clusters.

4.2.4 Numerical results

The proposed control system has been tested using the distribution net-
work depicted in Figure 4.3, consisting in the interconnection of the IEEE
37-bus (nodes 1 to 37) and IEEE 13-bus test feeders, the first including
nodes 1 to 37 and the second nodes 38 to 50, respectively.
The overall network has been simulated in MATLAB, while CPLEX has
been used to solve the optimization problems. The distribution network
has been arbitrary partitioned in nc = 4 different clusters, and it includes
9 MGs and 32 non-dispatchable elements. MGs are designed using the
characteristics shown in the previous chapters (e.g. see Table 2.2), while
their pre-scheduled power profiles and reserves are computed using the
methods described in Chapter 2.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.4: (a) Power output of the load connected to node 26; (b) Power output of
the PV system connected to node 10; (c) Power exchange with the main utility in the
uncontrolled case; (d) Power exchange with the main utility in the controlled case.

Loads’ and RESs’ power profiles and forecasts have been provided by
RSE S.p.A. and were measured from the secondary substations and Pho-
toVoltaic (PV) systems located in Milan, Italy. The actual power outputs
and forecasts of a single load and PV system are shown in Figure 4.4(a)-(b).
It is evident that the actual power output can be quite different with respect
to the forecasted one, and these fluctuations call for a balancing control
system.
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Indeed, in case unexpected power variations are not balanced, the power
exchanged with the main utility exhibits serious deviations with respect
to the programmed profile, see Figure 4.4(c). On the contrary, if the pro-
posed control structure is applied, each grid cluster is able to track its
programmed power profile, and therefore the programmed exchange with
the main grid is respected, see Figure 4.4(d).

To assess the performances of the proposed control scheme, the trends
of the aggregated disturbance and of the dispatched control inputs in
cluster 1 are shown in Figure 4.5(a), limitedly to the time range
15:00-22:00 for convenience. Note that just the variables of the MG con-
nected to node 10 are depicted, denoted as MG10, since it is the only MG
in cluster 1. As evident from Figure 4.5(b), in the interval 15:00-18:30,
the BESS provides a fast power set-point modulation, while the mGEN
power reference changes smoothly, owing to the penalization of the vari-
ation rate in (4.27).

However, between 18:30 and 21:00, the aggregated disturbance acting on
Cluster 1 becomes significantly large, forcing the C-MPC to saturate the
dispatchable mGEN, see Figure 4.5(b), and to request additional power to
compensate the power variability, see Figure 4.5(c). It is worth noticing
that, the BESS output power is set close to zero since the terminal con-
straint (4.25) would be compromised to balance such large power vari-
ation. As the C-MPC of cluster 1 issue the power request, the C-SUP
layer is activated to dispatch the needed power to the other clusters. In
Figure 4.5(d), the C-SUP final decisions are depicted, showing that clus-
ters 2, 3 and 4 are requested to increase their output power between 18:30
and 21:00 to compensate the large disturbance in cluster 1. It is also
evident from Figure 4.5(d), the C-SUP commits cluster 1 to absorb extra-
power with respect to the one requested, since ∆P sup

1 < 0 between 20:15
and 21:00. This is due to the fact that clusters’ reserves must be always
larger in magnitude than a selected threshold as reported in Figures 4.5(e)
and (f). Precisely, considering Figure 4.5(f), the upward power reserve
of cluster 1 is actually maintained above the threshold between 20:15 and
21:00 thanks to the extra amount of power committed by the C-SUP layer.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.5: (a) Total disturbance in cluster 1; (b) Power variations of MG10’s mGENs
and BESSs; (c) C-MPC power requests; (d) C-SUP committed power variations to clus-
ters; (e) Upward power reserve in cluster 1; (e) Downward power reserve in cluster 1.
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The pre-scheduled output power of dispatchable mGENs and the over-
all profile of the BESSs of MG10 are represented in Figure 4.6(a)-(b),
together with the corresponding reserves. Figure 4.6(c) reports the modu-
lation of the output power of the mGENs of MG10 with respect to the pre-
scheduled profile; it is evident that the power variations are contained in
the offered power reserves depicted in Figure 4.6(a). Concerning BESS,
the almost zero-mean power adjustments, see Figure 4.5(b), along with
the terminal constraint (4.25), allow to contain the deviations of energy
profiles and to restore the scheduled stored energy within the end of the
day, as shown in Figure 4.6(d).

The C-SUP distributed layer is implemented to solve Algortihm 3 by al-
lowing communication just between directly connected clusters, for ex-
ample C-SUP agent of cluster 3 can interact just with the C-SUP agent of
cluster 2 (see Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.7 shows the performances of DC-ADMM algorithm for solving
the C-SUP layer, at the time instant 21:00. The DC-ADMM achieves
the same optimal cost of the centralized solution in around 10 iterations,
as shown in Figure 4.7(a). Figure 4.7(b) reports the trends of the local
dual variables, and it is evident that the agents (i.e. the C-SUP regula-
tors) eventually reach the consensus, finding the optimal dual variable
which solves (4.39). Figure 4.7(c) shows the committed power variations
by the C-SUP layer, while Figure 4.7(d) report the optimal reserve slack
variables, which are practically null as the reserves are always above the
threshold (see Figure 4.5(e)-(f) ).

Considering the computational time, the C-MPC computes the optimal
solution in around 1 sec, while the C-SUP layer in a average of 2 sec.
This witnesses the potentiality of the proposed approach, conversely to
centralized and pure distributed methods, make it particularly suited to be
applied to large-scale networked systems.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.6: MG10 power trends: (a) Pre-scheduled power reserves for mGENs; (b)
Pre-scheduled energy reserves for BESSs; (c) mGENs overall output power; (d) BESSs
overall energy profile.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.7: DC-ADMM performances at 21:00: (a) Optimal cost function of (4.36); (b)
Local dual variables for each cluster; (c) Power variations committed by C-SUP to each
cluster; (d) Slack variables for clusters’ reserves.
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4.3 A clustering technique for large-scale networks with
shared resources

The previous section concerned the control of a network previously de-
composed into grid areas, with the objective of balancing the local power
variability in clusters. Moreover, clusters were also regulated to exchange
power between them, supporting each other in case of necessity.

In this Section, it is shown how a network can be partitioned in clus-
ters, using a novel procedure, with the objective of creating clusters as
self-sufficient as possible. The partitioning approach is defined for net-
works composed of dispatchable and non-dispatchable elements, the first
generally denoted as sources, while the second as sinks.
The method is described from a conceptual point view rather than focus-
ing on a specific application, since it can be adopted for decomposing
different types of networks, as the ones depicted in Figure 4.8. For in-
stance, considering drinking water networks, sources correspond to the
water pumps extracting the groundwater, while sinks are the water con-
sumers. In district heating systems, diverse controllable sources of heat
can be manipulated (e.g. waste heat from power plants or dedicated heat-
ing plants), while the residential houses operate as sinks.
With reference to electricity networks, the designed partitioning algo-
rithm is eventually tested for decomposing large-scale electrical grids, as
it will be shown in Paragraph 4.3.4.

The primary objective of the proposed method is the creation of clusters
with the highest possible degree of independence, requiring for external
assistance just in a few unlikely extreme scenarios, using for instance the
control architecture proposed in Section 4.2. Another desired feature of
the algorithm is to obtain "compact" clusters, keeping the distance be-
tween any individual pair of nodes within each cluster as small as pos-
sible. In this ways, the flows among long lines are reduced and most
exchanges are addressed within clusters. Obviously, the network must
be partitioned so that each cluster is as self-sufficient of possible, having
enough sources to be able to balance most of the local sinks’ demand.
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Water networks District heating systems

Smart grids

Figure 4.8: Three common examples of networked systems.

The proposed clustering procedure is structured as follows.

• The first step consists in associating sources to sinks, defining the
optimal flow transactions between them. This is pursued through a
properly defined optimization problem, aiming to minimize the total
cost associated to the transactions, considering also constraints re-
lated to the capability of sources and the demand trends of sinks. The
cost of transactions depends on the amount of resource exchanged
and on a proper distance measure between sources and sinks. Since
the network is assumed to be connected, each source can be associ-
ated to any sink of the network, defining the optimal flow transaction
between them. Moreover, each source can be associated to more
than one sink, and each sink demand can be satisfied by multiple
source nodes.
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• Once the optimal flow transactions between sources and sinks have
been identified, these are projected onto the real network graph. As it
will be explained in the next paragraphs, the transactions are mapped
considering the shortest path which connects a source and a sink, in
order to achieve clusters as compact as possible. The projection of
transactions into the real network serves to define the weight of each
edge, and consequently its importance in the network operations.

• Finally, the network graph is partitioned in a way to minimise the
edge-cut, i.e. the sum of the weights of the edges connecting in-
dividual clusters. This is a specific instance of the so-called k-way
partitioning problem, in which a given graph is divided into a pre-
determined amount of balanced, connected and non-overlapping clus-
ters [87]. This task is here performed using the well-known software
tool METIS [88], designed for graph partitioning problems.

The proposed partitioning procedure is described in the following.

4.3.1 Definition of optimal transactions between sources and sinks

First, define the set of sources as S and the set of sinks asD. The variable
xij denotes the amount of resource flowing from source i ∈ S to sink
j ∈ D, i.e. the flow transaction between the nodes. A slack variable is
also introduced for feasibility issues, i.e. xsj , identifying the amount of
demand of sink j that is not provided by sources in S . If the network to be
partitioned is not isolated, e.g. connected to main utility as for the electri-
cal case,

∑
j∈D xsj corresponds to the total demand of resources satisfied

by external sources.

The optimal transactions between sources and sinks can be defined ac-
cording two approaches. The first computes the transactions such that
sources satisfy the nominal demand of sinks. The second approach deter-
mines the transactions such that sources balance the worst-case variations
of sinks’ demand with respect to the nominal one. This distinction leads
to the definition of two different procedures to compute the optimal trans-
actions.
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Transactions definition for nominal demand of sinks

In the following, the maximum and minimum capabilities of source i are
denoted as S↑i and S↓i , respectively, while the nominal demand of a sink
j is denoted as Dj . Both the source capacities and sink demands are
modelled as positive. For the sake of clarity, it is initially supposed that
sources capabilities and sinks demands are defined as constant quanti-
ties. This assumption will be removed later, extending the approach to
the time-varying case.
To compute the optimal transactions between sources and sinks, the fol-
lowing optimization problem is stated

min
xij ,xsj

∑
i∈S

∑
j∈D

cij |xij|+
∑
j∈D

cs |xsj| (4.43a)

subject to:∑
j∈D

xij ≤ S↑i , ∀i ∈ S (4.43b)∑
j∈D

xij ≥ S↓i , ∀i ∈ S (4.43c)∑
i∈S

xij + xsj = Dj, ∀j ∈ D . (4.43d)

Constraints (4.43b)-(4.43c) impose that the total transactions for each
source i must respect its capability limits, while constraint (4.43d) en-
sures that the nominal demand of each sink is provided. Notice that the
demand of sink j can be satisfied by different sources. For the sake of
generality, it is assumed that transactions xij can be either positive or
negative, therefore their absolute value is considered in the cost function
(4.43a). The terms cij and cs express the cost associated with transactions.
Costs cij are defined as the distance between the node i and the node j,
considering the real network graph. If a proper physical distance between
the nodes is not available, cij can be also defined as the number of edges
of the shortest path connecting source i and sink j. The variable xsj must
be used as a proper slack variable, i.e. just if local sources are not able
to satisfy the nominal sinks demand, implying that cs > cij , ∀i ∈ S and
∀j ∈ D.
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As (4.43) is solved, the optimal transactions between each source i and
each sink j are computed, denoted as x∗ij .

Remark 4.4. It is important to note that (4.43) does not take into account
any information on the underlying graph structure. This means that the
obtained optimal transactions do not take into account any physical con-
straints of the network. This could imply that the transactions lead to
exceed the capacity of the network lines. For the sake of simplicity, these
constraints have been neglected here. However, these limits can be dealt
with by considering an appropriate projection (mapping) of the transac-
tions onto the network, while solving problem (4.43).

Transactions definition for balancing worst-case demand variations

Consistently with the main purpose of the chapter, sources can be associ-
ated to sinks so as to balance the demand variability. Here, a worst-case
approach is considered, supposing that the maximum upward and down-
ward demand variation are available for each sink2.
For each source i, the maximum upward and downward possible flow
variations with respect to their nominal output are denoted as ∆s↑i and
∆s↓i . On the other hand, ∆d↑j and ∆d↓j denote the maximum upward and
downward demand variation, respectively, for each sink j. Since the men-
tioned variables are variations with respect to nominal values, these are
defined such that ∆s↑i ≥ 0, ∆s↓i ≤ 0 and ∆d↑j ≥ 0, ∆d↓j ≤ 0.
The variable x↑ij is introduced, denoted as upward transaction, to define
the flow transactions in case all sinks are characterized by the maximum
demand variation, while x↓ij , denoted as downward transaction, is used
in case all sinks absorb the minimum demand. Following the same rea-
soning, also the slack variables x↑sj and x↓sj are introduced. The optimal
transactions in the two cases can be computed through the following prob-
lems

2Depending on the information available, an alternative approach could rely on a stochastic reasoning
in which a probability can be associated to each demand scenario. However, this approach could lead to a
very complex problem statement (extremely high number of possible scenarios, especially in the presence of
correlated behaviour of the sinks).
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min
x↑ij ,x

↑
sj

∑
i∈S

∑
j∈D

cijx
↑
ij +

∑
j∈D

csx
↑
sj

subject to:∑
j∈D

x↑ij ≤ ∆s↑i , ∀i ∈ S∑
i∈S

x↑ij + x↑sj = ∆d↑j , ∀j ∈ D

x↑ij ≥ 0 , ∀i ∈ S, j ∈ D
x↑sj ≥ 0 , ∀j ∈ D ,

(4.44)

and

min
x↓ij ,x

↓
sj

∑
i∈S

∑
j∈D

−cijx↓ij +
∑
j∈D

−csx↓sj

subject to:∑
j∈D

x↓ij ≥ ∆s↓i , ∀i ∈ S∑
i∈S

x↓ij + x↓sj = ∆d↓j , ∀j ∈ D

x↓ij ≤ 0 , ∀i ∈ S, j ∈ D
x↓sj ,≤ 0 ∀j ∈ D .

(4.45)

The optimal upward and downward transactions computed by the two
problems are denoted as x↑∗ij and x↓∗ij , respectively. At this stage, the over-
all transaction between source i and sink j is defined as

x∗ij = x↑∗ij − x
↓∗
ij . (4.46)

This “overall transaction” can be interpreted as the amount of control re-
source a source i has to deliver to balance the demand variation of a sink
j, in the worst-case scenario. The higher this value, the more important
source i is for the balancing of sink j variation.
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A further refinement can be obtained if some prediction of the temporal
evolution of the worst-case demands is available. Indeed, if a sink for
instance has a very high possible worst-case demand at a specific time but
is “well-behaved” otherwise, collocating it with a very potent source just
to compensate for this one event may be undesirable. Suppose that the
known trends are defined with a proper sampling time τc from the time
instant t0 to the time instant Tc. Therefore, the optimization problems
(4.44) and (4.45) can be extended to the time-variant case as follows

min
x↑ij(t),x↑sj(t)

Tc∑
t=t0

(∑
i∈S

∑
j∈D

cijx
↑
ij(t) +

∑
j∈D

csx
↑
sj(t)

)

s.t.,∀t ∈ {t0, . . . , Tc},∑
j∈D

x↑ij(t) ≤ ∆s↑i (t) , ∀i ∈ S∑
i∈S

x↑ij(t) + x↑sj(t) = ∆d↑j(t) , ∀j ∈ D

x↑ij(t) ≥ 0 , ∀i ∈ S, j ∈ D
x↑sj(t) ≥ 0 , ∀j ∈ D ,

(4.47)

and

min
x↓ij(t),x↓sj(t)

−
Tc∑
t=t0

(∑
i∈S

∑
j∈D

cijx
↓
ij(t) +

∑
j∈D

csx
↓
sj(t)

)

s.t.,∀t ∈ {t0, . . . , Tc},∑
j∈D

x↓ij(t) ≤ ∆s↓i (t) , ∀i ∈ S∑
i∈S

x↓ij(t) + x↓sj(t) = ∆d↓j(t) , ∀j ∈ D

x↓ij(t) ≤ 0 , ∀i ∈ S, j ∈ D
x↓sj(t) ≤ 0 , ∀j ∈ D .

(4.48)
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The optimal transactions computed by problems (4.47) and (4.48), de-
noted as x↑∗ij (t) and x↓∗ij (t), are therefore condensed as follows

X↑∗ij =
Tc∑
t=t0

x↑∗ij (t), X↓∗ij =
Tc∑
t=t0

x↓∗ij (t) , (4.49)

representing the cumulative transactions over the whole prediction hori-
zon between the source i and the sink j. The overall transaction is then
defined as

x∗ij = X↑∗ij −X
↓∗
ij . (4.50)

4.3.2 Transactions projection onto shortest path

The obtained optimal overall transactions between sources and sinks are
now mapped onto the graph representing the actual network. This oper-
ation serves to identify the weights of each edge, which will then essen-
tially determine which edges will be cut by the partitioning algorithm.
The transactions projection can be performed using different methods.
For instance, the physical equations governing the network could be used
to obtain the flows in each edge of the network, leading however to a com-
plex and not generalizable procedure.
Here, it is proposed to project the optimal transaction between the source i
and the sink j on the shortest path connecting the nodes. Other than being
a general and easily-implementable approach, this has the further advan-
tage of obtaining clusters as compact as possible. It is worth noticing
that the definition of shortest path makes sense just for meshed networks,
since in the radial case each node is connected to another just by a unique
path.

The projection of the optimal transactions onto the shortest path can be
mathematically defined as follows.
First, denote the set of all nodes in the network with V = {1, ..., N}
and the set of undirected edges as E ⊆ V × V . An edge l is denoted
l = (a, b) = (b, a), where a, b ∈ V . Then, the shortest path between a
source i and a sink j can be defined as the set of edges

Lij = {(i, a1), (a1, a2), (a2, a3), ..., (an, j)} , (4.51)
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where am ∈ V and (am, an) ∈ E , such that there is no path between i and
j with less than n+ 1 edges.
It should be noted that the shortest path between two nodes may not be
unique, in which case Lij is chosen arbitrarily among the shortest paths.
Several algorithms for identifying a shortest path between two nodes ex-
ist, such as Dijkstra’s algorithm [89].

In order to be able to consider transactions with opposite direction on
the same edge, a reference orientation must be assigned to each edge.
Considering that each edge l ∈ E is characterized by two end-nodes, the
orientation is here defined from the node with the lower index to the one
with the higher index. Furthermore, for a given edge l ∈ E and a given
transaction xij , the end-node of l closer to source i is denoted as ai, while
the one closer to sink j is denoted as aj .

It is now possible to properly define the projection of the optimal transac-
tion x∗ij onto any edge l of the graph, denoted as xij,l. Introducing ⊥sp as
the “shortest path projection” operator, this is defined as

xij,l = xij ⊥sp l =


0 if l 6∈ Lij
x∗ij if ai < aj
−x∗ij if ai > aj

. (4.52)

Indeed, if the transaction xij , defined as directed from the source towards
the sink, crosses the edge with the same orientation of the edge (i.e. from
the end-node with the lower index to the one with the higher index), the
projection is equal to the effective value of the transaction. In the opposite
case, the projection of the transaction corresponds to its negative.
At this stage, the total flow on each edge l, under the shortest path as-
sumption, can be defined as follows

wl =

∣∣∣∣∣∑
i∈S

∑
j∈D

xij,l

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∑
i∈S

∑
j∈D

x∗ij ⊥sp l

∣∣∣∣∣ , (4.53)

defining therefore the weight of each edge of the network based on the
transactions between sources and sinks.
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Figure 4.9: A simple illustration of the transaction projection onto the shortest path in
the case of a single transaction.

Figure 4.9 gives a simple illustration of the described procedure to map
transactions on shortest paths. Node indices ranging from 1 to 7 are given
by standard face black numbers. The optimal transaction x∗ij = 10 be-
tween source i = 6 and sink j = 7 is depicted with an orange line (note
that this is not an edge of the graph). The shortest path connecting the
source and the sink is indicated with a thick light blue line and it is given
by the following edges: Lij = {(6, 4), (4, 2), (2, 7)}. The projections
xij,l = xij ⊥sc l following equation (4.52) are indicated in purple while
the final wl terms, computed according to equation (4.53) are indicated in
green. At this stage, consider edge l = (4, 2). Following the described
definition, for this node ai = 4 (being the end-node closer to the source)
and aj = 2 (being the end-node closer to the sink). Therefore, ai > aj ,
it implies that xij,l = −xij = −10. Although this procedure may seem
sophisticated, it is an effective tool to properly compute the weights when
more transitions with opposite directions cross the same edge.
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4.3.3 Minimal edge-cut partitioning using METIS

The terms wl defined in (4.53) identify the weights of each edge of the
network, which are then used to carry out the k-way partitioning of the
graph. The overall network is decomposed by minimizing the edge-cut,
i.e. the sum of the weights of the edges connecting individual clusters.
This procedure is carried out supposing to define a-priori the number of
clusters. In fact, determining both the size and the optimal number of
clusters is a complex problem, and some heuristic approaches have been
proposed in the literature, as in [90], Graph partitioning and clustering
problems arise in many fields of science and technology and have been
studied extensively. Therefore, the use of the already existing tool METIS
[88] to perform the partitioning is proposed here. For more details on
METIS, the reader is referred to [91] and [92].

4.3.4 Numerical results

The proposed procedure has been tested to partition two large-scale elec-
trical networks: the IEEE 118 and the IEEE 123 bus systems.
The first is a meshed network, as shown in Figure 4.10, and it is based
on a real transmission network in the United States with 91 loads and 19
generators [93]. The IEEE 118 bus system has been decomposed trying to
define clusters as self-sufficient as possible, i.e. where sources nominally
satisfy the sink demands. This is accomplished defining the transactions
through the problem expressed in (4.43). The data set in [93] provides a
stable operating point of the network for a given demand of the loads, as
well as the maximum rate of the generators.
Figure 4.11 gives an indication of the computed optimal transactions be-
tween sources and sinks, whose numerical values are not shown for rea-
sons of legibility. Then, all the transactions are projected onto the shortest
paths connecting each source to the associated sink, and the weights wl
are determined as in (4.53). Finally, the METIS toolbox has been applied,
specifying a predefined number of 4 clusters. The generated clusters are
illustrated in Figure 4.12, which show to be compact and well in agree-
ment with the transactions depicted in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.10: The IEEE-118 transmission network (generators in red, loads in yellow).

Figure 4.11: Indication of the optimal regulatory transactions for the IEEE-118 trans-
mission network.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.12: Clusters obtained by partitioning the IEEE-118 transmission network with
the self-sufficient clusters objective. Nodes in the respective cluster are highlighted ac-
cording to the previous colour scheme with edges connecting nodes in the respective
cluster highlighted in green.
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The proposed procedure is also applied to the IEEE-123 bus system,
which is a radial distribution feeder composed of 123 nodes and 85 loads.
A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 4.13. However, the original dis-
tribution feeder does not contain any generators, and therefore a number
of generators has to be placed in the network as proposed in [94]; the
original network data for loads are instead taken from [95]. This network,
conversely to the previous test-case, is decomposed so that sources are
able to balance the maximum and minimum demand variations of each
sink with respect to the nominal one. The scheduled reserves of the gen-
erators and the forecasted worst-case deviations of the loads are based on
the data given in [94] and [95] according to the following formula

∆s↑i = 0.55 (0.8 + 0.4ri) · P data
i ∀i ∈ G (4.54)

∆s↓i = −0.55 (0.8 + 0.4ri) · P data
i ∀i ∈ G (4.55)

∆d↑j = (0.8 + 0.4rj) · P data
j ∀j ∈ L (4.56)

∆d↓j = − (0.8 + 0.4rj) · P data
j ∀j ∈ L, (4.57)

where ri/j are random numbers, defined between zero and one, while
P data
i/j correspond to the the nominal powers from the dataset. The up-

ward and downward optimal transactions between sources and sinks have
been therefore computed solving problems (4.44) and (4.45), respectively,
and then the overall optimal transactions are defined using (4.46). The op-
timal transactions are depicted in 4.14, where it can be noted that some
loads, such as those located at nodes 85, 113 or 114, are not involved in
any transactions. This is a natural consequence of the proposed approach
which includes a slack node, and it can be a realistic situation where the
available reserves in local sources are not sufficient to balance the overall
load variability. Being a radial network, the transactions can be uniquely
mapped in the network graph, since it exists only one path between each
source and sink.
Finally, the METIS toolbox is applied to partition the network, predefin-
ing a number of 6 clusters. Figure 4.15 shows the final partitioning, where
notably all clusters are defined as connected and compact portions of the
overall network.
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Figure 4.13: The IEEE-123 test feeder (generators in red, loads in yellow).

Figure 4.14: Indication of the optimal regulatory transactions computed for the IEEE-
123 test feeder.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.15: Clusters obtained by partitioning the IEEE-123 test feeder.
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4.4 Conclusions

This chapter concerned two main problems. In Section 4.2 a novel super-
vised MPC control architecture has been proposed to coordinate different
grid areas. The main objective is to balance the power variability in the
distribution network using the offered reserves in MGs, so as to respect a
predefined power exchange with the main utility. The numerical results
witness the potentiality of the proposed approach, ensuring both the quick
compensation of power imbalances and enhanced scalability proprieties.

Section 4.2 describes a new partitioning algorithm, applied to distribution
grids, but actually generalizable to other types of networks. The method
shows to be very efficient in decomposing large-scale networks, allowing
to obtain compact and self-sufficient partitions, where sources and sinks
are clustered to ensure the overall balance.
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CHAPTER5
A data-driven approach to estimate

microgrids internal scheduling

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, it has been shown how Microgrids Aggregators
(MG-AGs) can be coordinated by a supervisory system, i.e. the Aggre-
gator Supervisor (AGS), to optimally schedule their units based on the
energy price trends, providing also the required amount of power reserves
to provide balancing services to the main utility. To protect Microgrids
(MGs) internal information and to reduce the overall problem complex-
ity, a distributed optimization strategy was proposed where the AGS iter-
atively updates some internal prices, i.e. the dual variables, such that the
overall optimal scheduling of the MG-AGs is obtained.
The proposed procedure is an effective tool to be applied when energy
prices have been already defined through the day-ahead and intra-day
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markets. On the other hand, the AGS could also directly participate to
the auction processes of energy markets to effectively define the energy
prices, submitting the supply/demand bids for the whole MG-AGs. Per-
forming this operation, without relying on centralized approaches, implies
that the distribution optimization algorithm discussed in Chapter 2 must
be repetitively executed in order to assess the MG-AG optimal power out-
put for each realization of the energy prices, resulting in a quite long and
inefficient procedure. Because of this, an estimation procedure is pro-
posed in this chapter, which allows the AGS to efficiently evaluate how
much its MG-AG is going to produce/absorb for a given trend of energy
prices. Precisely, an approximated data-based model of each MG is de-
rived, using just historical data of output power vs. energy prices, which
are available to the AGS.

5.1.1 Proposed solution

It is assumed that the AGS has no information on the layout of each MG
and on the power trends of the non-dispatchable units (e.g. renewable
sources and loads). The main contribution is the use of a nonlinear Set
Membership (SM) estimation approach [96] to perform the described es-
timation problem. This identification technique provides both a nominal
estimate and guaranteed uncertainty bounds. This is a significant advan-
tage, since the AGS can have knowledge of not only a nominal estimate
of the MG power trend as a function of the energy prices, but also of cer-
tified power deviation bounds, accounting for the uncertainty.
An important feature of the proposed method is that it requires rather
mild assumptions on the uncertain components of produced/consumed
power, which are simply required to be bounded. This suits very well the
considered application, since the trends of loads and renewable sources,
although unknown to the AGS, are for sure bounded by their maximum
power production/absorption values. The considered SM technique fea-
tures tuning parameters that have to be chosen by the user: the assumed
Lipschitz constant γ of the function to be learned, and the bound ε on the
additive uncertainty. Without any a-priori knowledge on the system, the
tuning of (γ, ε) might be time-consuming, see [96] for a discussion. As
an additional contribution of this chapter, an optimization-based tuning
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procedure is proposed for (γ, ε) that aims to minimize the uncertainty in-
terval associated with the nominal predicted power output, which is the
most important feature in the considered application context. This chap-
ter represents a first study to evaluate the applicability of the proposed
method, its accuracy and conservativeness.

5.2 Problem formulation

Each MG schedules the power set-points for its generating units and con-
trollable loads, aiming to maximize its internal profit, considering also the
effect of the non-dispatchable units (see the MG model described in Para-
graph 3.2.1). Therefore, considering the standard 15-minutes sampling
interval, the scheduled power output y of each MG can be expressed as

y(t,pe) = ft(pe) + d(t), t = 1, . . . , T, (5.1)

where t is the discrete time variable, T = 96 is the number of considered
time instants (i.e. one full day), pe = {pe(1), . . . , pe(T )}> ∈ RT is
the course of energy prices at 15-min intervals along the day (> denotes
the matrix transpose operator and bold-faced quantities denote vectors).
Finally, d(t) is an additive disturbance term, accounting for the effect
of the non-dispatchable units and loads. For notational simplicity, in the
remainder a single MG is considered; the whole approach presented in the
chapter can be then applied in parallel to all the MGs associated with the
MG-AG. The AGS needs a model of the form (5.1) for each MG, i.e. an
estimate ỹ(t,pe) ≈ y(t,pe). It is proposed to learn a separate model for
each time instant. Moreover, a finite data-set is assumed to be available,
given by the following two sequences

Yt = {ỹ(1)(t, p̃
(1)
e ), . . . , ỹ(N)(t, p̃

(N)
e )}

Pe = {p̃(1)
e , . . . , p̃

(N)
e }

(5.2)

where x̃ denotes a sampled data point of the generic variable x, ỹ(j)(t)
is the observed power that the MG provides at instant t in response to
the energy price sequence p̃

(j)
e , and N is the total number of data points.

Note that, due to the mentioned uncertainty in Renewable Energy Sources
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(RESs) and non-controllable loads, for any p̃
(j)
e = p̃

(k)
e , j 6= k, it may

occur to have ỹ(j)(t) 6= ỹ(k)(t).
In the described scenario, the main goal of the proposed procedure is sum-
marized as follows.

Problem 1. From the available data set Yt, Pe, derive T = 96 approxi-
mating functions ft : RT → R such that

ŷ(t,pe) = f̂t(pe), t = 1, . . . , T. (5.3)

Moreover, for each considered t, derive two additional functions, f̄t and
f
t
, and an additive uncertainty bound, εt, providing guaranteed upper

and lower bounds on y(t)

f
t
(pe)− εt ≤ y(t,pe) ≤ f̄t(pe) + εt, t = 1, . . . , T. (5.4)

The estimators f̂t(pe) and the guaranteed uncertainty intervals
f t(pe)−f t(pe)+2εt, t = 1, . . . , T, could be then used by the AGS in the
day-ahead bidding process. This part is not treated in this chapter, whose
main focus is instead on Problem 1. In Section 5.4 the use of SM iden-
tification to solve this problem is proposed, together with a novel tuning
procedure for the identification routine. The designed procedure is ap-
plied to synthetic data, produced by simulating the optimization problem
that a real MG would solve to schedule its elements. This allows to evalu-
ate two aspects: 1) whether at a theoretical level the working assumptions
of the considered SM technique are satisfied, and 2) the estimation accu-
racy that can be achieved in an ideal scenario. The employed MG model
is described in the following.

5.3 Microgrid optimal scheduling model

A generic MG is considered, equipped with ng Micro-Generators
(mGENs), nb Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESSs), nr RESs and
nl non-dispatchable loads. Moreover, also the presence of controllable
loads (CLs) is assumed, for simplicity modelled with continuous vari-
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Table 5.1: MG optimization variables and parameters

Symbol Description
pg mGEN active power set-point [kW]
pb BESS active power set-point [kW]
sb State of charge (SOC) [%]
psl Shifting load active power output [kW]
prl Reducible load effective active power output [kW]
dl Non-dispatchable load active power output [kW]
dr RES active power output [kW]
ymg MG active power output [kW]
Cb BESS capacity [kWh]
ēsl Shifting loads energy demand [kWh]
τ̄sl, τ sl Shifting loads time limits [h]

d̂rl Reducible load predefined active power output [kW]
∆d̄rl Max reducible loads power reduction [kW]
τ̄ rl, τ rl Reducible loads time limits [h]
crl Reducible load cost [e/kWh2]
cb BESS usage cost [e/kWh2]
ag, bg, cg mGEN cost coefficients [e/kWh2, e/kWh, e]
pe Energy price [e/kWh]

ables. Precisely, the generic MG is modelled with nrl reducible loads and
nsl shifting loads, where the first allow to reduce the load demand, while
the second can be shifted, but it must maintain the pre-defined energy de-
mand. The variables and parameters of the MG elements are described in
Table 5.1. For the sake of simplicity, the active power reserves of MGs
are not modelled in this chapter. Moreover, as a convention, all the power
values are positive if delivered and negative if absorbed, while maximum
and minimum limits of each variable are denoted with a bar over or below
the variable, respectively.
Considering mGENs and BESSs, their output power at time step t is
constrained by the capability limits. Therefore, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , ng} and
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∀i ∈ {1, . . . , nb}, it follows

pg
j
≤ pgj (t) ≤ p̄gj , pb

i
≤ pbi(t) ≤ p̄bi . (5.5)

The state of charge (SOC) of BESSs is modelled as a pure integrator and
it is bounded by predefined limits. Moreover, it is supposed that the SOC
at the end of the day must be equal to the one at the beginning, in order
to start the next day with the same initial storage conditions. Therefore,
∀j ∈ {1, . . . , nb},

sbj(t+ 1) = sbj(t) − 100
τ

Cb
j

ubj(t) , (5.6a)

sbj ≤ sbj(t) ≤ s̄bj, sbj(T ) = sbj(0) . (5.6b)

The shiftable, or deferrable, loads are usually characterized by active
power limits and, moreover, they can be activated just in a predefined
time range where a specific amount of energy demand must be satisfied.
Therefore, the following constraints are imposed, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , nsl},

psl
j
≤ |pslj (t)| ≤ p̄slj , ∀ t ∈ {τ slj , τ̄ slj } , (5.7a)

pslj (t) = 0 , ∀ t /∈ {τ slj , τ̄ slj } , (5.7b)∑
∀ t∈{τslj ,τ̄slj }

|pslj (t)| τ = ē slj . (5.7c)

The reducible loads allow the MG operator to reduce their consumption in
certain time slots, with respect to the predefined fixed demand d̂rl, within
a maximum reduction limit,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , nrl},

|d̂rlj (t) − prlj (t)| ≤ ∆d̄rl , ∀ t ∈ {τ rlj , τ̄ rlj } , (5.8a)

|d̂rlj (t) − prlj (t)| = 0 , ∀ t /∈ {τ rlj , τ̄ rlj } . (5.8b)

For simplicity, the sum of all active power setpoints of the dispatchable
units (i.e. the MG decision variables) and the sum of active power values
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of non-dispatchable units (i.e. the disturbance variables) are collected in
two vectors, u and d, respectively

u = [u(1), . . . , u(T )]> ∈ RT ,

u(t) =
ng∑
j=1

pgj (t) +
nb∑
j=1

pbj(t) +
nsl∑
j=1

pslj (t) +
nrl∑
j=1

prlj (t) ,

d = [d(1), . . . , d(T )]> ∈ RT ,

d(t) =
nl∑
j=1

dlj(t) +
nr∑
j=1

drj(t) .

The cost function to be minimized is now introduced (see Table 5.1 for
the involved parameters) as

J =
T∑
t=1

ng∑
j=1

(agjτ
2(pgj (t))

2 + bgj τ p
g
j (t) + cgj )︸ ︷︷ ︸

α

+

+
T∑
t=2

nb∑
j=1

cbjτ
2 (pbj(t)− pbj(t− 1))2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
β

+

+
T∑
t=1

nrl∑
j=1

crlj τ
2(drlj (t) − prlj (t))2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
η

−
T∑
t=1

τ(pe(t) (u(t) + d(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
γ

) ,

(5.9)

where all the costs/prices are multiplied by the sampling time τ , since
they are commonly referred to the amount of energy generated/consumed.
The mGENs cost α is modelled with a quadratic polynomial function, as
common in the literature. Although BESSs do not have an effective cost,
the term β is expressed to penalize the square of the power variation to
avoid excessive charges and discharges which may reduce the BESS life.
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Since the load reducible usually leads to some discomfort issues, their
power reduction will be characterized by a cost expressed by the term η,
as in [97]. Finally, the term γ indicates the net output power of the MG. In
this study, the MG management system is supposed to solve the following
optimization problem

min
u

J

subject to (5.5) - (5.8)
(5.10)

Note that (5.10) is a convex quadratic program (QP), for which a global
minimizer can be efficiently computed. Moreover, under reasonable as-
sumptions on the MG constraints and weights in the cost function, the
problem is strictly convex and such a minimizer is unique. Let us denote
with u∗(pe) = [u∗(1,pe), . . . , u

∗(T,pe)]
> a global minimizer of (5.10).

Then, by the internal power balance, the MG power output at each time t
is given by

y(t,pe) = u∗(t,pe) + d(t). (5.11)

Remark 5.1. Note that the terms d(t), t = 1, . . . , T do not affect the
value u∗(pe), since in (5.9) they contribute to an additive offset that
doesn’t depend on the optimization variables. Thus, the solution of (5.10)
depends only on the predicted prices pe, and (5.11) can be equivalently
expressed as

y(t,pe) = ft(pe)︸ ︷︷ ︸
u∗(t,pe)

+d(t), (5.12)

which is consistent with the problem setup, see (5.1). Moreover, by the
implicit function theorem, strict convexity of (5.10) results in Lipschitz
continuity of functions ft(pe), t = 1, . . . , T . Finally, the additive term
d(t) accounts for all uncertain, non-controllable sources and loads, and
it is a bounded quantity with generally unknown bounds, that can however
be estimated from data.

Overall, the features highlighted in Remark 5.1 fit perfectly with the prior
assumptions of the adopted SM identification approach, recalled in the
next section.
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To generate the data that will be used for the estimation procedures, the
problem (5.10) is solved with a finite number N of energy price courses
p̃

(j)
e and uncertain (e.g. random) values of d̃(t)(j), and the resulting values

of ỹ(t, p̃
(j)
e ) computed as in (5.12), for all t = 1, . . . , T and

j = 1, . . . , N are stored. Then, this data is collected in the sequences
Yt, Pe, see (5.2).

5.4 Identification procedure

The SM identification approach proposed in [96] is summarized, and
then employed here to solve Problem 1. Moreover, the novel proposed
optimization-based tuning procedure is introduced. For notational sim-
plicity, a fixed value of t is considered and the notation t = 1, . . . , T is
dropped, since it is implicit that the whole identification process has to be
carried out at each value of t. Thus, the main objective is to derive from
the available data Yt, Pe an approximation of function ft(pe) and guaran-
teed upper and lower bounds. This is achieved in three steps, described in
the following sub-sections.
Before proceeding further, the available data are subdivided as
Yt = {Yt,A , Yt,C} and Pe = {Pe,A , Pe,C}, where the subscripts A, C stand
for approximation and calibration, respectively. Moreover, the sets of in-
tegers NA = {1, . . . , NA} and NC = {NA + 1, . . . , NA + NC}, where
NA and NC are the cardinalities of Yt,A and Yt,C , are also defined.

5.4.1 First step: compute a preliminary approximating function

An estimate f ′t ≈ ft is firstly derived, using the approximation data set
Yt,A, Pe,A. In this step, one can choose the functional forms of f ′ among
many existing possibilities (linear regression, polynomials, neural nets,
etc.), as long as it enjoys Lipschitz continuity. Here, a linear regression is
adopted (as done also e.g. in [98])

f ′t(pe) = θ̂>pe, (5.13)
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whose parameters θ̂ are computed with a `1-norm regularization approach

θ̂ = argmin
θ

{
∑
∀i∈NA

||ỹ(i)
t − θ>p̃(i)

e ||22 + λ‖θ‖1 }, (5.14)

where the scalar λ > 0 is a tuning parameter.

5.4.2 Second step: define the residual function, collect the related
data points, and compute the feasible parameter region

Using the obtained preliminary approximation (5.13), the residual func-
tion ∆t is defined as

∆t(pe) = ft(pe)− θ̂>pe. (5.15)

Then, (5.1) can be alternatively written as

y(t,pe) = θ̂>pe + ∆t(pe) + d(t). (5.16)

The derivation of an approximating function ∆̂t ≈ ∆t is now addressed,
using the nonlinear SM approach of [96]. The following prior knowledge
is available:

1. Lipschitz continuity of ∆t (thanks to Lipschitz continuity of both ft
and f ′t , see Remark 5.1 and (5.13)):

|∆t(pe
(j))−∆t(pe

(k))| ≤ γt‖pe
(j) − pe

(k)‖2,
∀pe

(j), pe
(k) ∈ P (5.17)

2. Boundedness of d(t) (see Remark 5.1):

|d(t)| ≤ εt , (5.18)

where P ⊂ RT is a compact set containing all the possible energy price
courses over the day. The positive scalars γt, εt in (5.17)-(5.18) are not
known, and shall be estimated from data as well. To do so, let’s start by
computing the feasible parameter region B ⊂ R+ × R+. Namely, this is
the set of (γt, εt) pairs such that the prior knowledge is consistent with the
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available data. Using the data-set, the samples of the residuals ∆̃
(i)
t are

obtained as

∆̃
(i)
t = ỹ

(i)
t − θ̂>p̃(i)

e i = 1, . . . , N (5.19)

Then, for a given pair (γt, εt), the following functions are introduced

∆̄t(pe)
.
= min
∀j=1,...,N

(∆̃
(j)
t + εt + γt ‖pe − p̃(j)

e ‖2) (5.20)

∆t(pe)
.
= min
∀j=1,...,N

(∆̃
(j)
t − εt − γt ‖pe − p̃(j)

e ‖2) (5.21)

Now, it is possible to compute B by exploiting the following result (The-
orem 1 in [96]):

A necessary and sufficient condition for the prior knowledge to be val-
idated is:

∆̄t(p̃
(i)
e ) > ∆̃

(i)
t − εt ∀i ∈ NA ∪NC (5.22)

The feasible parameter set is defined as

B = {(γt, εt) : condition (5.22) holds} . (5.23)

Note that the set B is unbounded, since it is always possible to satisfy
condition (5.22) with large enough values of γt and/or εt. On the other
hand, it is of interest to compute the “lower boundary” γ

t
(εt):

γ
t
(εt) = arg min

γ
γ

s.t.(γ, εt) ∈ B .
(5.24)

Figure 5.1 presents a qualitative example of set B. This curve is used
to select suitable estimates γ̂t, ε̂t and eventually obtain the approximating
function and error bounds, as described next.

5.4.3 Third step: select an estimate of the Lipschitz constant and
error bound, and derive the approximating function f̂t

To derive the wanted approximating functions, one has to select a pair
(γ̂t, ε̂t) inside the set B. Assuming that these estimates have been cho-
sen, then the corresponding functions ∆̄t(pe) and ∆t(pe) in (5.20)-(5.21)
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Figure 5.1: Example of γt-εt feasible parameter set

represent the upper and lower bounds of ∆t(pe). Moreover, if the prior
knowledge is valid, the interval

[
∆(pe), ∆̄t(pe)

]
is guaranteed to include

the true function ∆(pe) [96]. As a result, for a given price prediction
pe ∈ P , the output y(t,pe) (5.16) is guaranteed to be bounded by the
following functions

y(t,pe) ≤ y(t,pe) ≤ ȳ(t,pe) (5.25)

ȳ(t,pe) = θ>pe + ∆̄t(pe) + εt
y(t,pe) = θ>pe + ∆t(pe)− εt

(5.26)

and the estimated uncertainty interval is given by

ȳ(t,pe)− y(t,pe) = ∆̄t(pe)−∆t(pe) + 2εt > 0 (5.27)

In the literature, it is often the case that the pair (γ, ε) is selected in the
feasible region using some prior knowledge on the system to be identified.
When this knowledge is not available, one has to choose these parame-
ters using the available input-output data, which can be a time-consuming
task. To this end, a possible approach is to choose the optimal parameters
in the feasible region by minimizing the identification error with respect
to the calibration data. This method can achieve a small approximation
error on average, however the resulting uncertainty interval can be rather
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large. On the other hand, in the application considered here it is more rea-
sonable to select estimates γ̂t, ε̂t such that the uncertainty interval (5.27) is
as small as possible. Therefore, it is proposed to choose (γ̂t, ε̂t) by solv-
ing the following optimization problem, which involves the calibration
dataset:

(γ̂t, ε̂t) = argmin
(γ,ε)∈B

{
∑
∀j∈NC

( ȳ(t, p̃ (j)
e )− y(t, p̃ (j)

e ) )2} (5.28)

Having computed the parameters (γ̂t, ε̂t), the wanted approximating func-
tion (see (5.3)) is given by:

ŷ(t,pe) = f̂t(pe) = θ>p̃e +
∆̄t(p̃e) + ∆t(p̃e)

2

while the guaranteed power bounds can be computed as in (5.26). Func-
tion f̂t(pe) is the central (or optimal) approximation, i.e. it provides the
smallest worst-case approximation error for the given data-set and chosen
(γ̂t, ε̂t), equal to half the uncertainty bound (radius of information, see
e.g. [96]).

5.5 Numerical results

The numerical results have been carried out considering a MG composed
of different generation units and loads, whose parameters are reported in
Table 5.2. Considering the identification data set, the non-dispatchable
power trends of load absorption and of renewable sources production are
reported in Figure 5.2(a) and 5.2(b), respectively. The daily prices pro-
files are reported in Figure 5.2(c): their trends are defined considering the
real daily prices of the Italian Day-Ahead Market, which can be found
in [99]. In Figure 5.2(d) the resulting sampled data of MG output power
are depicted, which have been computed according to the optimization
framework described in Section 5.3. As described in Section 5.4, the
identification data set is divided in two different sets as follows: NA = 30
approximation data, and NC = 120 calibration data. The identification
process is performed as described in Section 5.4 and the optimal tuning
parameters (γ̂t, ε̂t) are computed.
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In Figure 5.3, the feasible region for t = 40 is shown, together with the
optimal solution of (5.28). Then, the performance of the identification
process are evaluated using an additional validation data set, denoted as
NV , with NV = 60 data points. Before proceeding to the description of
the numerical results, the following variables are defined y(pe), ŷ(pe),
ȳ(pe), y(pe), which express the daily MG output power, the correspond-
ing estimate and the upper and lower bounds, respectively.
The following variable is also introduced, expressing the average output
power of the MG

ym(pe) =
T∑
t=1

y(t,pe)

To properly evaluate the achieved performance, the following indexes are
computed ∀i ∈ NV

IE(i) =
||y(p

(i)
e )− ŷ(p

(i)
e )||2√

T
, IE

(i)
% =

100 IE(i)

ym(p
(i)
e )

MD(i) =
||ȳ(p

(i)
e )− y(p

(i)
e )||∞

2
, MD

(i)
% =

100MD(i)

ym(p
(i)
e )

where IE corresponds to the identification error computed for the whole
daily period, while MD represents the maximum possible deviation of
the output with respect to the estimate, considering the computed power
bounds. For the sake of completeness, also the values normalized with re-
spect to the average output power ym are computed, i.e. IE% and MD%.
The achieved performance indicators have been computed considering
the whole validation data set NV and the results are reported in Table
5.3. The reported results witness the effectiveness of the proposed ap-
proach both in terms of reduced identification error and of capability to
provide guaranteed bounds for the MG output power. To better highlight
the advantage of the proposed SM approach, the results obtained with
two exemplary validation data trends are presented in Figure 5.4. Pre-
cisely, Figure 5.4(a)(b) shows a case when a small identification error is
achieved, IE = 2.16 kW ; it is worth noticing that the real MG output
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Table 5.2: MG parameters and constraints

mGENs (pg, p̄g) ag bg cg

pg1 (20, 100) 1.25e− 5 1.25e− 3 3e− 2

pg2 (20, 50) 2.25e− 5 7.5e− 4 3.5e−3

BESSs (pb, p̄b) (sb, s̄b) Cb cb

pb1 (−50, 50) (0.2, 0.8) 40 2.5e−2

pb2 (−40, 40) (0.2, 0.8) 50 2.5e−2

Shifting loads (psl, p̄sl) (τsl, τ̄sl) ēsl −
psl1 (0, 20) (9, 12) 20 −
psl2 (0, 20) (16, 19) 20 −

Reducible loads |d̂rl(∀t)| (τ rl, τ̄ rl) ∆drl crl

prl1 20 (12, 16) 10 3.13e− 2

Table 5.3: Identification performances

mean min max
IE 4.79 kW 2.16 kW 8.20 kW
IE% 7.1% 3% 14.7%

MD 14.62 kW 11.62 kW 20.17 kW
MD% 20% 17.3% 30%

power is fully contained in the computed bounds, see Figure 5.4(b). On
the other hand, Figure 5.4(c)-(d) show a case where a larger estimation
error is obtained, with IE = 8.2 kW . Notwithstanding the estimation er-
ror, also in this second case the true power output is still contained in the
computed bounds, see Figure 5.4(d). The knowledge of such bounds can
be thus effectively used to account for the uncertainty in the day-ahead
energy price definition process.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.2: Identification data: (a) Non-dispachable load power trends, (b) Renewable
energy sources power trends, (c) Energy prices trends, (d) MG output power trends.

Figure 5.3: γ-ε feasible region at t = 40 and selected optimal (γ̂t, ε̂t) (red dot).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.4: Example of validation outcome with small estimation error and large es-
timation error: (a)&(c) real MG output power trend (solid line), estimated MG output
power (dotted line), (b)&(d) higher power bound (dashed line), lower power bound (dot-
ted line), real MG output power (solid line).
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5.6 Conclusions

The problem of deriving from data an estimate of the price-based power
scheduling of microgrids has been considered. AGS can use the obtained
models to optimize their trading process with the system operator, by bet-
ter predicting the power output of each one of the associated microgrids
as a function of the predicted energy prices. The proposed method is
based on the Set Membership theory and provides also guaranteed error
bounds, which can be exploited by the aggregator to improve robustness
of its decisions. A novel tuning approach is proposed, based on numerical
optimization, that aims to minimize the estimated uncertainty interval.
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Part II

Hierarchical Model Predictive
Control architectures for

islanded microgrids
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CHAPTER6
Two-layer control of AC islanded

microgrids with energy storage systems

6.1 Introduction

Microgrids (MGs), being sites of both generation and consumption, can
either be operated connected to the overall grid system or in islanded
mode. This last condition is the most critical one since, given the pres-
ence of non-deterministic units as Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) and
loads, significant power unbalances may occur, which lead to voltages
and frequency deviations. Moreover, this becomes a crucial problem in
case the MG is not supported by traditional rotating generators but just
by electronically-interfaced sources, e.g. Battery Energy Storage Sys-
tems (BESSs) and RESs, since the overall network inertia considerably
decreases. This requires the design of dedicated control architectures, en-
titled of the quick regulation of the internal frequency and voltages, as
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well as efficiently managing the available Distributed Energy Resources
(DERs). To accomplish these tasks, a centralized control architecture is
not an effective solution since different time-scales are involved, as well
as different control objectives. Therefore, a novel two-layer control archi-
tecture is proposed in this chapter, used for regulating an Alternating Cur-
rent islanded MG (AC-iMG), supported just by BESSs and RESs units.

6.1.1 Literature Review

Inspired by the traditional electric regulation systems, AC-iMGs con-
trollers are usually constituted by a hierarchical structure where control
layers are characterized by different tasks and time scales [100]. The so-
called primary control is designed to locally regulate generation units in
order to ensure voltage and frequency stability. For this control layer,
droop control, which is based on a decentralized proportional regulators,
is often considered; in [101] and [38] the stability of this control approach
is analysed. Nevertheless a proportional control action, even though prop-
erly designed, is not sufficient to keep voltages and frequency at their
nominal values. A traditional solution to this problem is the implementa-
tion of a secondary control layer which restores nominal frequency at a
slower time scale, as proposed in [102]. However, if all DERs of the AC-
iMG are mostly interfaced through electronic power converters, an alter-
native approach is possible to avoid frequency deviations. One inverter-
based generation unit, thanks to its fast dynamics, denoted as slack gen-
erator, can be controlled to maintain both the reference frequency for
the whole AC-iMG network and also the voltage at its connection node.
Meanwhile, other DERs, named as PQ generators, are regulated to pro-
vide properly defined power references, so as to support the slack gener-
ator in its operation, see [103]- [104]. The advantage of this approach is
that frequency disturbances are avoided, since frequency is directly im-
posed by the inverter-interface of the slack node, and this is beneficial for
loads (e.g. in case of presence of asynchronous motors directly connected
to the network). On the other hand, the drawback is that unexpected load
variations are compensated by the slack generator only, having it to main-
tain the nodal voltage and the network frequency at the reference val-
ues. What is more, if the slack generator output saturates at its capability
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limits, it could not be able to generate a proper reference nodal voltage.
The mentioned issues motivate the design of a proper supervising con-
trol layer. The high-level controller should consider the units and grid
physical constraints, the system efficiency, the forecasts of loads and re-
newable sources power trends, if available. In the literature, some high
level optimization algorithms concerning islanded microgrids have been
developed, even though with a reduced attention to the interaction with
the low-level control layers [105], [42].

6.1.2 Proposed solution

This chapter presents the design of a hierarchical control architecture
which integrates fast decentralized low-level controllers and a central-
ized high-level Model Predictive Control (MPC) regulator. This two-
layer approach allows to coordinate PQ generators such that the slack
generator is properly operated and all the nodal voltages of the AC-iMG
are maintained in the predefined bounds despite unexpected changes in
load demand. Moreover, the high level optimization problem is stated to
minimize overall line losses and to properly coordinate DERs operations.
The control structure is derived considering an AC-iMG equipped with
BESSs and RESs, where it is assumed that the total generation capability
is sufficient to satisfy the overall load demand. The islanded condition
is expected to last a limited time period, given the fact that the available
DERs are either non-dispatchable or with limited stored energy.
The chapter is structured as follows: in Section 6.2 the low-level con-
trollers are described, while in Section 6.3 the high-level network model
is defined and the optimization problem is stated. Finally, Section 6.4
presents the simulation results and in Section 6.5 final conclusions are
discussed. The main variables and parameters used in this chapter are
described in Table 6.1. All the power values are positive if delivered and
negative if absorbed, while maximum and minimum limits of each vari-
able are denoted with a bar over or below the variable, respectively. The
first order derivative with respect to time is expressed with a dot over the
variable, e.g. ṗ, while the second order derivative with two dots, e.g. p̈.
If derivatives are expressed for vectors, the operation must be intended
element-wise.
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Table 6.1: Main variables and parameters

Symbol Description
iL Output converter current [A]
vc Output converter voltage [V]
iG Grid current at converter output [A]
vG Grid voltage at converter output [V]
C,L Capacitor and inductance at converter output filter [F, H]
P,Q Nodal active and reactive power [W, VAR]
sb BESS state of charge
Cb BESS capacity [Wh]
∆P̄ d, ∆Q̄d Maximum load active and reactive power variations [W, VAR]
V Nodal voltage magnitude [V]
δ Nodal voltage phase [V]
PL Active power line losses [W]

6.2 Decentralized voltage and frequency control

It is assumed that each generation node is supported by a BESS interfaced
with a voltage-source electronic converter, characterized as common by
a L-C-L output filter [106]. The equivalent circuit of the converter is de-
picted in Figure 6.1, where electrical variables are supposed to be three-
phase, symmetrical and balanced.

Modulation techniques for direct current tracking are available in the lit-
erature, as the ones in [107, 108], therefore it is possible to use the output
converter current, denoted as iL, as a direct control variable both for the
slack and the PQ generators (see again Figure 6.1). At this stage, two
different control strategies need to be implemented for the low layer. The
slack generator must be designed to track the reference of the output con-
verter voltage, i.e. vc, since the frequency can be assumed to be auto-
matically imposed by its converter. The PQ nodes must be regulated to
track the pre-defined active and reactive power references, by regulating
the output current iG.
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Figure 6.1: Voltage Source Converter (VSC) equivalent circuit

6.2.1 Slack generator control

Since the reference frequency, denoted as ωn, is directly imposed by the
slack converter, it is possible to apply the Park Transformation with an
arbitrary initial phase reference, defining all electrical variables in the dq
reference frame [109]. Applying Kirchhoff current law at node A in Fig-
ure 6.1 and considering the capacitor constitutive equation, the following
dynamical equation holds

{
v̇c,d = ωnvc,q + 1

C
iL,d − 1

C
iG,d

v̇c,q = −ωnvc,d + 1
C
iL,q − 1

C
iG,q

, (6.1)

where C is the filter capacitance of the slack generator system. For the
sake of clarity, the dq components of each electrical variable are stacked
in a unique vector denoted in bold, e.g. vc = [vc,d, vc,q]

′.
Therefore, (6.1) can be expressed as

v̇c = Aωnvc +
1

C
iL −

1

C
iG, Aωn =

[
0 ωn
−ωn 0

]
. (6.2)

To design the control system, an approach inspired by Sliding Mode con-
trol theory has been adopted, as discussed in [110]. Therefore, defining
the output voltage error εv = vc

o − vc, where vo
c corresponds to the

reference output voltage, the following function is expressed
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σv = εv + T1
dεv
dt

+
1

T2

∫
εv dt , (6.3)

where T1 and T2 are design parameters. Following the approach in [110],
imposing that σv = 0 and combining (6.2)-(6.3), an equivalent control
law can be obtained

iL = Kp εv + Ki

∫
εv dt − CAωn vc + iG + C v̇o

c . (6.4)

Looking at (6.4), it is possible to notice a proportional and a integral ac-
tion with respect to voltage error εv, a direct feedback from output voltage
vc and a compensation of grid current iG, assumed to be a measurable dis-
turbance. Since the slack generator imposes a fixed voltage reference, i.e.
v̇o
c = 0, the last term in (6.4) is zero. The gains Kp and KI must be tuned

both to ensure the system stability, considering the state-space equation
(6.2) and the control law (6.4), and to obtain the desired dynamical per-
formances.
It is worth noticing that uncompensated load variations may have a sig-
nificant impact on the output current iG, implying that the slack generator
is forced to work close to its capability limits to maintain the reference
of vc. This condition should be avoided because it may compromise the
modulation of the output current of the converter (6.4). This is pursued
thanks to the high-level MPC action, properly modulating the PQ gener-
ators power set-points, so as to properly distribute the load demand.

6.2.2 PQ control

PQ generator converters are designed to work in strict synchronization
with the network. This is possible by equipping them with a Phase Lock
Loop system (PLL), which provides the reference phase to apply the Park
transformation such that vG,q = 0 [111]. In this condition, the PQ control
loop can be designed to track the output current reference, which can be
defined as a function of power set-points, named as P o and Qo, and of
vG,d, assumed to be measurable.
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ioG,d =
2

3

P o

vG,d
, ioG,q =

2

3

Qo

vG,d
. (6.5)

Considering the inductor constitutive equation and the Kirchhoff voltage
law in meshM1 (see Figure 6.1), the output current model can be obtained

i̇G = AωniG +
1

L
vc −

1

L
vG , (6.6)

which, combined with (6.2), gives the overall model for the PQ generators
control. Similarly to the approach described in [110], the output current
error is defined, i.e. εi = ioG−iG, and the following function is introduced

σi = εi + T1
dεi
dt

+ T2
d2εi
dt2

+
1

T3

∫
εi dt , (6.7)

where the second derivative of the error is included in order to have ex-
plicit dependency on the control variable iL. Imposing σi = 0 and con-
sidering system equations (6.2) and (6.6), the equivalent control law can
be computed

iL =Kp εi +Ki

∫
εi dt+Kd

dεi
dt

+ Γvcvc +

+ ΓiGiG + ΓvGvG + Γv̇Gv̇G + ΓïG ïoG ,

(6.8)

where Kp, Ki, Kd are control design parameters, while the Γ matrices,
which for the sake of compactness are not explicitly expressed, depend
on the network angular frequency and on the filter parameters. For the
actual implementation of the control law in (6.8), it is considered that
v̇G ≈ 0 since vG can be assumed to be constant with respect to the PQ
control time dynamics. Moreover, it can be also assumed that ïoG ≈ 0
since references are implemented to be either constant or varying as ramp
signals, implying that their second derivative is null. Also in this case, the
control design parameters have been tuned to obtain the desired transient
performances and to ensure the stability of the overall closed loop system.
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6.3 Design of supervising MPC control layer

A high-level control system is employed to coordinate DERs operations
during the islanded condition. This task can be efficiently accomplished
by a MPC algorithm, easily incorporating constraints, like generators
power capabilities, and resource management strategies to optimally dis-
tribute the power flows. Before describing the MPC design for this spe-
cific application, a system model must be derived. This has been defined
as a discrete time model, with time index k and sampling time τs, cho-
sen such that the network can be considered at steady-state at the MPC
level, thanks to the prompt action of the low-level controllers described in
Section 6.2.

6.3.1 Microgrid high-level electrical modelling

The iMG modelling must consider both the network variables, e.g. volt-
ages, and the DERs variables, such as output powers and states of charge.
Therefore, the description of overall model is structured in the following
paragraphs.

Network model

The network can be represented by an undirected graph G = (N , E),
where N denotes the set of nodes and E ⊆ N × N defines the set of
interconnection lines. Each of the n = |N | nodes can correspond ei-
ther to a generation unit, a load or a transit node. As a convention, the
slack generator node is numbered as the first node of the network. More-
over, the sets Nu ⊆ N \{1} and Nd ⊆ N \{1}, with nu = |Nu| and
nd = |Nd|, correspond to PQ generators nodes and to non-dispatchable
nodes, respectively.
Since the network frequency is imposed by the inverter-based slack gener-
ation system and a three-phase balanced and symmetrical system is con-
sidered, the phasor approach can be adopted [109]. Therefore, each nodal
voltage is represented by its magnitude, Vi, and by its phase displacement
with respect to the slack node voltage, δi, with i ∈ (1, . . . , n).
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The power flow equations hold for the i-th node

Pi = fPi (V, δ) = Vi

n∑
j=1

Vj|Yij| cos (δi − δj − ∠Yij) ,

Qi = fQi (V, δ) = Vi

n∑
j=1

Vj|Yij| sin (δi − δj − ∠Yij) ,

(6.9)

where V = [V2, . . . , Vn]′ and δ = [δ2, . . . , δn]′ (the dependency with
respect to the slack node voltage is not expressed since V1 and δ1 are
fixed), Yij corresponds to the (i, j) position of the network admittance
matrix and (Pi, Qi) represent the nodal active and reactive powers. Given
that each node can be associated to a PQ generator, to a non-dispatchable
unit or both, the following power balances can be expressed

{
Pi = fPi (V, δ) = P u

i + P d
i

Qi = fQi (V, δ) = Qu
i +Qd

i

, ∀i ∈ (2, ..., n) , (6.10)

where (P u
i , Q

u
i ) and (P d

i , Q
d
i ) correspond to the output powers of PQ

generators and of non-dispatchable units connected to the i-th node, re-
spectively. Moreover, it follows that

P u
i = Qu

i = 0 if i /∈ Nu, P d
i = Qd

i = 0 if i /∈ Nd .

For the sake of compactness, the following vectors are defined

x̃ = [V′, δ′], fP(x̃) = [fP2,..,n, f
Q
2,..,n]′

P = [P2,..,n, Q2,..n]′, Pu = [P u
2,..,n, Q

u
2,..,n]′, Pd = [P d

2,..,n, Q
d
2,..,n]′ .
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Therefore, equation (6.10) can be expressed as

P = fP(x̃) = (Θu Pu + Θd Pd) , (6.11)

where Θu,Θd ∈ R2(n−1),2(n−1) are properly defined diagonal matrices,
selecting the active and reactive powers of PQ generators and
non-dispatchable units in the nodes where they are effectively located.
Precisely, these are defined as

Θu = diag{θu2 , . . . , θun, θu2 , . . . , θun} ,
Θd = diag{θd2, . . . , θdn, θd2, . . . , θdn} ,

where

{
θui = 1 ∀i ∈ Nu
θui = 0 ∀i /∈ Nu

{
θdi = 1 ∀i ∈ Nd
θdi = 0 ∀i /∈ Nd

.

To derive an approximated dynamical model that expresses the electri-
cal variables evolution caused by external power variations, the nonlinear
equations in (6.11) are linearized around the actual network steady-state
equilibrium, denoted as x̃(k),

∆P(k) =
∂fP

∂x̃

∣∣∣∣
x̃(k)

∆x̃(k) , (6.12)

where variables are expressed as variations with respect to the network
condition at the k-time instant. Introducing a time discretization, these
variations are defined as ∆P(k) = P(k + 1) − P(k) and
∆x̃(k) = x̃(k + 1) − x̃(k) and, combining (6.11) and (6.12), the fol-
lowing model can be obtained

x̃(k + 1) = x̃(k) +

[
∂fP

∂x̃

∣∣∣∣
x̃(k)

]−1

(Θu ∆u(k) + Θd ∆d(k)) , (6.13)

where ∆u = [∆P u
2,..,n, ∆Qu

2,..,n]′ and ∆d = [∆P d
2,..,n, ∆Qd

2,..,n]′.
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To better understand (6.13), it is worth noting that each power variation,
either caused by the high-level MPC acting on the PQ generators set-
points, described by ∆u, or by the loads, described by ∆d, results in a
transient for the network electrical variables until they reach a new steady
state condition, thanks the low-level control action. This new equilibrium
point is sampled by the MPC controller at the next iteration k+1. Through
this procedure, the voltage dynamics can be described as a state-space
equation, so that its prediction can be evaluated by the MPC regulator.

Remark 6.1. It’s worth noticing that modelling the network as in (6.13)
has the advantage of considering just the variations of disturbances ∆d
and not their total amplitude. This means that, if the future profiles of
non-dispatchable elements are not known, it can be reasonably assumed
that ∆d(k) = 0, meaning that the loads are supposed to not vary be-
tween two consecutive time steps. As it will be discussed in Section 6.4, if
a reduced sampling time is used, this approximation turns out to be very
effective, allowing to control the AC-iMG with any knowledge on the load
power absorptions.

Line losses

The MPC control layer is designed to also minimize the active power line
losses, ensuring an efficient management of the AC-iMG power flows.
Combining the equations (6.13), it is possible to recover a nonlinear func-
tion expressing each line power losses based on nodal voltages magnitude
and phases of adjacent nodes, as described in [57]. It follows that

PL = fL(x̃) , (6.14)

where the vector PL includes all active power losses PL
(i,j) ∀ (i, j) ∈ E ,

while fL(x̃) denotes the vector of line losses nonlinear functions. Also in
this case, a linearization procedure is performed considering the network
equilibrium condition at the general time index k.
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It follows that

∆PL(k) =
∂fL

∂x̃

∣∣∣∣
x̃(k)

∆x̃(k) . (6.15)

Similarly to the previous paragraph and combining the equations (6.13)
and (6.15), a discrete-time linear model can be obtained

PL(k + 1) = PL(k) +

+

[
∂fL

∂x̃

(
∂fP

∂x̃

)−1]∣∣∣∣
x̃(k)

(Θu∆u(k) + Θd ∆d(k)) .
(6.16)

PQ generators active and reactive powers

As mentioned, the high-level MPC regulator is designed to vary the power
set-points of PQ generators. Given that the low-level control layer acts
with a negligible time constant with respect to the MPC action, the output
power of the PQ generators can be assumed to be equal to the references.
Because of this, simple power models are defined such that it is possi-
ble to easily express capability constraints and State Of Charge (SOC)
dynamics of BESSs. It follows that

Pu(k + 1) = Pu(k) + Θu∆u(k) . (6.17)

The same reasoning cannot be applied to the slack generator. Indeed,
since it is designed to impose the reference voltage and frequency, its
output active and reactive powers are determined by the power imbalances
in the AC-iMG network. Therefore, the slack power output at time k + 1
is defined to be equal power balance of the network at time k, as follows

P1(k + 1) = P1(k) − IP (Θu∆u(k) + Θd∆d(k)) , (6.18a)

Q1(k + 1) = Q1(k)− IQ (Θu∆u(k) + Θd∆d(k)) , (6.18b)

where IP and IQ are suitably defined to properly sum the active and reac-
tive powers given by the PQ generators and loads units.
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State of charges in BESSs

Concerning the SOC dynamics, a simple model based on the discrete
integration of the output active power has been adopted, neglecting the
charging and discharging efficiencies. For PQ generators, the following
equation is stated

sb(k + 1) = sb(k) + τs C̃b Θ̃u(Pu(k) + ∆u(k)) , (6.19)

where sb = {sb1, . . . , sbnu
} includes the SOCs of all PQ generators, while

C̃b is defined as C̃b = diag{ 1
Cb

1
, . . . , 1

Cb
nu
}, where Cb

j corresponds to the
energy capacity of the j-th PQ generator BESS, with j ∈ Nu. Also in this
case, an additional matrix has been introduced, i.e.
Θ̃u = diag{θu2 , . . . , θun, 0, . . . , 0} ∈ R2(n−1),2(n−1), such that just the out-
put active powers of BESS units are selected in (6.19).

The SOC of the slack generator, denoted as sbs, is modelled in a slightly
different form since the corresponding output active power depends also
on the external disturbances, see (6.18a). Therefore it follows

sbs(k + 1) = sbs(k) +
τs
Cb
s

(P1(k) + IP (Θu∆u(k) + Θd∆d(k) ) ,

(6.20)

where Cb
s corresponds to slack generator storing capacity.

6.3.2 Optimization problem formulation

The high-level MPC controller is applied at the generic time instant k̄, fol-
lowing the standard receding horizon technique [112]. Defining with N
the prediction horizon, the optimal input sequence
∆U(k̄) = [∆u(k̄), . . . ,∆u(k̄ + N − 1)] is initially computed through
the optimization problem defined in the following; then, just the first in-
put step is implemented. The procedure is periodically performed at each
sampling time τs.
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The input sequence ∆U(k̄) is computed so as to respect the system con-
straints for the whole horizon, which are now described.

First of all, the nodal voltage magnitudes must be maintained within a
predefined range, defined as (1 ± αv)V o, where V o is the network nom-
inal voltage and αv > 0 is a tuning parameter defining the maximum
allowed deviation. Therefore it follows that

εv + (1− αv)V o ≤ Vi(k) ≤ (1 + αv)V
o + εv , ∀i ∈ N , (6.21)

where εv is a slack variable, introduced for avoid unfeasibility issues. In-
deed, it is good practice to not hardly constrain variables that are not
directly controlled by the MPC regulator, as it is for the voltages, as dis-
cussed in [112].
PQ generators must be operated such that the active and reactive powers
limits are respected, as well as the limitations on maximum and minimum
SOCs. Therefore, the following constraints are stated

Pu ≤Pu(k) ≤ P
u
, (6.22)

sb ≤ sb(k) ≤ sb . (6.23)

Concerning the slack generator power constraints, the parameters ∆P̄ d

and ∆Q̄d are initially introduced, representing the maximum unexpected
power variation by non-deterministic units. Therefore, its active power
capability limits are defined as

P1(k) ≤ min

{
(sbs(k)− sbs)Cb

s

τs
, P̄1

}
−∆P̄ d + εp , (6.24)

P1(k) ≥ −min

{
(sbs − sbs(k))Cb

s

τs
, −P 1

}
+ ∆P̄ d − εp . (6.25)

The first term of expression (6.24), and of (6.25), serves to quantify the
maximum power that the slack generator can deliver, or absorb, based
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both on the BESS power limits and the stored energy at time k. Then, this
quantity is subtracted by the maximum possible power deviation of loads,
so as to be sure that the slack generator has always enough power margin
to compensate unexpected power imbalances. Finally, a slack variable εp
is also considered.
Similarly, the reactive power constraints of the slack generator can be
stated as follows

−εq + ∆Q̄d +Q1 ≤ Q1(k) ≤ Q̄1 −∆Q̄d + εq , (6.26)

where εq is a slack variable.

Since there is no precise knowledge of the duration of the islanding con-
dition, the SOC of the slack generator is constrained to evolve in a smaller
range with respect to the maximum capacity limits, as follows

−εs + αs s
b
s ≤ sbs(k) ≤ (1− αs) sbs + εs , (6.27)

where αs > 0 is a design parameter; also this constraint is defined as a
soft one through the slack variable εs.

Having defined all the units constraints, the cost function of the MPC
problem follows

J(k̄) =
k̄+N∑
k=k̄

wLPL(k)′PL(k) + wu∆u(k)′∆u(k) +

+ wε (ε2v + ε2s + ε2p + ε2q) ,

(6.28)

where wL > 0 is used for the power losses minimization, while wu > 0 is
used to avoid unnecessary changes of the control inputs. Finally, the term
wε is introduced to discourage the use of the slack variables, therefore
wε >> wu, wL.

At the generic time k̄, the high-level MPC samples the network states,
indicated by the state-space equations in (6.13)-(6.20), and it performs
the linearization procedure described in Section 6.3.1.
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Line power losses are supposed to be not measurable, as they can com-
puted through (6.14) using the measured electrical variables at the time
instant k̄.

Therefore, the MPC optimization problem is stated

min
∆U(k̄),
εv ,εs,εp

J(k̄)

subject to
(6.13)-(6.27),

∀ k = {k̄, . . . , k̄ +N − 1} .

(6.29)

Remark 6.2. It should be noted that a modelling approximation is intro-
duced by the fact that the linearized model at k̄ is used for the whole pre-
diction horizon for solving (6.29). Nevertheless, numerical results show
that the approximation is acceptable if a limited prediction horizon is
adopted.

6.4 Numerical results

The considered AC-iMG benchmark is depicted in Figure 6.2. It consists
of a 6-nodes 20 kV network, where line lengths are reported in Figure 6.2
and specific impedances are assumed to be Z = 1.5+j0.4 Ω/km. Since a
small-size AC-iMG is considered, line impedances are more resistive than
in an usual medium-voltage grid; nevertheless, numerical results show
that power losses and voltage drops are acceptable. The system has been
simulated for 1 hour, using the Simscape Power Systems MATLAB tool-
box, particularly suited for these applications. The primary controllers,
espressed in (6.4) and (6.8), are implemented directly in the simulation
environment, while MPC regulator is periodically solved, based on the
systems measures, using the CPLEX solver.
The AC-iMG is supported by three BESS generation units, whose ca-
pabilities are presented in Table 6.2. Non-dispatchable power trends,.
i.e. the two loads and the PV generator, are shown in Figures 6.3(a) and
(b). The high-level MPC has been designed to act with a time sample
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Table 6.2: Storage generation units

(P , P̄ ) [MW] (Q, Q̄) [MVAR] Cb [MWh]
Slack generator (−2,+2) (−2,+2) 1
PQ generator 1, 2 (−1,+1) (−1,+1) 0.5

Figure 6.2: AC islanded microgrid benchmark

τs = 10 s, much larger than low-level control transients, and with a pre-
diction horizon N = 12, i.e. corresponding to two minutes.

Considering the optimization problem, the tolerance ranges for nodal volt-
ages and slack generator SOC are set αv = 1% and αs = 20%, respec-
tively; on the other hand, the maximum non-dispatchable power variation
is assumed to be equal to ∆P̄ d = 0.5 MW and ∆Q̄d = 0.4 MVAR.
Figures 6.3(c) and (d) show the generated active and reactive power trends
of BESSs, respectively, while Figure 6.3(e) reports the evolution of their
SOCs. It is possible to notice that during the first 30 minutes, the con-
trol system distributes quite homogeneously the load demand between
the slack generator, located at the network right-side, and the two PQ
generators, located at the left-side. In particular, due to non-dispatchable
generation from the PV system in node 5, the BESS of PQ generator 1
is charged while the BESS in node 6 delivers a limited amount of active
power. This power distribution minimizes line power losses while main-
taining nodal voltages in the predefined band. The same reasoning holds
for the dispatch of generators reactive powers, depicted in Figure 6.3(b).
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After the first 30 minutes, the slack generator’s SOC reaches the mini-
mum lower bound, i.e. 20%, and therefore the MPC system coordinates
the other PQ generators such that the slack generator substantially does
not generate active power. This results in the discharge of the BESS in
node 6 at time 45 min, which is then compensated by an increase of the ac-
tive power reference for the BESS unit in node 5. Figure 6.3(f) shows the
overall power losses normalized with respect to the total generated active
power: it can be noted that, as long as SOC constraints are not violated,
the control system efficiently manages the power references achieving a
reduced amount of power losses (around 1%). It should be underlined
that, considering a real application, it is usually expected that islanded
condition ends before BESS units are fully discharged.

Concerning nodal voltages, the effect of the load step at time 5 min is
depicted in Figure 6.4. In particular, two simulations have been carried
out, depending on load predictions availability. As it possible to notice
from Figure 6.4(a), the MPC arranges the PQ generation units making the
nodal voltages increase, in order to avoid violating the predefined voltage
band when the foreseen load step occurs. On the other hand, if load pre-
dictions are not available, the control system can not prevent voltages to
violate the lower bound but, at the following MPC iteration, voltages are
forced back in the predefined range, see Figure 6.4(b).

Being the high-level model obtained through a linearization procedure,
having no predictions means to assume that non-dispatchable units do not
vary their power output during the MPC prediction horizon, i.e. in the
next 120 seconds; this is a quite reasonable assumption for practical im-
plementation of the proposed hierarchical control structure.

Finally, the performances of the low-level controllers described in Section
6.2 are reported: Figure 6.4(c) shows the slack generator voltage transient
due to the load step occurring at 5 min, while Figure 6.4(d) reports the
tracking of the PQ generators’ active and reactive power references, fed
as ramp-wise signals.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 6.3: (a) Non-dispatchable active power profiles; (b) non-dispatchable reactive
power profiles; (c) dispatchable active power profiles; (d) dispatchable reactive power
profiles; (e) states of charge of BESS; (f) total power losses (expressed in percentage
with respect to the total active power generation)
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.4: Voltages in case of (a) available load predictions and (b) unavailable load
predictions: nodal voltages (continuous line) and voltage tolerance band (dashed line).
(c) Slack output voltage and (d) PQ generator output powers at t = 5 min: measured
(continuous line), references (dashed-line).
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6.5 Conclusion

This chapter concerned the design of a hierarchical control structure for
an islanded microgrid with AC network. This involves a low-level de-
centralized control layer, allowing to achieve stable operation of the slack
and of the PQ generation nodes, and a high-level MPC managing the PQ
units considering voltages deviation, units capabilities and overall power
losses. Simulation results witness the potentialities of the proposed ap-
proach, even if load power demand is not known.
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CHAPTER7
Three-layer control of DC islanded
microgrids with flexible structure

7.1 Introduction

During recent years, a growing interest is raising for Direct Current (DC)
Microgrids (MGs), due to their ability to interface naturally with sev-
eral Renewable Energy Sources (RESs), Battery Energy Storage Sources
(BESSs), and electronic loads (LEDs, Electric Vehicles, etc.), as dis-
cussed in [113]. DC MGs can be also operated in islanded mode, relying
on their local Distributed Generation Units (DGUs), requiring however
dedicated control architectures to be properly operated [114].
With respect to the solution proposed in Chapter 6, here the design of a
flexible control architecture allowing for a more efficient resource man-
agement is proposed (considering a prediction horizon of hours instead
of minutes), where DGUs can be disconnected and reconnected, without
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affecting the MG stable operation in the islanded condition.

7.1.1 Literature Review

The overall control of a DC Islanded Microgrid (DC-iMG) is a multi-
objective problem spanning different control stages, time scales, and phys-
ical layers. For a stable and economic operation, a hierarchical control
scheme is generally employed, [113–115]. The primary control layer,
acting at the component level, is responsible for voltage stability, which
is crucial for DC iMGs. Many research studies have aimed to define de-
centralized stabilizing primary controllers, implemented at each DGU to
track suitable voltage references, based on different control techniques,
such as droop control [114, 116], plug-and-play [117, 118], and sliding-
mode [39].
Primary controllers, however, are unable to account for various oper-
ational and economic constraints necessary for continuous and proper
functioning of the DC-iMG. High-level supervisory control architectures
are, therefore, necessary to coordinate the voltage references provided
to the primary layers. Consensus-based controllers assigning appropri-
ate voltage references to guarantee proportional load sharing and voltage
balancing are discussed in [119, 120]. Despite their distributed structure,
these controllers assume load satisfiability and unsaturated inputs at all
times.
These limitations can be overcome by designing a proper Energy Man-
agement System (EMS), which can meet specified power and energy ob-
jectives while respecting system constraints. Flowchart-based EMS en-
compassing multiple case scenarios are discussed in [121, 122] whereas
the use of optimization methods and predictive algorithms to design EMS
is discussed in [123]. In general, EMS for MGs, for example based on
stochastic or mixed-integer optimization algorithms, utilize power bal-
ance equations and provide the optimal power generations set-points to
the DGUs [124–127]. Nevertheless, when the primary layer is voltage
controlled, standard EMSs cannot be directly implemented, as the opti-
mal power references need to be translated into suitable voltage set-points
for the DGUs. Such a translation is not straightforward for MGs with
meshed topologies and, effectively, requires the solution of power-flow
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equations. Moreover, considering that the voltages can solely be enforced
at the DGUs nodes thanks to the primary controllers, a unique voltage
equilibrium may fail to exist at the load nodes, especially in the presence
of nonlinear loads [128].

7.1.2 Proposed solution

These issues motivated the design of a novel three-layered hierarchical
control architecture for the operation of a DC-iMG with arbitrary topol-
ogy. A schematic of the proposed architecture is depicted in Figure 7.2,
and it is structured as follows.

• An EMS sits at the upper level, denoted as tertiary level, designed
with a Model Predictive Control (MPC) strategy to define the opti-
mal power references for the DGUs based on the system constraints
and objectives. Moreover, the MPC is formulated as a mixed-integer
optimization problem, allowing to switch ON, or OFF, dispatchbale
DGU units, to consider different operation modes for BESS and
to switch the PV DGUs between Maximum Power Point Tracking
(MPPT) and the voltage-controlled modes 1.

• Then, a secondary control layer is devised, which can be consid-
ered the main contribution of the chapter. This acts as an interface
between the primary and the tertiary layer, converting the optimal
power references from the EMS into voltage set-points, which are
then tracked by the primary voltage regulators. This power-voltage
conversion is performed by a properly defined optimization problem,
which is based on the power-flow equations and takes into account
the converter and network losses.
Although the optimization problem is nonlinear and non-convex, it
is here proved that the problem is always feasible if nodal voltages
and power injections are not bounded. The existence of a solution
to the power-flow equations has been addressed in [130, 131], con-
sidering however fixed DGUs voltages. Conversely, here the DGU

1The Maximum Power Point Tracking is a well-know strategy for controlling PV generators, acting on the
converter interface to maximize the producible power given the actual solar radiation [129].
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voltage references are decision variables not known a priori. Fur-
thermore, as a complement, a necessary condition for the solvability
of the optimization problem is proposed and proved in this chapter.
It is worth noticing that the voltages can only be enforced at DGU
nodes and therefore, the uniqueness of voltages at the load nodes
is necessary for attaining the predefined operational objectives. In-
deed, if the voltages appearing at the load nodes are different from
the ones anticipated by the secondary layer, permissible voltage lim-
its may be violated and the DGUs fail to track the power set-points
provided by the EMS. In this respect, a novel condition for the unique-
ness of load voltages and DGU power injections is provided and
proved in this chapter. The uniqueness of voltages has also been ad-
dressed in [130], where the deduced condition depends on the gen-
erator voltages and the topological parameters of the network. Here,
a novel and simpler condition is stated, depending only on local load
parameters and that can be easily taken into account while designing
the DC-iMG network.

• Finally, the low-level is constituted by the primary voltage controllers.
It is assumed that all DGUs are equipped with voltage primary con-
trollers, even though the analysis can be extended to scenarios where
some DGUs are current-controlled [132], without compromising the
validity of the approach. The implemented primary voltage con-
trollers are designed based on the Plug-and-Play paradigm, which
allows the disconnection, and the reconnection, of DGUs without
spoiling the overall voltage stability. The structure and design of
the primary layer, along with stability certificates and proofs, are
not provided in this chapter, as a detailed analysis can be found
in [118, 133].

Different from [121, 122, 127], the proposed control architecture can be
applied to DC iMGs with generic topology and in the presence ZIP loads
(constant impedance, constant current, and constant power), character-
ized by a non-linear dependence on the nodal voltages.

The structure of the iMG along with the proposed hierarchical control
scheme is described in Section 7.2. The EMS-based tertiary layer and
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its interaction with the secondary control layer is detailed in Section 7.3.
The in-depth functioning of the secondary layer and the related theoretical
derivations are presented in Section 7.4. Simulations validating theoreti-
cal results are provided in Section 7.5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 7.6.

7.1.3 Preliminaries and notation

Sets, vectors, and functions: We let R (resp. R>0) denote the set of real
(resp. strictly positive real) numbers. Given x ∈ Rn, [x] ∈ Rn×n is
the associated diagonal matrix with x on the diagonal. The inequality
x ≤ y for vectors x, y ∈ Rn is component-wise, that is, xi ≤ yi, ∀i ∈
1, ..., n. For a finite set V , let |V| denote its cardinality. Given a matrix
A ∈ Rn×m, (A)i denotes the ith row. The notation A � 0 , A � 0,
A > 0, and A ≥ 0 represents a positive definite, positive semidefinite,
positive, and nonnegative matrix, respectively. Throughout, 1n and 0n
are the n-dimensional vectors of unit and zero entries, and 0 is a matrix
of all zeros of appropriate dimensions. Given a weighted directed graph
G(V , E), with V the set of nodes and E the set of edges, its Laplacian
matrix L ∈ R|V|×|V| is defined as

L = A1|V| − A,

where A is the adjacency matrix of G collecting edges weights and is
defined as

aij =

{
wij if (i, j) ∈ E

0 otherwise
.

Moreover, all the power values are defined to be positive if delivered from
a DGU, while the upper and lower bounds of each variable are denoted
with superscripts max and min, respectively. The upper bar is instead
used to define constant quantities.

7.2 DC microgrid structure and hierarchical control scheme

In this section, the DC-iMG structure is described and an outline of the
hierarchical control structure is provided.
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Figure 7.1: Representative diagram of the DC-iMG network with DGUs and loads.

Structure of the DC-iMG: The electric interconnections in a DC-iMG are
modelled as an undirected connected graphmG = (V , E). V is partitioned
into two sets: G is the set of DGUs and L is the set of loads. The edges
represent the interconnecting lines of the DC-iMG. As shown in Figure
7.1, each DGU and load is interfaced with the DC-iMG through a point
of common coupling (PCC).

Distributed generation units (DGUs): The DGUs comprise a DC volt-
age source, a DC-DC converter, and a series RLC filter. Additionally,
depending upon the type of DC voltage source, GD is defined as the set of
dispatchable DGUs, GB as the set of DGUs interfaced with BESSs, and
GP as the set of DGUs connected to PV panels, where GD∪GB∪GP = G.

Load model: Depending upon the type of load, the functional dependence
on the PCC voltage changes and the term ILj(Vj) takes different expres-
sions. Prototypical load models that are of interest include the following:

1. constant-current loads: ILI,j = ĪL,j ,

2. constant-impedance loads: ILZ,j(Vj) = YL,jVj , where
YL,j = 1/RL,j > 0 is the conductance of the jth load, and

3. constant-power loads:

ILP,j(Vj) = V −1
j P̄L,j, (7.1)

where P̄L,j > 0 is the power demand of the load j.
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Figure 7.2: Hierarchical control scheme for DC microgrids.

To refer to the three load cases above, the abbreviations “I”, “Z”, and “P”
are often used [134]. The analysis presented in this chapter focuses on the
general case of a parallel combination of the three loads, thus on the case
of “ZIP” loads, which are modeled as

IL,j(Vj) = ĪL,j + YL,jVj + V −1
j P̄L,j. (7.2)

The net power absorbed by the jth load is given as

PL,j = ĪL,jVj + YL,jV
2
j + P̄L,j. (7.3)

7.2.1 Hierarchical control in DC microgrids

The proposed hierarchical control architecture, depicted in Figure 7.2, is
constituted by three distinct layers: primary, secondary, and tertiary.
Each DGUs is equipped with local voltage regulators (not shown in Fig-
ure 7.1) forming the primary control layer. The main objective of these
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controllers is to ensure that the voltage at each DGU’s PCC tracks a ref-
erence voltage V ∗i provided by the secondary control layer.

Assumption 7.1 (Stability under primary voltage control). It is assumed
that the primary controllers, under constant voltage reference V ∗i , i ∈ G,
achieve offset-free voltage tracking and guarantee the stability of the en-
tire DC-iMG network. Moreover, the stability is preserved even though
DGU units are connected and disconnected, as the primary layer is imple-
mented according to the Plug-and-Play approach. The reader is referred
to [113, 118, 133] for further details concerning the design of Plug-and-
Play stabilizing decentralized voltage controllers.

The EMS sits at the tertiary level, and utilizes the forecasts of PV power
production P f

PV , and of loads’ power and current absorption P̄ f
L , Ī

f
L. At

each sampling time, the EMS measures the nominal PV generation power
P o
PV , the State Of Charge (SOC) of BESSs SB and the power and current

absorption of ZIP loads P̄L, ĪL. Solving a MPC optimization problem,
the EMS generates optimal power references P̄G,i, i ∈ G for the DGUs.
In addition, it produces decision variables δi ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ G, which can
either turn on/off DGUs or change their operation mode. Since the pri-
mary layer operates only with voltage references, the secondary control
layer translates the power references into appropriate voltage references
V ∗. The detailed structure and functioning of the secondary and tertiary
control layers are discussed in Sections 7.4 and 7.3, respectively.

It is highlighted that different layers work at different time scales. In a
typical scenario, the primary controllers operates in a range varying from
10−6 to 10−3 s, the secondary layer ranges from 100 to 300 s, and the
tertiary layer ranges from 5 to 15 mins. At each high level sampling time,
the controller provides a reference to its corresponding lower layer.

7.3 Tertiary control layer: the EMS

This section details the functioning of the MPC-based EMS, sitting at the
top of the proposed hierarchical structure. The forecasts, parameters, and
decision variables are described in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Optimization variables and system parameters for the EMS

Symbol Description
PDH , PCH Charging and discharging power of the BESS [kW]
PB Power output of BESS DGUs [kW]
PD Power output of dispatchable DGUs [kW]
PPV Power output of PV DGUs [kW]
P oPV Nominal power production of PV DGUs [kW]

P fPV Power production forecast of PV DGUs [kW]
P oL Nominal total power absorption for ZIP loads [kW]

ĪfL Current absorption forecast for I component of ZIP loads [kVar]

P̄ fL Power absorption forecast for P component of ZIP loads [kW]
SB State of charge (SOC) of BESS
SoB Nominal SOC of BESS
ηCH , ηDH Charging and discharging efficiency of BESS
CB MG BESS capacity [kWh]
V o Nominal network voltage [V]
δB Operation mode of BESS DGU [boolean]
δD Operation mode of dispatachable DGU [boolean]
δPV Operation mode of PV DGU [boolean]
V Nodal voltage magnitude [V]
I Nodal current magnitude [A]

7.3.1 MPC-based EMS for islanded DC MGs

The MPC-based EMS controller is responsible for energy management
and coordination of resources in the DC-iMG. The core of this controller
is a receding horizon optimization problem, which enables load satisfi-
ability, optimal scheduling of dispatchable and BESS DGUs, and max-
imum possible utilization of PV DGUs. The EMS is formulated as a
mixed integer optimization problem, executed at the generic time instant
k, with a finite prediction horizon [k, . . . , k + N ], where N indicates the
number of prediction steps. In the following discussion, the index i is
used to define variables and constraints spanning all prediction horizon,
i.e. i ∈ [0, . . . , N ].
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The MPC-based EMS is implemented according the standard receding
horizon approach [112]. Therefore, at each time step, the EMS defines
an optimal plan is formulated on power dispatch and operational modes
of the units for the whole prediction horizon. However, only the first
sample of the input sequence is implemented and subsequently the hori-
zon is shifted. At the next sampling time, using updated information on
forecasts and DC-iMG initial condition, a new optimization problem is
solved. Next, the EMS is described in detail.

1. DGUs: Based upon the type of voltage source, the DGUs are char-
acterized differently for the EMS.

a) BESS DGUs: For these DGUs, a BESS serves as the voltage
source. The SOC dynamics of a BESS b ∈ GB, considering
both the charging and discharging efficiencies, are given as

SB,b(k + 1 + i) = SB,b(k + i) +

− τ

CB,b

( 1

ηDH,b
PDH,b(k + i) + ηCH,bPCH,b(k + i)

)
,

(7.4)

with BESS power output

PB,b(k + i) = PDH,b(k + i)− PCH,b(k + i). (7.5)

Since BESS DGUs can operate either in charging or discharging
mode, the following constraints are stated

0 ≤PDH,b(k + i) ≤ P max
B,b (k + i) δB,b(k + i), (7.6)

0 ≤PCH,b(k + i) ≤ −P min
B,b (k + i) (1− δB,b(k + i)), (7.7)

where δB,i = 1 indicates discharging mode while δB,i = 0 rep-
resents the charging mode. The SOC is constrained between
minimum and maximum bounds

Smin
B,b ≤ SB,b(k + i) ≤ Smax

B,b . (7.8)

The constraints (7.4)-(7.8) must hold ∀i ∈ [0, . . . , N − 1]. To
avoid complete charging or discharging of BESSs, not ideal
for guaranteeing voltage stability and load satisfiability for all
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possible contingencies, a terminal constraint on the SOC is im-
posed

SB,b(k +N) = SoB,b + ∆SB,b , (7.9)

where ∆SB,b is a slack variable introduced to ensure feasibility.

b) Dispatchable DGUs: These DGUs are interfaced with a dis-
patchable units, as micro-generator (mGEN) units. These DGUs
can be turned off or on based on the power necessity of the
DC-iMG. The operational mode is governed by the variable
δD,d, d ∈ DD, with values 1 and 0 indicating on and off states,
respectively. The power produced by the dispatchable DGU
must lie within a range defined by lower and upper bounds

δD,d(k + i)Pmin
D,d ≤ PD,d(k + i) ≤ P max

D,d δD,d(k + i), d ∈ GD,
(7.10)

defined ∀i ∈ [0, . . . , N − 1].

c) PV DGUs: These DGUs can be operated in two distinct modes:
MPPT and the power curtailment mode. The MPPT is the stan-
dard mode of PV systems, where the maximum possible power
is injected into the grid. However, in case there an excess of
power in the DC-iMG, the power curtailment mode is activated,
where the EMS reduces the power produced by the PV DGU.
In the power curtailment mode, the DGU is voltage-controlled
using the voltage set-points computed by the secondary layer,
so that to track the power reduction reference provided by the
EMS. Considering the actual PV generation P o

PV and the fore-
cast P f

PV , and the effective PV power output is expressed as

PPV,p(k) = P o
PV,p(k) − ∆PPV,p(k), p ∈ GP , (7.11)

PPV,p(k + i) = P f
PV,p(k + i) − ∆PPV,p(k + i), (7.12)

defined for ∀i ∈ [0, . . . , N − 1].
The variable ∆PPV,p expresses the amount of curtailed power.
The curtailed power cannot be arbitrary and it must fulfil the
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following constraints

∆PPV,p(k) ≥ (1− δPV,p(k)) ε, (7.13)
∆PPV,p(k) ≤ (1− δPV,p(k))P o

PV,p(k), (7.14)

∆PPV,p(k + i) ≥ (1− δPV,p(k + i)) ε, (7.15)

∆PPV,p(k + i) ≤ (1− δPV,p(k + i))P f
PV,p(k + i), (7.16)

defined for ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , N − 1].

The parameter ε > 0 is chosen at a sufficiently small number
and δPV,p is a decision variable. The rationale behind constraints
(7.13)-(7.16) is not only to limit power curtailment but also to
enable one to distinguish between the operation modes. Clearly,
if δPV,p = 1 the MPPT is activated, i.e. ∆PPV,p is forced to zero,
whereas if δPV,p = 0 the power curtailment mode, it must be
strictly greater than zero and lower than the nominal PV power
production. For more details on logic and mixed-integer con-
straints, the reader is referred to [135].

2. Loads: The nominal power absorption of the lth ZIP load, l ∈ L,
is computed at nominal voltage by utilizing the current state of the
system for the first time step

P o
L,l(k) = ĪL,l(k)V o + YL,lV

o2 + P̄L,l(k), l ∈ L, (7.17)

while forecasts are used for future time instants

P o
L,l(k + i) = ĪfL,l(k + i)V o + YL,lV

o2 + P̄ f
L,l(k + i), (7.18)

defined ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , N − 1].
It is worth noticing that P o

L,l is just an estimate, as net power ab-
sorption of ZIP loads depends on the actual DC-iMG voltages, as
expressed in (7.3).

3. Power balance: In a DC-iMG, the internal power balance must be
maintained. Hence, the following constraint is expressed
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∑
b∈DB

PB,b(k + i) +
∑
d∈DD

PD,d(k + i) +
∑
p∈DP

PPV,p(k + i) +

+
∑
l∈L

P o
L,l(k + i) = 0,

(7.19)

which is stated ∀i ∈ [0, . . . , N − 1].
It is worth noticing that the converters and network losses are ne-
glected at the EMS level.

4. Cost function: The aim is to minimize the cost of satisfying the elec-
trical loads, hence the cost function is

J(k) =
∑
b∈DB

(∆SB,b)
2wS,b +

N−1∑
i=0

∑
b∈DB

(PB,b(k + i))2wB,b +

+
N−1∑
i=0

∑
d∈DD

(PD,d(k + i))2wD,d +

+
N−1∑
i=0

∑
p∈DP

(∆PPV,p(k + i))2wPV,p +

+
N−1∑
i=0

∑
p∈DP

(δPV,p(k + i)− δPV,p(k + i− 1))2wδPV,p︸ ︷︷ ︸
α

+

+
N−1∑
i=0

∑
b∈DB

(δB,b(k + i)− δB,b(k + i− 1))2wδB,b︸ ︷︷ ︸
β

+

+
N−1∑
i=0

∑
d∈DD

(δD,d(k + i)− δD,d(k + i− 1))2wδD,d︸ ︷︷ ︸
γ

,

(7.20)
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where wS, wPV , . . . are positive weights. The EMS is designed
keeping BESSs close to their nominal SOCs and using power cur-
tailment as the last resort. Thus, the weights wS,B and wPV are set
to much higher values with respect to others, enabling ∆SB,b and
∆PPV,p to be nonzero only when necessary for preserving feasibil-
ity. The terms α, β and γ are included in the cost to avoid frequent
changes in modes of operation of different DGUs.

At every EMS time instant, the following optimization is solved

min J(k) (7.21a)
subject to

(7.4)− (7.19). (7.21b)

and the optimal power set points P̄B,i, P̄D,j, P̄PV,p and decision variables
δ̄B,i, δ̄D,j, δ̄PV,p are obtained.

7.3.2 Interaction between tertiary and secondary layers

The EMS produces power references as well as decision variables, both of
which are passed down to the secondary control layer. The value of these
decision variables essentially determines the topology of the DC-iMG
network. This is due to the fact that dispatchable generators can be con-
nected/disconnected from the network based on the value of δD,j . More-
over, based on the value of δPV,p, the PV DGUs can either inject maximum
power or undergo power curtailment. While injecting maximum power,
the PV DGU is governed by MPPT algorithms and automatically alters
its output voltage in order to inject maximum power. Thus, in this mode,
the DGU operates as a P load injecting power. When the DGU experi-
ences a power curtailment, it injects the requested power and operates as
a voltage-controlled DGU.
As mentioned earlier, the EMS power references are not directly perceiv-
able by the primary controllers. Thus, a power-to-voltage translation is
performed by the secondary controller by utilizing topology-based power-
flow equations (see Section 7.4). Therefore, at every EMS time instant,
the secondary controller uses the decision variables to update the DC-iMG
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topology in order to accommodate the turning ON/OFF of dispatchable
generators as well as operation mode of PV DGUs.

Remark 7.1. (Connectivity of the DC-iMG network) It is assumed that
the turning ON/OFF of dispatchable DGUs does not impact the connec-
tivity of the rest of the DC-iMG network. In other words, addition or
removal of a dispatchable DGUs must not split the remainder of the net-
work into two or more disjoint iMGs. In case, critical DGUs affecting the
connectivity of graph are present in the network, one can restrict their op-
eration modes by adding additional constraints to the EMS optimization
problem (see Section 7.5 for an example). As shown in [135], the variable
δD can be used to deduce relevant constraints.

7.4 Secondary control based on power-flow equations

The secondary control is designed to make DGUs track the power ref-
erences provided by the EMS, here condensed in the vector P̄G. The
decision variables communicated by the EMS at a given sampling instant
define the topology of the network over the next EMS sampling period.

Remark 7.2. The secondary layer, operating on a faster time scale in
comparison to the EMS, utilizes a fixed topology over an EMS sampling
period to perform power-voltage translation. The DC-iMG topology is
updated when a new set of decision variables is received.

To perform the power-to-voltage translation, such that proper references
can be sent to primary controllers, the equations linking power and volt-
age are firstly deduced. The relation between power and voltage in a
DC-iMG is defined by the power-flow equations dependent on DC-iMG
parameters and topology.

The undirected connected graph G̃ = (Ṽ , Ẽ) is introduced, defining the
topology of the DC-iMG for a specified EMS sampling period. The set
Ṽ is partitioned into two sets: G̃ = {1, . . . , n} is the set of DGUs and
L̃ = {n+ 1, . . . , n+m} is the set of loads. The set G̃ = G̃D ∪ G̃B ∪ G̃GP ,
where G̃D is the set of connected dispatchable DGUs, G̃B is the set of
BESSs, and G̃GP is the set of voltage-controlled PV DGUs. In steady
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state, the inductances and capacitances can be neglected and the current-
voltage relation is given by the identity I = BΓBTV = Y V , where
B ∈ R(n+m)×|E| is the incidence matrix ofmG̃, I is the vector of PCC cur-
rents, V is the vector containing PCC voltages, Γ is the diagonal matrix
of line conductances, and Y ∈ R(n+m)×(n+m) is the network admittance
matrix [136].

On partitioning the nodes into DGUs and loads, the relation can be rewrit-
ten as[

IG
IL

]
=

[
BGR

−1BT
G BGR

−1BT
G

BLR
−1BT

G BLR
−1BT

G

] [
VG
VL

]
:=

[
YGG YGL
YLG YLL

] [
VG
VL

]
,

(7.22)

where VG = [V1, . . . , Vn]T , VL = [Vn+1, . . . , Vn+m]T , IG = [I1, . . . , In]T ,
and IL = [In+1, . . . , In+m]T . The subscriptsG and L indicate the voltage-
controlled DGUs and loads, respectively. Throughout this chapter, the
following assumption is made.

Assumption 7.2. The PCC voltage Vi is strictly positive for all i ∈ V .

It is underlined that Assumption 7.2 is not a limitation, and rather reflects
a common constraint in MGs operation. Notice that, in Figure 7.1, one
end of the load is connected to the PCC and the other to the ground, as-
sumed be at zero potential by convention. Since the electric current and
hence power flows from higher to lower potential, negative references
and PCC voltages would reverse the role of loads and make them power
generators. In order to ensure power balance in the network, this power
would be absorbed by the generators. This, in effect, defeats the funda-
mental goal of the DC-iMG, that is, the satisfiability of the loads by virtue
of the power generated by the DGUs. Furthermore, if Vi ∈ RN , then a
zero-crossing for the voltages may take place. At zero voltage, the power
consumed by the ZIP loads tends to infinity.

Based on the current directions depicted in Figure 7.1, it is evident that
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IL,j(Vj) = −Ij, j ∈ L. Using (7.2), one can simplify (7.22) as

IG = YGGVG + YGL VL (7.23a)

−YLVL − ĪL − [VL]−1P̄L = YLGVG + YLL VL, (7.23b)

where YL ∈ Rm×m is the diagonal matrix of load admittances. The vec-
tors ĪL and P̄L collect consumptions of I and P loads, respectively.

The power PG,i, i ∈ G̃ produced by an individual DGU can be divided
in the sum of power injected into the network and the filter losses. Equiv-
alently,

PG = [VG]IG + [IG]RGIG (7.24)

where RG ∈ Rn×n is a diagonal matrix collecting filter resistances and
IG is the vector of DGU filter currents. On pre-multiplying (7.23a) with
[VG], and by using (7.24), one can rewrite (7.23) as

fG(VG, VL, PG) = [VG]YGG VG + [VG]YGL VL

+ [IG]RG IG − PG = 0,
(7.25)

fL(VG, VL) = YLG VG + YLL VL + YLVL

+ YLVL + ĪL + [VL]−1 P̄L = 0.
(7.26)

The equations (7.25) and (7.26) fundamentally depict the power balance
and current balance at DGU and load nodes, respectively. These equa-
tions depend on the topology-dependent Y matrix, and are updated once
a new set of decision variable is received. In order to translate the power
references into suitable voltage references, the secondary layer solves an
optimization problem, whose objective is to minimize the difference be-
tween the reference power P̄G and the DGU input power PG under the
equilibrium relations (7.25) and (7.26). Firstly, a simplified version of
the optimization problem is presented, where constraints on voltages and
generator power are neglected. Unlike the EMS, the secondary controllers
consider only the DGUs and loads connected at a given time instant, and
their respective operating modes. the current topology, i.e, of the DC-iMG
to perform the power-voltage translation. The secondary layer, operating
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on faster time scale, utilize this topology to perform power-voltage trans-
lation until a new set of decision variables are received.

Secondary Power Flow (SPF):

JSPF (P̄G, P̄L, ĪL) = min
VG, VL,PG

||PG − P̄G||2 (7.27a)

subject to
fG(VG, VL, PG) = 0 (7.27b)
fL(VG, VL) = 0 . (7.27c)

As noticeable from Figure 7.2, the SPF layer requires the updated load
consumption (P̄L, ĪL) and the power references P̄G in order to solve (7.27).
The set X is introduced, as the set of all (VG, VL, PG) that satisfy (7.27b)-
(7.27c) simultaneously. Hereafter, necessary and sufficient conditions are
discussed, ensuring that the set X is nonempty. Two preliminary Lemmas
are firstly introduced.

Lemma 7.1. The matrix YLL can be written as

YLL = ŶLL + [−YLG1n], (7.28)

where ŶLL is a Laplacian matrix .

Proof. The network admittance matrix Y is a Laplacian with zero row
sum [136]. Matrix YLL, a submatrix of Y , is symmetric with positive
diagonal and non-negative off-diagonal entries. Since the network graph
G is connected, YLL has at least one row with strictly positive row sum.
YLL is a Laplacian matrix with self loops [137] and, therefore, can be
written as (7.28).

Lemma 7.2. The matrix −(YLL + YL)−1 YLG has no rows with all zero
entries and is nonnegative.

Proof. The matrix −YLG is a non-negative matrix and, since the graph is
connected, has at least one row with non-zero row sum. The statement
of the above Lemma follows from the fact that YLL + YL is a Laplacian
matrix with self loops and its inverse is strictly positive [137].

Next, it is shown that SPF is always feasible.
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Proposition 7.1. The feasible set X is non-empty . In particular, for all
P̄L ∈ Rm and ĪL ∈ Rm, the following statements hold:

1. The equation (7.27c) is always solvable.

2. The solvability of (7.27c) implies that (7.27b) is solvable.

Proof. Under Assumption 7.2, the equation (7.27c) can be written as fol-
lows:

[VL] ỸLL VL + [VL]YLG VG + [VL] ĪL + P̄L = 0, (7.29)

where ỸLL = YLL + YL. Using Banach fixed-point theorem, as shown
in [130], it can be proven that for a fixed VG, a corresponding VL solving
(7.27c) exists if

∆ = ||P−1
crit P̄L||∞ < 1 (7.30)

where
Pcrit =

1

4
[Ṽ ] ỸLL [Ṽ ] (7.31)

and
Ṽ = −Ỹ −1

LL YLGVG − Ỹ
−1
LL ĪL. (7.32)

Different from [130], here VG is a free variable. Therefore, for the solv-
ability of (7.27c), it is enough to show that a VG can be always found such
that (7.30) is satisfied for any ĪL and P̄L.
Consider V α

G = α 1n, with α ∈ R>0. Therefore,

Ṽ α = −Ỹ −1
LL YLGV

α
G − Ỹ −1

LL ĪL = α(−Ỹ −1
LL YLG1n)− Ỹ −1

LL ĪL.

Given Lemma 7.2, (−Ỹ −1
LL YLG1n) is a positive vector. Hence, there exists

an ᾱ ∈ R>0 such that Ṽ α > 0 ∀α > ᾱ.
Considering i, j ∈ L, any element (i, j) of the matrix (P α

crit)
−1 can be

expressed as follows

(P α
crit)

−1
ij = 4 (ỸLL)−1

i,j /(Ṽ
α
i Ṽ α

j ). (7.33)

It is evident that (P α
crit)

−1
ij is inversely proportional to the parameter α, for

α > ᾱ. As a result, it is always possible to increase α such that (7.30) is
verified for any P̄L and ĪL. Consequently, a voltage solution (V ∗G, V

∗
L ) of

(7.27c) always exists, proving statement 1.
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Regarding statement 2, it is evident that (7.27b) is linear with respect to
PG. This implies that, for any solution (V ∗G, V

∗
L ) of (7.27c), a correspond-

ing P ∗G solving (7.27b) always exists.

Proposition 7.1 guarantees the feasibility of SPF. Now, its optimality is
discussed. If SPF achieves the optimal cost J∗SPF = 0, it implies that
a voltage solution exists such that the power references P̄G are exactly
tracked by the DGUs. This condition can not be achieved for any value
of (P̄L, ĪL, P̄G). The following proposition, inspired by [138], presents a
necessary condition that must hold for J∗SPF = 0. The proof nonetheless
is different as DGU filter losses are also taken into account.

Proposition 7.2. If the SPF achieves the optimal cost J∗SPF = 0, then∑
∀i∈D

P̄G ≥
∑
∀i∈L

P̄L −
1

4
Ī TL Ỹ −1

GG ĪL, (7.34)

where ỸGG = YGG − Y T
GL(YLL + YL)YGL.

Proof. Under Assumption 1, equations (7.27b) and (7.27c) can be ex-
pressed in a single matrix equality as follows

f(V, PG) = [V ] Ỹ V + [V ]Ĩ +

[
[IG]RIG

0

]
+

[
−PG
P̄L

]
= 0n+m,

(7.35)

where Ĩ =
[
0Tn Ī TL

]T , and Ỹ = Y +

[
0 0
0 YL

]
. To achieve J∗SPF = 0, a

solution (V, PG) to SPF must exist such that PG = P̄G and

f(V, P̄G) = 0n+m. (7.36)

On multiplying the above equation by 1Tn+m on both sides, one obtains

1Tn+m f(V, P̄G) = V T Ỹ V + V T Ĩ + ITG RIG

− 1Tn PG + 1Tm P̄L = 0 .
(7.37)
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If the solution exists for (7.35), then, one can also verify (7.36). Using
simple computations, equation (7.37) can be rewritten as

(V +
1

2
Ỹ −1Ĩ)T Ỹ (V +

1

2
Ỹ −1Ĩ) + ITG RG IG

=
1

4
ĨT Ỹ −1 Ĩ +

∑
∀i∈D

P̄G −
∑
∀i∈L

P̄L.
(7.38)

Note that the matrices Ỹ � 0 andRG � 0, and hence, if a voltage solution
V exists, then

(V +
1

2
Ỹ −1Ĩ)T Ỹ (V +

1

2
Ỹ −1Ĩ) + ITG RIG ≥ 0. (7.39)

We highlight that IG is a function of V (see (7.23a)). This further implies
that

1

4
Ĩ T Ỹ −1 Ĩ +

∑
∀i∈D

P̄G −
∑
∀i∈L

P̄L ≥ 0. (7.40)

Using standard results on the inverse of block matrices, the expression
Ĩ T Ỹ −1 Ĩ can be simplified as Ī TL ( ỸGG )−1 ĪL, where ỸGG is the Schur
complement of Ỹ [139]. The matrix Ỹ −1 can be represented as a block
matrix

Ỹ −1 =

[
A B
C D

]
(7.41)

Using the properties of block matrices inversion, it can be proven that D
corresponds to the Schur complement of Ỹ , i.e.
D = (ỸGG − Y T

GL Y
−1
LL YGL)−1, as discussed in [140]. Therefore, equa-

tion (7.40) can be written as follows∑
∀i∈D

P̄G ≥
∑
∀i∈L

P̄L −
1

4
Ī TL (ỸGG − Y T

GL Y
−1
LL YGL)−1 ĪL (7.42)

which expresses the necessary condition for the existence of a solution V
to (7.36).
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Remark 7.3. It is highlighted that the necessary condition (7.42) depends
only on the network parameters and load consumption. Therefore, it can
be incorporated in the EMS optimization problem as a constraint for the
choice of the power references P̄G.

In a real DC-iMG, the power output PG is constrained by physical limits
of the DGUs. Moreover, the components of the DC-iMG are designed to
operate around the nominal voltage. Hence, both nodal voltages and DGU
powers must respect certain constraints, which are not incorporated in the
aforementioned SPF. Consequently, the following optimization problem
is introduced with additional operational constraints.

Secondary Constrained Power Flow (SCPF):

JSCPF (P̄G, P̄L, ĪL) = min
VG, VL,PG

||PG − P̄G||2 (7.43a)

subject to
fG(VG, VL, PG) = 0 (7.43b)
fL(VG, VL) = 0 (7.43c)

V min
G ≤ VG ≤ V max

G (7.43d)

V min
L ≤ VL ≤ V max

L (7.43e)

Pmin
G ≤ PG ≤ Pmax

G . (7.43f)

If (7.43d)-(7.43f) are not considered, the feasibility of (7.43a)-(7.43c) is
theoretically guaranteed by Proposition 7.1. Nevertheless, if the DC-iMG
is properly designed, a feasible solution should always exist also if volt-
ages and power constraints are considered. In fact, the infeasibility of the
SCPF would imply the absence of sufficient power generation to satisfy
the load demand and losses in the allowed voltage range, which a problem
related to the DC-iMG physical design.

Given the above motivations, and the stated Proposition 7.1, it is assumed
that a solution of (7.43) always exist, as it will be shown by the numerical
results.
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At this stage, the properties of the optimal solution x∗ = (V ∗G, V
∗
L , P

∗
G) of

SCPF are analysed, assuming it exists.
As mentioned before, the secondary control layer acts as an interface be-
tween the EMS (tertiary layer) and the local voltage regulators (primary
layer). The voltage V ∗G obtained from the SCPF is transmitted as a ref-
erence to the primary voltage controllers of the DGUs. It is highlighted
that just the component V ∗G of x∗ can be directly imposed in the DC-iMG,
since the load nodes are not equipped with voltage controllers and the
generators are not controlled to track power references.

Therefore, it is important to guarantee that, for a given voltage reference
V ∗G at the DGU nodes, it results that P ∗G is the power produced by the
DGUs and V ∗L appears at the load nodes.
This implies that for a fixed V ∗G, the unique solution satisfying the power
flow equation (7.25)-(7.26) must be VL = V ∗L , PG = P ∗G. This uniqueness
property is stated by means of the following theorem.

Theorem 7.1. Consider the optimal solution x∗ = (V ∗G, V
∗
L , P

∗
G) of (7.43).

For a fixed V ∗G, the pair (V ∗L , P
∗
G) is the unique solution of (7.25)-(7.26)

in the set Y = {(VL, PG) : VL > V min
L , PG ∈ Rn} if

P̄L,i < (V min
i )2 YL,i, ∀i ∈ L̃. (7.44)

Proof. For a fixed V ∗G, the power-flow equations (7.25)-(7.26) can be
rewritten as

f̃G(VL, PG) = fG(VG, VL, PG)

∣∣∣∣
VG=V ∗G

= [V ∗G]YGGV
∗
G

+ [VL]YLGVL + [IG]RGIG − PG = 0,

(7.45)

f̃L(VL) = fL(VG, VL)

∣∣∣∣
VG=V ∗G

= YLG V
∗
G + YLL VL

+ YLVL + ĪL + [VL]−1 P̄L = 0.

(7.46)
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First of all, equation (7.46) is analysed. Note that f̃(V ∗L ) = 0 since V ∗L
is a feasible solution obtained from the SCPF. Moreover, if the function
f̃L(VL) is injective, then V ∗L is the unique solution of (7.46).
To show the injectivity of f̃L(VL), we first evaluate its Jacobian with re-
spect to VL, given as

J (VL) =
∂f̃L(VL)

∂VL
= YLL + YL −

[
[VL]−2P̄L

]
. (7.47)

As stated in [141, Theorem 6], if the Jacobian (7.47) of the function
f̃L(VL) is symmetric and positive definite in a convex region Ω, then
f̃L(VL) is injective in Ω. Note that J (VL) is symmetric by construction.
Moreover, using Lemma 7.1, one can split (7.47) into

J (VL) = ŶLL + [−YLG1n] + YL −
[
[VL]−2P̄L

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
M̃

, (7.48)

where ŶLL � 0 and −YLG is a nonnegative matrix. For J (VL) to be
positive definite, it is sufficient to show that M̃ � 0. Since M̃ is a diagonal
matrix,

−
∑
j∈D

Yij + YL,i − P̄L,iV −2
i > 0, ∀i ∈ L̃. (7.49)

We remark that −
∑

j∈D Yij is positive only if load i is connected directly
to at least one DGU, and is otherwise zero. Hence, if

P̄L,i < V 2
i YL,i, (7.50)

then (7.49) is automatically satisfied and consequently J (VL) � 0. Using
(7.50), one can deduce that f̃L(VL) is injective in Ω given as

Ω = {Vi : Vi >

√
P̄L,i
YL,i

, ∀i ∈ L̃ }.

Since V ∗Li ∈ [V min
Li , V max

Li ] and (7.44) holds, V ∗L always belongs to Ω.
The uniqueness of V ∗L in Ω follows from the injectivity of f̃L(VL); more-
over, given (7.44), V ∗L is unique in Y . Consequently, considering that
f̃G(V ∗L , P

∗
G) = 0, it is evident that PG = P ∗G is the unique solution of

(7.45) if VG = V ∗G and VL = V ∗L .
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Remark 7.4. (Condition (7.44) and stability) The uniqueness condition
(7.44) essentially limits the power consumption of P loads. As shown
in [118], due to the negative impedance introduced by the P loads, their
power consumption PL,i < (V ∗i )2YL,i, i ∈ L̃ in order to guarantee stabil-
ity. Since V ∗i is the solution of SCPF, V ∗i ≥ V min

i , by satisfying (7.44),
one can simultaneously guarantee the uniqueness of load voltages and
the stability of the DC-iMG.

7.5 Numerical Results

The aim of this section is to show the performance of the proposed hierar-
chical control scheme via simulation studies conducted in MATLAB. The
16-bus DC feeder in meshed stand-alone configuration described in [142]
is considered, equipped with three BESS DGUs, two dispatchable DGUs,
a PV DGU, and ten ZIP loads (see Figure 7.3). The DC-iMG is oper-
ated at a nominal voltage V o = 100 V with nodal voltages lying between
V min = 0.9V o and V max = 1.1V o. The DGU parameters utilized by the
EMS are given in Table 7.2.

Three types of loads are considered, denoted by subscripts A, B, and C,
based on different consumption patterns. The daily evolution of the con-
stant current and constant power terms of the loads are shown in Figure
7.4 (a) and (b), while the admittances are set as
YL,A = 0.8 S, YL,B = 0.7 S, YL,C = 0.6 S. Figures 7.4 (c)-(f) show
the total power absorption of loads and the total production of the PV
DGU, at the nominal voltage and according to the available forecasts.

The DGUs are interfaced with synchronous Buck converters and con-
trolled by the primary voltage controllers studied in [118].
It is evident that turning off dispatchable DGUs at nodes 1 and 2 simul-
taneously splits the network into two separate iMGs (see Figure 7.3). This
can be circumvented by adding the simple constraint
δD,1(k) + δD,2(k) ≥ 1 to the EMS optimization problem (7.21).
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Figure 7.3: DC-iMG based on the modified 16-bus feeder [142]. The letters DG,
BESS, and PV denote Dispatchable Generators, Battery Energy Storage Systems, and
Photovoltaic DGUs, respectively. The letter L indicates Loads with subscriptsA,B, and
C defining different consumption patterns.

DGU (P min, P max) CB (ηCH , ηDH) (SminB , SmaxB ) SoB

DG 1 (+10,+80) − − − −
DG 2 (+10,+80) − − − −

BESS 3 (−40,+40) 150 (0.9, 0.9) (0.1, 0.9) 0.5
BESS 4 (−50,+50) 150 (0.9, 0.9) (0.1, 0.9) 0.6
BESS 5 (−60,+60) 250 (0.9, 0.9) (0.1, 0.9) 0.4

Table 7.2: DGU parameters used by the EMS. DG and BESS stands for Dispatchable
Generator and Battery Energy Storage System DGUs, while the number indicates the
node of connection.

The MPC-based EMS schedules the optimal power set-points of DGUs
every 15 minutes, using a prediction horizon of 5 hours, i.e. N = 20.
The secondary layer runs with a sampling time of 3 minutes with the
goal of tracking the received power references despite the aforementioned
load variations. In the ensuing discussion, the behaviour of various DC-
iMG components is described, controlled by the proposed hierarchical
controller over a span of 24 hours.
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Figure 7.4: (a) Current term profile of ZIP loads; (b) Power term profile of ZIP loads.
(c) Total power absorption of Load A; (d) Total power absorption of Load B; (e) Total
power absorption of Load C; (f) Power production of PV.
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Dispatchable DGUs: As shown in Figures 7.5 (a) and (b), DGUs DG1
and DG2 track the power references provided by the EMS. During the
day, when PV generation starts picking up (see Figure 7.4 (f)), the EMS
turns off DGU DG1 to ensure economic optimality and maintain DC-
iMG power balance. DGU DG2, although producing minimum permissi-
ble power during the period of peak PV generation, remains operational
throughout the day in order to maintain connectivity of the DC-iMG.

BESS DGUs: In Figures 7.5 (c), (d) and (e), it can be noticed that BESS
DGUs follow power references provided by the EMS. Abrupt charging
and discharging, and frequent switching between these two modes work
to the detriment of BESS’s longevity, and are prevented by the EMS. As
for the SOCs, reported in Figure 7.6, they evolve respecting the opera-
tional constraints. Moreover, the EMS tries to store all the possible sur-
plus energy during periods of peak PV generation (see Figure 7.4(f)). This
energy is released in the last part of the day during which the PV gen-
eration declines, since the SOCs return around their nominal value, see
Figure 7.6.

PV DGU: As reported in Figure 7.4(f), so as to be consistent with a real
operation scenario, the simulations have been conducted with a mismatch
between nominal PV generation and forecasts. At a sampling instant,
the EMS utilizes the nominal PV generation and the forecast not only
to generate power references but also to decide whether to operate the
PV DGU in MPPT or power curtailment mode. As seen from Figure
7.5 (f), the power injected by the PV generators into the DC-iMG tracks
the EMS power references. Notice that the PV DGU operates in MPPT
mode during the first and the last hours of the simulation, whereas it cur-
tails power during the central part of the day. Clearly, a power curtail-
ment is inevitable considering that the SOCs are going to hit their upper
bound, DGU DG2 is injecting minimum power, and DGU DG1 is nonop-
erational.
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Figure 7.5: (a) Power output of DG 1; (b) Power output of DG 2; (c) Power output of
BESS 3; (d) Power output of BESS 4; (e) Power output of BESS 5; (f) Power output of
PV 6.
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Figure 7.6: SOCs of BESS DGUs.

It is underlined that, during the simulation, the condition (7.44) always
holds for all load nodes, ensuring the uniqueness of solution for load volt-
ages and the perfect tracking of DGUs power injections.

The secondary control layer manipulates the voltage references of the
DGUs every three minutes, and maintains the voltages in the allowed
range, as shown in Figure 7.7(a). As a consequence of new power refer-
ences received from the EMS, a clear change in voltages can be observed
every 15 minutes.

Finally Figures 7.7(b) and (c) report the performance of primary voltage
controllers when the dispatchable DGU DG1 is turned off by the EMS. It
is evident that the transients quickly die out and voltages are forced back
to desired reference values, although a DGU unit is being detached by
the DC-iMG. The overall voltage stability is preserved thanks to the im-
plemented Plug-and-Play voltage primary controllers, described in details
in [118].
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Figure 7.7: (a) Power output of DG 1; (b) Power output of DG 2; (c) Power output of
BESS 3; (d) Power output of BESS 4; (e) Power output of BESS 5; (f) Power output of
PV 6.
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7.6 Conclusions

A top-to-bottom hierarchical control structure for a DC-iMG has been
proposed. By utilizing an MPC-based EMS at tertiary layer, optimal
power references are generated. The secondary layer translates these
power signals into voltage references for the primary layer. More specif-
ically, the voltage references are generated by solving an optimization
problem at the secondary layer, which can incorporate practical opera-
tional constraints. Furthermore, the well-posedness of the secondary op-
timization problem has been studied, discussing its feasibility and de-
duced a novel condition for the uniqueness of generator voltages and
DGU power injections. Lastly, it has been numerically shown that the
multiple layers of the hierarchical controller achieve satisfactory results in
terms of DGUs management and voltage regulation, allowing the proper
operation of a DC-MG in islanded mode.
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CHAPTER8
Conclusions and Future Research

This doctoral thesis aimed to define a comprehensive framework of con-
trol algorithms and architectures for the integration of smart microgrids
into the electrical system, considered as the key-solution for enhancing
the diffusion of renewable energy sources (RESs). Indeed, the collocation
of RESs with storage systems, controllable loads and other dispatchable
units, allows to better exploit their potentiality, if properly coordinated by
adequate control strategies.
As extensively discussed in the first part of this thesis, a significant ad-
vantage of microgrids is related to their flexibility, possibly adapting the
internal scheduling of their units to support the overall electrical system
through the provision of ancillary services. This is a fundamental and
widely discussed aspect of today energy market mechanisms and regula-
tions, due to the increasing intermittency and power variability caused by
RESs and by the raising world power demand.
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Nevertheless, microgrids would have a negligible impact on the electrical
system if autonomously operated, and they would not be able to meet the
minimum requirements for the ancillary services provision. Therefore,
coordination and multi-agents optimization control strategies have been
designed and proposed, so as to coordinate multiple microgrids as part
of a unique aggregator, able to participate in the energy markets and to
effectively provide ancillary services.

Another peculiar advantage of collocating RESs, storage devices and con-
trollable loads in microgrids, is that these entities can also autonomously
operate as proper electrical islands. This is an effective solution to elec-
trify rural areas or to ensure a secure supply in case of faults in the main
grid system. The second part of this thesis concerned the design of dedi-
cated and structured control architectures for the islanded operation mode,
allowing an efficient management of local resources and the stable regu-
lation of the internal frequency and voltages.

Future research directions

To enhance the energy transition to a more decentralized and sustainable
electrical paradigm, the presented research can be continued through the
following paths.

Data-based control of distributed energy resources

Most of the control and coordination algorithms designed and described
in this thesis consider the available forecasts on the RESs production
and the loads absorption. Nevertheless, it must be considered that an
enormous number of historical data is available about these quantities,
recorded day by day during the normal systems operation. It would be
interesting to investigate how this information can be properly classified
and exploited to improve the management and control of distributed en-
ergy resources, both at the microgrid and at the aggregator level. A pre-
liminary solution to develop estimation models from data with very mild
assumptions is described in Chapter 5, and this could be integrated with a
proper management and control algorithm for microgrids.
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Coordination and multi-agent algorithms for generic optimization
problems

The multi-agent coordination of multiple microgrids and energy sources
is one of the core topics of this thesis. Nevertheless, the performances of
existing distributed optimization algorithms significantly depend on the
problem structure and they are not generalizable. In Chapter 2 a dis-
tributed optimization algorithm for convex problems has been presented,
while Chapter 3 focused on coordination strategies for the balancing ser-
vice provision in presence of mixed-integer variables. However, the dis-
tributed algorithm described in Chapter 3 still applies to a specific class of
problems, i.e. the mixed-integer linear problems. It would be interesting
to investigate the design of multi-agent optimization strategies which do
not require any assumption or knowledge on the agent internal structure,
allowing to anyhow find a convergent solution, hopefully with reduced
sub-optimality. In fact, microgrids can be equipped with different types
of units and they can be internally controlled according to different op-
timization strategies, constraints and objectives. This should not affect
their coordination in efficiently supporting the overall electrical system.

Clustering and multi-clusters control architectures for networked sys-
tems

Chapter 4 addressed the problem of coordinating large-scale networks
with a prompt and scalable control action. The main idea of the pro-
posed solution relies on firstly partitioning the network in areas, and then
coordinating their operations through a novel fully distributed two-layer
architecture. An interesting development is to further improve the pro-
posed network partitioning algorithm and to integrate it with the designed
two-layer control architecture, so that the boundaries of network areas
are iteratively updated based on the control performances and availabil-
ity of resources. Moreover, the overall framework can be defined from a
more conceptual point of view, so as to be applied to different networked
applications.
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Improving the integration of high-level management strategies and
low-level control structures in islanded microgrids

Chapter 6 and 7 concerned the islanded microgrid operation with AC and
DC networks, aiming to close the gap between the well-studied optimization-
based management algorithms and the existing low-level control tech-
niques for the voltages and frequency stabilization. This integration is in
fact of crucial importance for ensuring the efficient operation of real is-
landed microgrids. The designed approaches achieve satisfactory results,
relying however on the measurement of voltage magnitudes and phases
(for Chapter 6) and of loads consumption (for Chapter 7), and on the
knowledge of some network parameters. An interesting research path is
to further improve the designed control architectures in a more flexible
fashion, requiring the sampling of just few electrical variables, and then
internally developing reliable estimation models of the islanded microgrid
system. This would facilitate the implementation of the designed control
solutions into real microgrids.
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